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Abstract
Social and cultural form is being reshaped by the increasing centrality of logistical
science to everyday lived experience. Formerly confined to the governance of
commodity chains, logistics’ influence has grown into a pervasive social
rationality that promotes endless circulation and perpetual uncertainty as
inextricable realities of contemporary life. Its ubiquity, I argue, is creating an
altogether new global economic system which I call the logistical mode of
production. As a planetary system of governance and control, the logistical mode
of production operates on many geographical and temporal registers at once. My
project thus employs a multi-scalar approach to capture the diversity of spaces
and speeds that simultaneously converge to form our new logistical reality. I
begin with the largest scale, i.e. the planetary logistical infrastructure that has
historically been defined by the global supply chain. Its most significant actor,
Amazon.com, has radically restructured commodity chains to service its
worldwide retail network and fulfill its promise of rapid on-demand consumption.
Beneath Amazon’s reconfiguration of the global supply chain exists what I call
the social supply chain. It is defined by on-demand service apps like Uber and
Deliveroo, whose platforms redirect logistical media’s governance of commodity
circulation to control and coordinate human movement through urban space. As
significant conductors of human circulation, mobile platforms not only reshape
physical geographies, but restructure individual subjectivity along logistical lines.
I therefore conclude my project by analyzing how the logistical mode of
iv

production creates individual subjects that embody its ideals of ceaseless
circulation, infinite flexibility, and ruthless efficiency.
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1. Introduction: Logistics After Capitalism: A New Mode
of Production?
I begin my inquiry with a teacup, or to be more specific, Nellie Hellis’ short
story, The Story He was Told or, the Adventures of a Teacup.” Written in 1899,
Hellis’ work was part of a popular literary genre in the eighteenth and nineteenth
century known as narratives of circulation, or “it-narratives.” Typically, an itnarrative chronicled the fanciful tales of inanimate objects like teacups, dolls, and
slippers as they passed between owners and households. In Nellie Hellis’
version, our hero’s journey begins as a hunk of clay at a porcelain manufacturer
in Northern England. After it has been constructed, the teacup is shipped to a
shop in London, where it sits for a few weeks until it is bought by a newly married
couple. Not long after arriving in its new home, the teacup is boxed up to
accompany its owners on a missionary trip to Calcutta. Years later, the teacup
eventually returns to England, presumably to live happily ever after. As Hellis’
story not too subtly suggests, it-narratives were often allegories of British
imperialism, inviting English readers to imagine the vastness of their Empire
through simple objects as they journeyed far beyond their homeland nation. Itnarratives also captured a moment in the history of capitalism, i.e. its phase of
imperial expansion and its development as the preeminent world economic
system.
What would a novel of circulation look like today? Could it even be
written? Consider the laptop I am currently using to write this introduction — an
Acer Aspire E 15. I was unable to identify the exact point of origin of my laptop
1

since Acer splits its manufacturing between its home country Taiwan and its
factory operations in mainland China. Most likely however, it was manufactured
in Chongqing, a so-called “megacity” in Southwest China that is the size of
Austria. Chongqing is populated by a collection of “economic and technological
development zones” — special cities with low tax rates and loose labor policies
that were created by governments to attract international corporations like Acer.
From my computer’s point of origin, its point of assembly was likely somewhere
outside of Chongqing. However, identifying where its constituent parts were put
together, or for that matter where its discrete components were originally
sourced, is next to impossible. This is because companies like Acer strategically
divide their assembly of commodities along different points in the supply chain in
order to maximize flexibility and keep overhead costs low. Often, the location of a
commodity’s final assembly is miles if not continents away from its country of
origin.
Having failed to locate where my laptop came from, perhaps I could
identify how I managed to acquire it? According to my personalized online order
history, I purchased my Acer laptop from Amazon.com on December 20,,2016.
As soon as my order was processed, its information was most likely transmitted
to an Amazon warehouse, known as a “fulfillment center,” where a worker
received instructions as to the laptop’s location within the mile-long facility as well
as information on where to deposit the package for its eventual pickup by a

2

delivery driver. 1 The driver likely loaded my package along with dozens more and
set off to begin the day’s grueling itinerary. Driving all over the Triangle, a region
of central North Carolina, the driver would be tasked to ensure that my laptop
reached its final destination by end of day in order to satisfy Amazon’s two-day
shipping guarantee. Like clockwork, I indeed received my laptop two days after I
placed the order. As for the rest of my laptop’s it-narrative, any evidence as to its
whereabouts along its journey towards its destination (or for that matter, where it
will end up after I discard it) will likely forever remain a mystery. Such opaque
and confused narration is a far cry from the it-narratives of nineteenth century
England. The complexity of my laptop’s journey would be scarcely imaginable for
novelists like Nellie Hellis, let alone narratable. Hellis would likely be confounded
by the convoluted web of special economic zones, transportation infrastructures,
and communication networks that my laptop went through on the way to its final
destination. Perhaps even more confounding would be the casual attitude of
consumers like myself towards the miraculous feats of engineering required to
deliver a product directly to my door in under 48 hours.
While the efficiency and rapidity of on-demand consumerism appears as if
by magic, its existence is guaranteed by a science that has existed for centuries
— logistics. In their landmark book on the global logistics system, Bonacich and
Wilson define its primary historical role:

I am not certain which fulfillment center my laptop was processed, but one does exist nearby Research
Triangle Park (RTP), a few miles from my home in Durham, NC.

1
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“A military term, logistics refers to a system that continually supplies an
army in the field with both the means of living and the means of effectively
waging war. Keeping an army adequately supplied, especially during the
chaos of a distant war, is a huge and complex undertaking, as one can
imagine. The concept of logistics was borrowed by commercial enterprises
to describe their own challenges in keeping customers properly supplied.” 2
As a strategy for managing the movement and circulation of commodities,
logistics would likely not have been a foreign concept to Hellis and her
contemporaries. Its military origins, referenced by Bonacich and Wilson, stretch
as far back as the Roman Empire, whose war architects pioneered methods of
transporting armaments and military personnel to the battlefront. Military logistics
continues to be used today. According to NATO’s official Logistics Handbook, it
is defined as “the science of planning and carrying out the movement and
maintenance of forces.” 3 But beyond facilitating the means of waging war or
running a commercial enterprise, logistics’ role continues to expand. As Bonacich
and Wilson explain:
“Until recently, the term was generally limited to the transportation and
warehousing functions that any company needs to fulfill. But the idea of
logistics has undergone a metamorphosis. Its meaning has been
expanded to refer to the management of the entire supply chain,
encompassing design and ordering, production, transportation and
warehousing, sales, redesign and reordering. This entire cycle of
production and distribution is now viewed as a single integrated unit that
requires its own specialists for analysis and implementation.”4

Bonacich and Wilson (2008), 3
Interestingly, NATO’s handbook keeps its original militarist designation largely intact, while also expanding
its application to ostensibly non-combative activities like “nation-building” and “humanitarian assistance”
http://www.nato.int/docu/logi-en/1997/lo-103.htm#103
4 Bonacich and Wilson (2008), 3
2
3
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While Bonacich and Wilson correctly identify the expansion of logistical science
to include the management of global commodity circulation, I contend that we
must now go even further. 5 While its governance of the supply chain continues to
be an essential function, the fundamental argument of this dissertation is that
logistics is undergoing yet another profound transformation. Increasingly,
logistics not only governs the circulation of things but the circulation of people. By
circulation I not only mean the centuries-long patterns of human migration, but
the more granular movements human beings undergo in their day-to-day
routines, i.e. on the job, during their commutes, and during their leisure time.
With the expansion of logistics into everyday life, we are quickly becoming as
much of a target of its optimization protocols, tracking technologies, and
interoperation procedures as commodities themselves. The time of logistics — its
multitude of tempos, speeds, and rhythms — is becoming our own. Simply put,
the science of logistics is becoming an economic, technological, and social
dominant — an emergent organizing principle which not only organizes the
circulation of commodities, but the circulation of daily life.

The observation of logistics’ expanding role, not only in the global economy but society more generally,
has been a growing topic of interest amongst social theorists, cultural critics, and philosophers. Its primary
theorists, many of whom are important interlocutors of my own dissertation research, include Deborah
Cowen’s The Deadly Life of Logistics (2014), Ned Rossiter’s Software, Infrastructure, Labor (2016), and
Fred Moten and Stefano Harney’s The Undercommons (2013). While I share with them all an interest in the
changing role of logistical science, I do also differ from certain aspects of their analyses, which I will
elucidate in subsequent chapters. But to put it briefly, what differentiates my analysis from previous critiques
of logistical capitalism is my contention that logistics is no longer just an arm of capitalist production, but
rather, its reach is expanding so much as to become an entire logic of production unto itself.

5

5

A historical formation like the one I am suggesting is defined by Marx as a
“mode of production.” 6 For Marx, each phase of history possesses a particular
way of producing and reproducing its way of life. A mode of production
encompasses the set of labor practices, institutional rules, and social customs
that define such reproduction. In Reading Capital, Étienne Balibar specifies these
components to be “the economic base, the legal and political superstructures,
and the forms of social consciousness” that comprise a given historical period. 7
Marx divides the processes enumerated by Balibar into two general categories —
productive forces and relations of production. Relations of production are the
institutions — legal, social, and political — that organize and oversee society’s
power structures, i.e. the arrangement between a society’s opposing classes.
Under the feudal mode of production, for instance, relations of production were
organized between aristocratic landowners and the peasantry who subsisted off
their land in exchange for rents and military service. Capitalism revolutionized
feudalism’s relations of production by breaking the inter-generational
arrangement between lords and serfs and transforming the peasantry into a new
class of landless wage laborers. Its relations of production also transformed the
byzantine structure of feudal property relations into a rationalized and
bureaucratized system of private property contracts.

6
7

Marx (1990)
Althusser, Balibar et al (2015), 362

6

Along with relations of production, Marx delineated the role of productive
forces which describes the set of material practices that undergird a social
formation. They encompass a mode of production’s technologies, tools,
infrastructures, and technical know-how all of which combine to create the means
by which social relations are materially produced and reproduced. For instance,
feudalism’s productive forces were driven by agricultural technology like the
windmill, the plow, and the horse hoof. Overall, its productive forces were
relatively modest compared to capitalism, whose technological breakthroughs
like the steam engine and the power loom unleashed the power of labor
productivity to historically unprecedented degrees. Along with the tools and
technologies at its disposal, productive forces also include the methods of
distributing and dividing workers. While seemingly modest compared to the
revolutionary technologies mentioned above, its impact on productivity is
profound, perhaps more so than the technologies themselves. For instance,
capitalism revolutionized the labor process not only by inventing new machines,
but by inventing new methods of organizing workers, i.e. the factory system. In
prior modes of production, the labor process was limited to small manufacturing
and local handicraft. By concentrating workers in large factories, capitalism
produced new forms of cooperation between workers that dwarfed the productive
capacities of feudalism’s agrarian economy.
So far, we have seen how a mode of production provides analytical clarity
with regards to how societies reproduce themselves in any given historical
period. But its efficacy extends much further than its descriptive capacities.
7

Rather, as Balibar bluntly puts it, the concept mode of production represents
nothing less than “an epistemological break with respect to the whole tradition of
the philosophy of history”. 8 The break Balibar refers to is Marx’s theory of
historical materialism. Historical materialism was a method of interpreting history,
not through its official grand narratives, but by the economic conditions that
underlay each era and the opposition between classes such economic conditions
created. As an economically driven historicism, Marx’s philosophy of history
directly rebuked the idealist philosophies of history which predominated at the
time of his writing. Its progenitors, such as Kant and Hegel, considered history as
a progression of abstract ideals that human society progressively strove towards.
Conversely, Marx’s historical materialism defined human history as driven by
economic structures and the struggle between classes. The gradual
enlightenment of humanity celebrated by bourgeois philosophers concealed the
brutal reality of oppression and resistance that roiled underneath. Thus, rather
than the evolution of ideas and their eventual realization by all humankind, Marx
believed the unfolding struggle between classes to be the true motor of history.
Understood this way, the conceptual apparatus that undergirds Marx’s
mode of production not only describes historical periods, but the deep structure
of history itself. A mode of production, in other words, must be situated within
Marx’s general theory of historical materialism and the radical break from official
histories that its analytical method initiates. Its historical specificity is

8

Ibid., 359

8

simultaneously the material expression of history as such. Thus, while each
mode of production does indeed express a discrete constellation of economic,
social, and political factors — what Althusser calls a “peculiar rhythm” that is
historically “punctuated in a specific way” — its peculiarities must not be
considered wholly unique or isolatable from other modes. 9 Rather, every society
contains legal, political, and cultural arrangements that — no matter how unique
their historical permutations may be — are an invariant part of every social
formation throughout history. As Althusser specifies,
“The fact that each of these times and each of these histories is relatively
autonomous does not make them so many domains which are
independent of the whole: the specificity of each of these times and each
of these histories — in other words, their relative autonomy and
independence — is based on a certain type of articulation in the whole,
and therefore on a certain type of dependence with respect to the
whole.” 10
Consequently, every specific mode of production exists within the totality of
Marx’s materialist philosophy of history. Its constellation of forces and relations
simultaneously express its historical specificity and the general unfolding of
history itself. The concept of the mode of production gives us the language to
begin grasping the totality of human history in its most general and abstract form,
i.e. its underlying economic forces and the struggle between classes such forces
foment. In this way, a mode of production inverts the usual way historical
formations are understood. Rather than the grand narratives of social

9

Ibid., 247
Ibid., 362
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9

development offered by the ruling classes and its official philosophers, a mode of
production begins its analysis of social conditions from below, from the material
practices that actually determine the movement of history.
Ultimately, Marx’s inversion of traditional historicism allows us to interpret
social change on the basis of economic change. In other words, via the concept
of the mode of production, the explanatory power of economic conditions is not
limited by the disciplinary constraints of economics as it is defined by the
academy, but extends to the ideological, technical, legal, and institutional
elements that govern society as such. The analytical methods deployed in this
dissertation follow Marx’s original formulation. It wagers that by observing how
capitalism is changing and where it might be going, we are equipped with
diagnosing the social, cultural, and political conditions that invariably follow
economic change. Logistical science, I argue, has critically facilitated the
economic change currently happening today. Consequently, I argue we are
entering a new historical phase in the production and reproduction of social life
— the logistical mode of production. Like its predecessors, the logistical mode of
production is transforming society’s relations of production. As subsequent
chapters of the dissertation will show, logistical science is transforming the
contractual relationship between workers and their employers. Exemplified by the
rise of on-demand service work — otherwise known as “the gig economy” — the
labor contract is increasingly subject to smaller increments of time, oftentimes

10

lasting only even a few seconds. 11 Moreover, the logistical mode of production is
intensifying productive forces, particularly through the increasing power of digital
media. In the same way the steam engine and the power loom enabled
capitalism’s break from feudalism, the logistical mode of production is driven by
the epochal rise of digital communication networks like the Internet and digital
devices like radio frequency identifiers (RFID), mobile platforms, and
smartphones. Finally, like all other modes of production, the logistical mode of
production has created a set of values for its subjects to follow, what Balibar
refers to as “social forms of consciousness.” As I will argue, logistics has created
a way of life that primarily values flexibility, self-optimization, and ceaseless
circulation. The mandate to keep moving, to endlessly circulate, to keep flowing;
this I argue constitutes the fundamental ethos of the logistical mode of
production. It is an ethos directed not only at commodities or the supply chain
workers that oversee commodity circulation, but at society as such. In other
words, logistics is not only a set of technical protocols. It is becoming a social
and cultural logic. Logistics is expanding beyond its longstanding scientific niche
— planning and carrying out the movement of things. Its move from a discrete
discipline to a general tendency, I argue, qualifies logistics as an emerging mode
of production.

Otherwise known as microwork, its system of contracting out minor tasks — most often software
programming — to an online community of coders is epitomized by Amazon’s labor arbitrage platform
Mechanical Turk.
11

11

My contention that logistics represents an emerging mode of production
raises two critical questions:
1) How can a science that is fundamentally concerned with circulation be
generalized as a mode of production?
2) Is the logistical mode of production a subcategory of capitalism or does it
represent a complete break with its mode of production?
To answer the first question, logistics is already part of capitalism’s means of
production according to Marx’s own political economy. As anthropologist
Deborah Cowen makes clear, logistics is productive of value because it produces
value as it circulates. As she elaborates, Marx considered certain instances
within the circuit of commodity circulation — namely their “change of location” —
as a form of valorization. First, because such a change required labor power,
what Marx referred to as the “the labor performed in transport.” Secondly,
because moving commodities to a different location — particularly raw materials
used by commercial enterprises to assemble other commodities — was often a
necessary part of the manufacturing process. 12 In other words, transport
provided an important use-value to commodity production, and thus, contributed
to capitalism’s overall production of value. As Cowen puts it “….in Marx’s
formulation and in contrast to reductive assumptions, “change of location” is a

12

Marx (1993)

12

particular kind of commodity and the transport industry both serves production
and is a form of production unto itself.”13
In short, the facilitation of commodity circulation is already productive of
value, even before we bring contemporary logistical science into the mix.
However, once we consider how logistics has revolutionized the sphere of
circulation, its value far exceeds anything Marx could have imagined. Especially
when considering the extent of data now capable of being collected and
monitored by logistical media, its operations not only valorize commodities
themselves, but the information concerning their location and movement as well.
Generating complexly interwoven sites of valuable data generation, capital now
produces unprecedented amounts of data as it circulates around the global
supply chain. In other words, key to logistics valorization processes is the fact
that logistics produces information as it circulates.
Overall, this intensification of capital circulation — facilitated by surfeits of
information created by new digital technologies — has flipped circulation’s
relationship to production on its head. The vertiginous circulation of capital has
reached escape velocity to the extent that production is increasingly
subordinated to the circulative sphere’s hyper-accelerated fluidity. Whereas
Marx’s estimation of circulation’s productive value may have been limited to its
aiding of the production process, its current level of speed and sophistication has
transformed circulation from being a subcategory of production to defining the

13

Cowen (2014), 100.
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global economic system as such. In other words, circulation’s breakaway speed
has created a qualitative change to the economic system, inverting the traditional
relationship production has to circulation. 14 Logistical science, I argue, has been
an essential part of this change. But its critical role also requires me to introduce
an important caveat. The inversion of circulation’s relationship to production is
not a result of logistics itself. I am not centralizing logistics as the causal agent of
economic change. Whatever determinism may linger in my analysis is strictly set
aside for changes occurring within capitalism’s economic base. As Marx’s
historical materialism makes clear, changes to the production and reproduction of
capital are always a result of contradictions that are immanent to capitalism itself.
Other factors like new forms of technological innovation are always, in the last
instance, expressions of capitalism’s ongoing attempt to overcome the economic
contradictions that are intrinsic to its very existence.
In keeping with Marx’s analysis, the contradictions that spurred
capitalism’s inversion of circulation and production must be economically located.
Here, we find that its inversion of circulation and production was a result of the
worsening crises of profitability it began to experience in the middle of the

14 This statement is more counterintuitive than it may appear at first glance. Does production not precede
circulation by definition? After all, commodities can only circulate after they have been produced. Is the
reverse nothing but a logical absurdity? While perhaps true on a naively realistic level, it is important to
understand that capitalism’s reproduction is not simply “empirical.” It was what Marx called a “real
abstraction.” In the abstract, circulation can indeed dictate how production functions, because on an abstract
level, there is no beginning and end to capitalist reproduction. It simultaneously exists at each phase of its
reproduction process. There is no point on the planet where one can point and say, “Here! This is where the
process begins!” Not even at the point of production itself. Because even the ability to produce a commodity
is precipitated by a complex chain of circulations, i.e. financial transactions, legal agreements, transportation
infrastructures, resource extractions. Thus, when I and others contend that circulation now precedes
production, it is precisely in an abstract, yet no less “real” sense than if I were to say production formerly
dictated the circulation of capital.

14

twentieth century. As many economists have observed, following decades of
growth that proceeded World War II, the end of the 1960s suddenly introduced
an onslaught of cyclical downturns, chronic underproductivity, and financial
instability to the global capitalist system. 15 As geographer David Harvey put it,
the issues plaguing capitalism could be summed up in one word: rigidity.
Whether it was due to powerful labor movements, oversaturated markets, or
strict monetary policies, capital had simply run out of room to move. It
desperately needed space to maneuver on a global scale. This imperative was
followed by a series of regulatory, political, and structural changes to the world
economic system which liberated the circulation of capital from the constraints
imposed by the tight control of production cycles that defined the immediate
postwar economic system (variously referred to as “Fordism” or
“Keynesianism”). 16
The liberation of capital circulation was facilitated by several
developments, including the elevated role of financial speculation, the
clampdown of labor movements by increasingly hostile governments, and a fullscale reorganization the global supply chain. 17 Harvey explains capitalism’s new
strategy in the following way:

15 For a detailed account of the crises afflicting capitalism in the mid-twentieth century, see Giovanni
Arrighi’s The Long Twentieth Century (1994), David Harvey’s The New Imperialism (2003). Robert Brenner’s
Economics of Global Turbulence (2006), and Christian Marazzi’s The Violence of Financial Capitalism
(2009).
16 The economic circumstances leading to a post-Fordist or post-Keynesian world economic system will be
discussed in greater detail in Chapter One.
17 The waves of financialization which began in the 1970s and intensified in the 1980s introduced complex
instruments of calculation into the capitalist system. In his innovative research on derivatives trading, Randy
Martin astutely captures the effect finance had in reversing the relationship between production and
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“It rests on flexibility with respect to labour processes, labour markets,
products, and patterns of consumption. It is characterized by the
emergence of entirely new sectors of production, new ways of providing
financial services, new markets, and, above all, greatly intensified rates of
commercial, technological, and organizational innovation.”18
The aggregation of capitalism’s diversity of tactics, all of which worked to
together to maximize capital’s mobility, was collectively referred to by David
Harvey as “flexible accumulation.” The rise of flexible accumulation profoundly
changed every aspect of capitalism’s economic cycle. Its various approaches,
enumerated by Harvey, completely restructured the capitalist system to become
as fluid, adaptable, and unrestricted as possible.
Of all of flexible accumulation’s tactics, the one most germane to my
dissertation was its development of just-in-time production (JIT). Essentially, JIT
shortened manufacturing’s production cycles to their absolute bare minimum and
kept the storage and distribution of firms’ inventories as lean as possible. The
architects of JIT theorized that by reducing the amount of time inventories
remained idle and unsold, the risk of commodities losing their value and capital
losing its value in the aggregate was reduced. As Harvey explains:
“Under conditions of recession and heightened competition, the drive to
explore such possibilities became fundamental to survival. Turnover time always one of the keys to capitalist profitability - stood to be reduced

circulation, as well as the strange spatio-temporal fluxes those changes initiated. Martin notes that: “Finance
works through flows. It moves production inside of circulation. It is a kind of compulsory movement that
mandates going forward. Even after crisis, we must keep going at all costs” (2015), 73. Thus, like logistics,
finance capital mandates that its movement must never cease. Even in the face of “real material values”
going into decline (i.e. the devaluation of capital during crisis), the circulation of derivatives and other arcane
financial instruments must forge ahead, busting what were once insuperable barriers to capital’s ability to
move.
18

Harvey (1991), 147
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dramatically by deployment of the new technologies in production
(automation, robots) and new organizational forms (such as the 'just-intime' inventory flows delivery system, which cuts down radically on stocks
required to keep production flow going).” 19
To make the interval between supply and demand as short as possible
comprised the core of JIT’s philosophy and subsequently became a key part of
flexible accumulation’s global restructuring of capital more broadly. In practice,
the implementation of JIT meant that instead of traditionally outlaying production
yearly or seasonally, it sought to match the amount of goods a firm produced to
the amount of consumer demand that currently existed. To take a current
example of just-in-time production; if Acer’s supply chain managers were to
observe a slight dip in orders from large retail stores like Walmart or Amazon,
they may slow their rate of laptop production for a few months so as not to leave
too many laptops unsold. Likewise, if demand spikes, they may order their
factory in Chongqing to ramp up production. In either case, the objective would
be to never leave any inventory idle for too long.
By the end of the 1970s, JIT began to take hold within corporations and
manufacturers across the globe. But its takeover of production cycles introduced
a lot of risk and volatility to the global market as well. Operating on razor thin
margins, companies that encountered just a slight stoppage or delay in their
supply chain risked creating a domino effect that could drive them out of
business. Every step in the supply chain would therefore have to be perfectly
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orchestrated to ensure just enough goods were produced and distributed at just
the right time. In the era of JIT and flexible accumulation, perfecting the
coordination of commodity chains suddenly became of paramount importance.
Consequently, the response to capitalism’s profitability crises effectively
catapulted logistical science to the center of its new accumulation strategy.
Logistics gave capital the conceptual and strategic language it urgently needed
to rationalize and control its suddenly fluid and volatile economic system. 20
Logistics’ first big technological breakthrough was its creation of a new
international standard for shipping containers. Known as containerization, it
standardized the dimensions of every shipping container on the planet into a
single and uniformly agreed upon measurement system. Containerization
facilitated unprecedented levels of inter-operability between international
shipping ports all over the world. Such a deceptively simple protocol dramatically
increased the speed and efficiency of the global supply chain. As Cowen notes,
“Containerization radically reduced the time required to load and unload ships,
reducing port labor costs and enabling tremendous savings for manufactures
who could reduce inventories to a bare minimum.”21 Containerization ultimately
allowed large inventories to be more mobile and responsive to even the slightest
variations in worldwide consumer demand. Without containerization, capitalism’s
new system of just-in-time production simply would not have been possible, nor

20 In this way, the rise of flexible accumulation and its elevation of logistical science comprises the historical
core of my dissertation. It is the logistical mode of production’s primal scene.
21
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would its broader strategy of developing a new global system of flexible
accumulation. Containerization’s breakthrough was nothing less than what
proponents hailed as a full-scale “logistics revolution.” While containerization
fundamentally altered how commodities travelled across the globe, the logistics
revolution did not stop there. In the 1980s, it began integrating emerging
communication technologies like GPS, telecopying, and cellular phones to
closely track and coordinate the movement of inventories as they wound their
way through the supply chain. A decade later, the rise of the Internet likewise
advanced the logistics revolution, facilitating even shorter production schedules
and optimizing capital circulation in even finer increments.
I contend that today we are undergoing yet another revolution in logistics,
a second logistics revolution. Unlike the first, the second logistics revolution has
leveraged the power of digital technologies to expand its reach beyond the
circulation of commodities, and towards the governance of human circulation. Its
powers are enabled by dramatic technological advances in physical computing,
cloud storage, data processing and fiber optics. These new digital infrastructures
and media technologies have dramatically expanded global communication
networks’ capacities for collecting, storing, and processing data. In fact, as
Benjamin Bratton notes, the spread of such computing power into every nook
and cranny of our lives has been generalized to such an extent that computation
is now literally planetary in scale. 22 As a result of this ubiquitous planetary
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computation, any thing that is capable of being computable or encoded as
information can now be integrated into what is a highly technical and hypersynchronized system of logistical organization. The surge of information
produced by the second logistics revolution has created a totalizing system
capable of monitoring and controlling the circulation of people and things in real
time. Its planetary-scale coordination, monitoring and securitization of
commodities, land, assets, information, infrastructure and people — all
accessible to the asset owning class in real-time — has enabled the dramatic
reconfiguration of the world’s economy into a fully integrated global network of
nonstop circulation.
But do the dramatic changes to the global economy which I have
delineated qualify as a new mode of production, one that is distinct from
capitalism? Rather than attempting to provide empirical, statistical, or technical
confirmation of capitalism’s supersession by a new economic mode, my
nomination of our current historical formation as a logistical mode of production
serves instead as a deliberate provocation. Rather than opting for a more modest
proposal such as “logistical capitalism,” the logistical mode of production invites
readers to see our current conjuncture not only as an augmentation of the
capitalist mode of production, but perhaps a burgeoning new mode of production
altogether. 23

23 It is important to note that my dissertation remains agnostic as to the currently existing actuality of
capitalism’s replacement by a fundamentally new economic system. There are many features that the
logistical mode of production still shares with the capitalist mode of production — the continuance of the
wage-labor system, the exploitation of workers by a ruling elite, and the ruthless enforcement of private
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The logistical mode of production is thus as much a polemical statement
as it is a theoretical claim, a speculative endeavor as much as an objective report
of analytical fact. It may surprise skeptics to know that all modes of production
are in fact prescriptive as opposed to descriptive constructs. A mode of
production rarely explains the empirical reality of the world as it currently exists.
Rather, it diagnoses a tendency that may only be an embryonic formation, but
which will become the dominant mode of economic and social organization. To
borrow a concept from Raymond Williams, modes of production are emergent as
opposed to dominant phenomena. 24 They are nascent tendencies which are
often unnamable and indefinable due to their developmental infancy. For Marx,
the capitalist mode of production was an emergent as opposed to dominant
formation. As he wrote Das Kapital, a mature capitalist system was largely
confined to just one small part of the world — the soot-filled skies of Manchester
in Northern England. Most of the world still lived under a feudal or agrarian mode
of production. In fact, the UN estimates the global population switched from a
rural to urban majority only as recently as 2008. 25 In other words, capitalist
production was far from dominant in the nineteenth century. But what Marx
cannily observed was an emergent form of economic and social organization that

property relations. But as my dissertation will demonstrate — and which I have begun to lay out already —
there are new patterns of technological, social, and even ontological changes that are emerging as well. To
grasp the novelty and radicality of these changes requires new language and theoretical approaches that
may disturb the sanctity of Marxist orthodoxy.
24
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United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2018)
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would soon overtake the globe. Similarly, the logistical mode of production
describes a configuration emerging from contemporary capitalism which I argue
is becoming a dominant tendency. Still a preliminary formation, the objects and
processes I will analyze in my dissertation are far from the predominant way
most people in the world live their lives today. However, my argument is logistics
is creating the conditions for a new mode of social and economic organization,
one that the global economic system is already adopting, and one that may soon
dominate all other currently existing forms.
Ultimately, the logistical mode of production describes more than just a
new economic system. While the intensification of logistical science is
undoubtedly altering the structure of the global economy — and perhaps even
altering the definition of capitalism itself — its expansion is having an equal
impact on social and cultural form. Society itself is becoming logistical.
Consequently, the study of logistics requires not only economic analysis, but an
understanding of logistics’ political, cultural, and aesthetic properties as well. In
other words, to get at logistics’ core, we cannot limit our focus to the highly
technical and abstract systems of circulation its commodities undergo. Our lived
experience’s increasing imbrication with logistical science requires new methods
of social theory, new objects of cultural study, and new political analyses that
grapple with its otherwise esoteric and inscrutable contours. To understand
precisely how and why life is becoming logistical, to understand the
consequences of this shift, and to explore potential alternatives or resistances to
it — these questions form the basis of my dissertation project.
22

1.2 Organization
To investigate how logistics informs everyday experience, I have framed
each chapter as an investigation into what I propose are the three key sites of
logistics today — the supply chain, the logistical city and the logistical subject.
Each of these sites occupy successive scalar dimensions that compose the
logistical mode of production altogether — with the supply chain constituting the
grandest scale and the individual logistical subject occupying the most granular
and protean dimension. Together, they integrate their respective material
infrastructures, software platforms and modes of governance to produce the
global logistics system more broadly.
Before detailing each chapter, I must make a note concerning the
dissertation’s method. As the reader will notice, each chapter gets progressively
smaller in scale and yet increasingly abstract in language and theory. This, I
contend, is indicative of the logistical mode of production itself. Peculiarly, the
logistical mode of production increases in abstraction as it decreases in scale.
The negative correlation between abstraction and scale runs counter to how we
normally analyze multi-scalar objects. Consider communication networks, which
usually become more sophisticated and complex as they accommodate more
nodes over longer distances. For instance, the Internet is a far more abstract
system than the postal service, requiring a large-scale integration of fiber-optic
networks, international protocols, and interfacial technologies to properly operate.
23

In many ways, the logistical mode of production’s existence is due to these very
large-scale networks of communication. But strangely, as the logistical mode of
production’s logic proliferates, as it spreads through the socius, its existence
becomes opaquer to humanistic analysis. Like a microscopic instrument, its
increasing opacity therefore requires increasingly abstract and theoretical lenses
with which to observe and analyze its progressively stranger and unstable
molecular activities. Each chapter can thus be considered another turn of the
microscope, an intensifying theoretical focus that zooms in on the increasingly
strange phenomena being encountered.
Chapter One begins with what I argue is the logistical mode of
production’s primary architect, Amazon.com. Not only has it reengineered the
global supply chain to fulfill its sprawling retail network, it has extended its
logistical infrastructure to meticulously control the circulation of its workers.
Amazon’s workers are logistical workers par excellence in the double sense of
working to reproduce the global supply chain and being subject to the very
system of sensors and software that it runs on. Thus, the chapter closely looks at
the labor practices in Amazon’s fulfillment centers, as well as in its corporate
offices. I show how Amazon uses digital instruments to meticulously control the
movement of its entire workforce, and how it seamlessly integrates the flow of its
products and its workers to fulfill its guarantees of on-demand consumption.
Chapter Two examines how the increasing mobility and surveillance
capabilities of logistical media has allowed it to move from the peripheries of the
global supply chain towards the denser and more complicated world of urban life.
24

Via on-demand service platforms like Uber, Deliveroo, and TaskRabbit, I show
how logistical media like GPS, RFID and cellular communication have created a
“social supply chain” that optimizes the circulation of people as much as the
commodity supply chain governs the circulation of goods. Its platforms redirect
logistical media’s governance of commodity circulation to control and coordinate
human movement through urban space. In other words, as significant conductors
of human circulation, mobile platforms not only reshape physical geographies,
but restructure social activity along logistical lines.
Chapter Three discusses how logistical media is producing new forms of
subjectivity that reflect the supply chain’s emphasis on ceaseless circulation and
maximal flexibility. By analyzing on-the-job reports from Uber drivers and
studying the company’s marketing campaigns, I show how platforms like Uber
have not only expanded logistical media’s physical presence in densely
populated cities, but have in effect produced new logistical subjects that embody
the ideals of ceaseless circulation, infinite flexibility, and ruthless efficiency. Key
to the logistical mode of production’s techniques of subjectivation is the concept
of resilience. Resilience is a manifold idea that encompasses discourses of
infrastructure management and psychological discourses of overcoming personal
trauma. Its conceptual elasticity, I argue, has been seized by the logistical mode
of production to integrate individual subjects and logistical infrastructures into a
singular object of systematic control. By analyzing a technique of game design
known as the ludic loop, I show how platforms like Uber have leveraged the
compulsive repetition engendered by the ludic loop to keep its drivers
25

ceaselessly circulating. In doing so, the logistical mode of production has merged
its logistical infrastructure with human infrastructure, i.e. the unconscious and its
hyper-resilient, libidinal energies.
I conclude my dissertation by surveying the possibilities for resistance to
the logistical mode of production’s increasingly sophisticated and powerful
protocols of control. Each scalar dimension of the logistical mode of production, I
argue, corresponds to different strategies of resistance. Thus, the supply chain
offers opportunities to halt its circulation of commodities via blockades and
occupations. The social supply chain’s capacity for resistance comes from the
power of refusal, already evident in the worldwide wave of strikes and work
stoppages exercised by gig economy workers. The final site of resistance is the
most challenging and difficult. How to resist a form of logistical control that seizes
its subjects’ unconscious? I discuss the ability for psychic resistance via Maurizio
Lazzarato’s theory of counter-subjectivation.
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2. The New Global Supply Chain: Amazon.com
We begin our investigation at the largest scale of logistical capitalism, the
global supply chain. While the supply chain has historically been defined by
military armaments and durable commodities, today the supply chain has
undergone an extensive reformation. The supply chain is now more data-driven
than ever before. Subject to real-time monitoring, tracking, and coordination by
digital instruments like RFID (Radio Frequency Identifiers), UPC (Universal
Product Codes), and enterprise resource planning software (ERP) produced by
logistics industry giants like SAP, commodity chains are saturated with up-to-theminute data about their movements more than ever before.
Coinciding with the dramatic waves of datafication overtaking the global
supply chain is the radical reconfiguration of its workforce. As this chapter will
demonstrate, it is not only commodities that are increasingly tracked and
monitored by digital instruments as they weave their way through the supply
chain. The workers that facilitate the movement of commodities — from
longshoremen, to industrial engineers, warehouse workers, delivery drivers, and
enterprise research specialists — are subject to increased monitoring as well.
Moreover, the instruments of control exercised on supply chain workers are often
the exact same devices used to track the commodities they are tasked with
overseeing. A convergence in other words is occurring between the circulation of
commodities, and the workers tasked with ensuring their circulation continues. In
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this scenario, the very composition of logistical labor has been transformed. 1 The
intensification of data-driven monitoring, tracking, and control of commodities and
those who facilitate their circulation has redefined who supply chain workers are,
how their labor is conducted, and how they are managed and controlled by the
capitalist class.
This phenomenon is most concretely observable in Amazon.com’s hyperdigital command of its labor force. Possessing unprecedented levels of datadriven control of both its warehouse and office workers, Amazon has become
one of the most paradigmatic expressions of supply chain operations in the data
age. As I will elucidate, through its promise of perfect inter-operationalization
between commodities and living labor, all legislated in concert by massive
amounts of real-time data gathering, Amazon occupies a key vector in the
algorithmic management of labor currently underway. Such levels of
computational control subordinate commodities and workers in equal measure to
techniques of real-time tracking and data-driven surveillance. As co-equal nodes
in this matrix of the datafied supply chain, both commodities and Amazon
workers are ultimately commanded above all else to remain in constant and
indefinite circulation. Ultimately, Amazon’s workers are logistical workers par

A key point to this chapter, and every subsequent chapter, is that we must redefine logistical labor not only
as those who directly work on the traditional supply chain (such as the professions enumerated above), but
an emerging group of workers that now populate its expanding sphere of influence. Furthermore, the
transformation of logistical labor must be understood not only quantitatively — as an increase in the absolute
magnitude of workers who oversee the increasingly elongated supply chain — but qualitatively as well. In
other words, as the role of logistics expands, it not only conquers more territory, but redefines the very
meaning of what logistical labor is. And perhaps even more consequential, logistical labor’s qualitative and
quantitative expansion has the capacity to not only redefine the category of logistical labor, but the general
composition of labor itself. All labor, in other words, is becoming increasingly logisticized.
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excellence in the double sense of working to reproduce the global supply chain
and being subject to the very system of sensors and software that it runs on.
In practical terms, Amazon’s simultaneous control of its workers and its
products is fulfilled by a diverse suite of devices, i.e. RFID chips, voice picking
system, robotics, GPS - all collectively coordinated by its proprietary software
platform. In this way, Amazon typifies a broader convergence between physically
embedded computation and networked communication; a phenomenon that has
been variously nominated as the internet of things, the industrial internet, smart
objects, ubiquitous computation (ubicomp) etc. 2 Uniting these vocabularies is a
recognition of the emerging capability of object-to-object communication to
virtually address any number of networked objects in an exponentially expanding
way. Such capabilities are facilitated by accelerating advances in data storage
capacity, microprocessing, fiber-optics and other communicative technologies.
Moreover, with the transition to IPv6 (a new Internet protocol that will allow the
number of IP addresses to expand from what is now 4.3 billion to
3.4×1038 addresses) we are approaching a phase of ubiquitous computation that
is quite literally planetary in scale. 3 Since such computation can address
everyday physical objects, the benefit to capital’s heavily data-dependent
distribution schemes are apparent. Ubicomp provides capital with the technical
capacity to interoperate on a global level via virtual networks in real-time. As I will

For further reading in this literature, see McAfee and Brynjolfsson (2014, Ross (2016); and Schwab (2017).
For instance, MIT’s aptly titled “Project Oxygen” describes its goal as “Bringing abundant computation and
communication, as pervasive and free as air, naturally into people's lives.”
http://oxygen.csail.mit.edu/Overview.html.For more on planetary computation, see Bratton (2016).
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argue, this singular achievement ultimately positions the emerging regime of
computationally intensive capital as profoundly logistical in nature.
Amazon is in many ways the perfect exemplar of ubiquitous logistical
computation. While its rival heirs to the godhead of the digital economy (i.e.
Google, Apple and Facebook) are perhaps in some ways the more perfect fetish
objects of desire in our era (with their promises to fulfill variegated fantasies of a
fully de-corporealized immortality), it is Amazon’s specific pursuit of logistical
perfection in the coordination of its workers and its massive inventory of goods
circling the global supply chain that makes it the primary exponent in the
reconfiguration of logistical labor currently underway. While it began as a simple
online bookstore in the mid-1990s, Amazon has rapidly expanded to cover such
a broad range of consumer products that by 2015 its online store became “the
most valuable retailer, with a market valuation of $250 billion.”4 Amazon’s
achievement fittingly resulted from eclipsing its most immediate precursor –
Walmart — whose innovations in supply chain management and just-in-time
production installed it not only as a definitive emblem of late capitalism, but a fullon logistics industry unto itself. 5 In many ways, Amazon simply transferred
Walmart’s perfection of distributional efficiency and rock-bottom prices from the
brick and mortar world of retail to an online shopping platform whose advantages
include 24/7 accessibility, microscopic levels of information gathering on

Kantor and Streitfield, para 8.
designation further validated by the existence of a satellite network privately owned and operated by the
company http://corporate.walmart.com/our-story/our-history
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consumer activity, and seamless integration into the broader commercial
networks that govern the global supply chain. It is no surprise that Amazon and
other online shopping platforms have subsequently upended the once-dominant
retail industry. 6
Beyond the more obvious paradigmatic shifts in consumption that both
Walmart and its heirs are responsible for, they are dually indebted to the broader
logistical restructuring of capital’s global supply chain that began in the 1970s.
This logistics revolution marshalled innovations in military strategy and cybernetic
science towards the operations of the global market - most famously
emblematized by the commercial shipping industry’s turn to containerization. 7
The logistical remaking of the global supply chain is in many ways the most
important precursor to Amazon’s current operations and the emergence of the
logistical mode of production more generally. Moreover, the science of supply
chain management continues to be the site where the logistical mode of
production finds its most concrete and full expression. It remains the prime
laboratory for capital to test new techniques that promise to nullify drags on
profitability, unsold inventory, labor unrest, and any other number of variables
that may inhibit capital’s quest to keep moving indefinitely. Due to its inherent
time criticality, along with the territorial, juridical and sociopolitical factors it must

As a sign of Amazon’s growing supremacy over traditional retail, the shuddering of storefronts has grown
exponentially since 2016 https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2017/04/retail-meltdown-of2017/522384/
7 For a historical overview of containerization, see Levinson (2008).
6
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constantly negotiate, ensuring the supply chain’s proper functioning is the most
crucial site of logistical capital’s regime of endless circulation.

2.1 Immiseration Through Algorithmic Control
While the emergence of containerization remains the most recognized
breakthrough to supply chain management, recent innovations in the
aforementioned realm of ubicomp, along with massive strides in data storage and
industrially scalable software platforms pose potentially more dramatic
ramifications for the logistical administration of the supply chain. Such
consequences are due to these technologies’ collective capability to
algorithmically monitor both commodities and workers in real-time. As I will
argue, such uninterrupted tracking of movement, one that is both intensive
(second-by-second) and extensive (24/7) renders in practical terms the
neutralization of living labor as a localizable factor in the endless process of
capital circulation. In short, with up-to-second tracking information on
commodities, along with the workers that load, package and prepare them to be
shipped, the neutralization of human communication and machine-to-machine
communication as discretely separable factors of circulation has become one of
the major ramifications of the logistical mode of production.
In this techno-economic matrix of logistical capital, Amazon’s ruthless
pursuit of streamlining its distribution methods and dominating global commerce
is unrivaled. With its diverse pool of Amazon-branded products (i.e. the Kindle,
Amazon Fire and its “smart-home” device, the Amazon Echo) on-demand digital
32

content, and online retail, the logistical management of its supply chain is
perhaps the most crucial factor to fulfilling its dazzlingly complex array of
consumer commitments. Optimization and improvement of its vast infrastructure
via data gathering therefore lies at the core of Amazon’s profit-making strategy. 8
Hence, unlike any other Internet platforms, Amazon’s data-driven operation is
fundamentally logistical in nature. As opposed to the semantic logic of Google’s
PageRank algorithm or the affectivity of Facebook’s social graph, Amazon’s
algorithm is primarily concerned with streamlining the flow of commodities
traversing the global supply chain. Subsequently, Amazon’s warehouse workers
and its office workers are likewise directed, controlled and managed by these
very same logistical technologies. In other words, the same apparatus of datadriven monitoring that is used to encourage the leanest and most flexible system
of commodity distribution is also used to encourage the leanest and most flexible
system of logistical labor. This dual command constitutes the specificity of
logistics to the current mode of production. Whereas its former vocation
concerned the governance of inventories, the sensors and platforms that
logistically coordinate the current global supply chain today do not only track and

In fact, Amazon itself has been at the forefront of technological innovations to the very supply chain it runs
on. For Instance, in 2012, it patented a technology that would use algorithms based on customer data to
predict online orders before they are even placed. This “forecasting model” culls detailed information from its
online users (i.e. duration of page view, links clicked on, links hovered on, etc) in order to predict future
buying habits. The ability of such an algorithm to predict future purchases would dramatically increase
Amazon’s flexibility in allocating its inventory. “When an order is placed, the item would already be halfway
to its destination, cutting delivery time to as little as one day. It could be even quicker, depending on the
customer's proximity to an Amazon distribution center” Ulanoff (2014).
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measure its commodities. Rather, its computational techniques directly command
workers as well.
The relegation of workers to highly acute forms of algorithmic control
intensifies the already-deteriorating conditions of living labor. The injunction to be
in constant movement inevitably reaches its limit-point, i.e. the necessary
allowance for workers to reproduce their labor-power. While the tension between
the deployment of labor-power and the necessary conditions for its reproduction
(i.e. rest, consumption) is nothing new, the deployment of micro-sensors and
data monitoring cuts the interval between work and rest to its absolute bare
minimum. While such hyper-efficiency of labor time may evoke classical Taylorist
techniques, the digital manipulation of workers’ productivity is not only designed
to speed up their performance, but to modulate their work so as to remain
consonant with the polyrhythmic tempos of the global supply chain. In other
words, the circulation of capital under the logistical mode of production is not only
a question of absolute speed, but flexibility and elasticity that may often require
decelerations and redirection as much as sheer velocity. The ramifications of
such hyper-flexibility experienced by workers via algorithmic control is that the
intervals between work-time and leisure-time are fractalized and redistributed in
microtemporal segments so as to more closely align with the post-Fordist
mandates of just-in-time production and flexible accumulation.
In practical terms, this means that when the data used to track
commodities is applied to workers that inhabit the same circulative sphere, their
corporeal needs are further degraded in ways that are anything but hi-tech.
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Worker immiseration subsequently increases as the demands for them to move
as flexibly as the commodities they oversee intensifies. Such deleterious effects
are sharply illustrated by the draconian management of Amazon’s warehouse
workers, who are “monitored by sophisticated electronic systems to ensure they
are packing enough boxes every hour.”9 Since Amazon prides itself on the speed
and efficacy of its delivery services, and since it promises such extravagant
guarantees like same-day shipping, data-driven monitoring becomes one of the
primary mechanisms to ensure workers fulfill delivery guarantees to Amazon’s
customers. Such monitoring is accomplished largely by automated storage and
retrieval systems (AS/RS), whose integration with networked inventories has
become essential to logistically controlling the distribution of goods in the global
supply chain. 10 In the case of Amazon, its retrieval system is fulfilled by handheld
scanners that are strapped to every warehouse worker (or “picker”). Since they
automatically timestamp the completion of every package made ready for
shipment, if a delivery is not prepared in time, the scanner’s record can be easily
queried by upper management, resulting in penalties for the picker identified as
responsible. This system allows managers “to track precisely how long it takes
workers to fulfill an order, and those who failed to ‘make rate’ could lose their
jobs.” 11 In other words, the data recorded by scanners and other managerial

Kantor and Streitfield (2013), para. 37
de Koster, Le-Duc, Roodbergen, (2017)
11 Jamieson (2015), para. 10
9
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technologies are not just innocuous tools to measure efficiency, but a useful
means of monitoring underperforming workers.
In this way, the scanner exemplifies the techniques of soft control that are
indicative of algorithmically-directed labor today. Such control is driven by a
computational rather than mechanical logic and is thus more “indirect” than the
involuntary enforcement mechanisms of industrial labor. As Tiziana Terranova
describes, the subject of soft control must be “modulated with a minimum amount
of force. It cannot be analyzed, but only synthesized, by experimenting with the
set of constraints that facilitate it.”12 In other words, direct coercion is incapable of
achieving the desired results. Rather, variables are manipulated in such a way
that ensures a probable assurance of success. Even undesirable outcomes can
be mitigated and accounted for by being preemptively incorporated into the
equation, i.e. through computational forecasts, “fault tolerances” and “risk
assessment.” Workers in this context are as much a set of probabilistic variables
as the objects which they interact with. As subjects of soft control, Amazon
workers are not “forced” to pack boxes due to the ineluctable progress of the
assembly line, but are rather encouraged to exhaust their personal
resourcefulness in order to hit their targets.
To contrast this scenario with industrial labor, Charlie Chaplin’s classic
depiction of factory work in Modern Times (1933) is instructive. In the famous
factory scene that opens the film, Chaplin’s body is compulsively obliged to follow

12

Terranova (2004), 108
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the incessant rhythm of the conveyor belt, consequently enacting the slapstick
situation of losing any sovereign control over his own bodily sensibility. But
contra Chaplin’s direct malformation by the factory line, Amazon workers are
indirectly “compelled” to deploy their personal savoir faire rather than sacrifice or
put it on hold until after the working day. In other words, whereas the Tramp in
Modern Times is alienated from his personal motility by his encounter with the
assembly line and its reduction of his body into an appendage of the machine
itself; the worker of soft control is more subtly called to leverage their own
embodied sensibility for the purpose of increased productivity. Hence, the
workers’ bodily integrity is not corrupted by the inhuman dictates of the machine,
but rather, is “recruited” to find its fullest expression on behalf of it. Unlike factory
labor, alienation is not a result of a forced separation between one’s bodily
integrity and the dehumanizing routines of machinic production. 13 Rather, soft
control persuades an integration with the computational apparatus; a more
totalizing seizure of the subject by capital than any mechanical procedure could
be capable of.

In fact, as Fred Moten and Stefano Harney have astutely argued, alienation is itself insufficient to describe
the experience of worker anomie under post-industrial capitalism. Without any perspective capable to
establish a worker’s connection to the vast unknowable network of global capital, there is no longer even an
identifiable product of one’s labor to be alienated from. Moten and Harney (2016).
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Figure 1: Hamburg, P. P. R., a handheld scanner used by “pickers” at Amazon’s
fulfillment centers, 2016

In the case of Amazon, workers at its fulfillment centers are captured by
the soft control of its real-time, data-driven performance analysis. Unlike the
authoritarianism of the factory foreman, the collusion of capital with
computational control is what indirectly manages and modulates the logistical
worker’s labor-power in real-time. This soft control however does not mean that
workers suddenly enter an ethereal and abstracted realm of post-despotic labor.
For instance, rather than the foreman, the pickers at Amazon are directed
by the dispassionate precision of the scanner, whose connection to the 24/7
network of online shopping platforms allows for the command of labor and the
market to be comprehensively integrated and coordinated in real-time. In
practical terms, this means that the handheld scanners wielded by Amazon
workers are not only used to gather data on their completed shipments, but are
also connected to the constant stream of incoming orders received through
Amazon’s website. As a result, the scanner not only records when a package is
processed after the fact; it also gives warehouse workers precise directions on
where to track down the next order to prepare for shipment. A Huffington Post
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profile of one worker, who tragically died on the job at an Amazon facility in
Virginia, explains how he was literally put under the gun:
“The handheld scanner told him what he needed to pull and the exact
aisle and shelf where he would find it. Since the Chester facility covers 1.1
million square feet, the equivalent of roughly 18 football fields, the right
shelf might be just around the corner, or it might be 100 yards away. Once
he pulled the item, his scanner would give him his next assignment, and
off he’d go, wherever the gun took him next.” 14
As this description grimly illustrates, the scanner exemplifies the extent to which
Amazon’s supply chain and its workforce are comprehensively integrated into a
digitally-directed system of logistical flexibilization. From processing incoming
orders, to giving outgoing orders, to recording when the orders are completed,
the data-driven technologies harnessed by Amazon are literally held by its
workers every step of the way — ensuring the smooth integration of its tightly
controlled supply chain continues to flow unabated. Workers are commanded to
be in constant motion by the same technologies that ensure Amazon’s regime of
24/7 consumer fulfillment never ends. The dictates of such on-demand
consumption compel them to hustle like athletes through 18 football fields of
warehouse space, fulfilling orders as quickly as humanly possible. 15
In contrast to the received wisdom of workers’ immediate disposability
following automation, the case of Amazon exemplifies how the algorithmic
administration of the supply chain does not automatically render its workers

Jamieson (2015), para. 27
Investigations of Amazon’s deplorable work conditions have uncovered warehouses with indoor
temperatures over 100 degrees. In a Lehigh Valley facility, fifteen employees collapsed from heat
exhaustion in a single day. Jamieson (2015).
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superfluous. 16 Thus, against the fantasists of the digital economy, what the
physico-computational admixture of warehouse conditions at Amazon illustrates
is how labor’s physical intensity is exacerbated precisely because of and not
despite its informationalization. It does not suddenly decorporealize through the
miracle of information capital. Rather, logistically-driven firms like Amazon
exemplify how commodities and labor become co-legislated by automated
algorithmic governance that results in an intensification of work.
The fact that capital strives for productivity increases by both developing
labor-saving technologies and intensifying remaining labor time hardly suggests
a radical departure from the conventional wage relation. In fact, the classical laws
of wage-labor mostly remain intact at Amazon’s warehouse facilities. Importantly,
this continuity persists not despite technical advances, but precisely because of
them. Thus, as if in some kind of return of the repressed, the supposed splendor
of digital capitalism circles back to create the most regressive conditions of living
labor within the very citadels of its most advanced economies. This contradiction
is clearly expressed by the Amazon warehouse workers that directly inhabit the
circuit of hyper-logistical circulation. 17 The physical toll they experience becomes

16 This echoes the complicated relation between automation and unemployment. Results are mixed as to
how direct and immediate the effects of automation are on labor markets. For further reading on the subject
see: Konczal (2015); Henwood (2015), and Baker (2016).

The draconian conditions for warehouse workers extends to delivery drivers as well, who are under such
intense pressure to deliver high volumes of orders, that some defecate in their vans to save time and meet
their targets. England (2014)
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so corrosive as to jeopardize their lives in ways that recall the crudest methods of
primitive accumulation.

Figure 2: LakeandMain.net, sorting operations at an Amazon fulfillment
center, 2015

For Jeff Lockhart Jr., the worker profiled by The Huffington Post, such
strain ultimately cost him his life. On January 18, 2013 at 2:30 am, while on his
shift, he was discovered collapsed on the floor by a co-worker. “The state’s
medical examiner pinned the death on ‘cardiac dysrhythmia,’ commonly known
as an irregular heartbeat.” 18 While evidence couldn’t conclusively pin his death
on overwork, it is nonetheless jarring to read Amazon’s own training literature
given to its employees, which stresses just how physically strenuous such work
will be.
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“IT’S GOING TO BE HARD,” one brochure warns. “You will be on your
FEET the entire shift and walking upwards of 12 MILES per shift. (yeah,
that’s really far!)…YOU WILL HAVE TO: LIFT, BEND, SQUAT, REACH &
MOVE (there are no sit-down positions).”
As if to comfort the readers of such a formidable disclaimer, the brochure ends
on an unsettlingly upbeat note: “DON’T BE AFRAID; YOU CAN DO IT” (para.
30). 19

2.2 Amazon Software Workers: The High Cost of Hi-Tech Labor
While the conditions of its warehouse workers provide the starkest
example of Amazon’s harsh style of data-driven management, its uses and
abuses of data is not limited to commanding and disciplining its low-wage
employees. While perhaps less mortally precarious, those hired to work in
Amazon’s corporate offices are likewise subjected to standards of brutal
efficiency. In an echo of the physical toughness required by their warehouse
employees, a 2015 New York Times profile of the company notes how ideal
office employees “are often described as ‘athletes’ with endurance, speed,
performance that can be measured and an ability to defy limits.” 20 This
performance is tested by the continuous collection of data, measuring precisely
how well employees are doing, how quickly they are hitting their targets, how
many new ideas and innovations they are bringing to the table, etc. As one
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former employee put it, “The company is running a continual performance
improvement algorithm on its staff.” 21
In practical terms, the “perpetual flow of real-time, ultradetailed metrics”
allows managers to track performance deficiencies with precision, such as “when
engineers are not building pages that load quickly enough, or when a vendor
manager does not have enough gardening gloves in stock.”22 In the same way
that data-gathering and surveillance works in lockstep on the warehouse floor,
the hidden stream of data continuously gathered on office workers similarly
works like a hi-tech panoptic surveillance mechanism. The dual function of data
gathering, i.e. tracking inefficiencies in software and worker performance, makes
it the perfect apparatus of automated control. “Because team members are
ranked, and those at the bottom eliminated every year, it is in everyone’s interest
to outperform everyone else.”23 Such dataveillance produces a constant level of
pressure to exceed not only their own performance metrics, but of those around
them, all without any need for direct intervention by the bosses. 24 The protocols
of algorithmic optimization do most of the work instead.
But as if such algorithmic surveillance mechanisms weren’t enough,
Amazon still finds a way to exploit the surplus sociality left untapped by its
dataveillance mechanisms. Through the amicably named Anytime Feedback
Tool, a widget that is installed on every desktop, employees are encouraged to

Ibid., para 36.
Ibid., para. 43
23 Ibid., para. 56
24 For more on dataveillance, see Van Dijck (2014)
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inform on their fellow coworkers. While such feedback is ostensibly anonymous,
ex-employees have reported how this system encouraged inter-office alliances
and “making quiet pacts with colleagues to bury the same person at once, or to
praise on another lavishly.” 25 Thus, an ostensibly meritocratic system of datameasured achievement is offset by a social system that encourages workers to
proactively conspire against their fellow colleagues. Those struggling workers
who are not rooted out by their own colleagues or their failing performance
metrics ultimately leave due to their own burnout, “exhausted or unwilling to
further endure the hardships for the cause of delivering swim goggles and rolls of
Scotch tape to customers just a little quicker.” 26 Others get forced out due to
illness or family commitments, an outcome that is particularly inhospitable to
female employees. 27 While such harsh conditions at one of the most celebrated
companies in the digital economy appears counter-intuitive, this unforgiving “burn
and churn” atmosphere is in fact a core component of Amazon’s managerial
philosophy. Going well beyond traditional modes of managing white-collar
workers (i.e. promises of autonomy, profit-sharing etc), 28 the relentless data
monitoring of the workplace transforms typical office rivalry into a digitally

Kantor and Streitfield (2015), para. 58
Ibid., para. 80
27 Pregnancy, for example, is treated by Amazon executives more as a liability than a personal choice to be
respected. Deciding to raise children is thus tantamount to a demotion, a permanent stain on your record
since it preempts the possibility of “success at a higher level because of the long hours required,” Kantor
and Streitfield (2015), para. 13.Serious illness is treated with equal lack of concern. A worker battling breast
cancer, for instance, was put on a “performance improvement plan” – a not too subtle euphemism for being
at risk of redundancy.
28 For more on the structure of bourgeois management strategies since the 1960s, see: Boltanski and
Chiapello (2005).
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enhanced state-of-nature, where a war of all against all is unleashed via the selfreinforcing test of the individual against their own algorithmic self-measurement
(further exacerbated by comparing results to the rest of their workplacecompetitors). The measure of success subsequently becomes an index of the
model employee’s exceptional talents, internal strengths and core virtues. Those
who succeed are not only diligent workers, but possess a singular ambition; a
willingness to do whatever it takes to achieve their goals. In this matrix, where
self-realization is indistinguishable from workplace achievement, the regular
routines of work become an inner expression of one’s character and will.
Autonomist theorist Franco Berardi’s thesis in The Soul at Work is thus
confirmed. Contrasting the psychic repression of industrial society to the
mandatory expression of personality under what he calls semiocapitalism,
Berardi argues that:
“In classic industrial society, workers felt expropriated of their
intellectuality, individuality and creativity. In high tech production, cognitive
faculties are in fact put to work, and personal peculiarities seem to be
valorized…No desire, no vitality seems to exist anymore outside the
economic enterprise, outside productive labor and business. Capital was
able to renew its psychic, ideological and economic energy, specifically
thanks to the absorption of creativity, desire, and individualistic, libertarian
drives for self-realization.” 29
In other words, subjects are compelled not only to devote their minds and bodies,
but their very souls to their work. The psychological cost of this regime is
expressed by what Berardi enumerates as the paradigmatic maladies afflicting
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capitalist society today, i.e. depression, panic and suicide. In a striking passage,
Berardi notes that “[p]ermanent electrocution is the normal condition of a system
where network communicative technologies are used in a competitive social
situation, projecting the organism in an infinite, hyper-fast flow of economically
relevant signs.”30 Such a condition is almost parodically literalized by Amazon’s
aforementioned employee feedback system. But it is also tragically realized as
well. One worker, for instance, was reported to have attempted suicide rather
than face a performance improvement plan. 31 Ultimately, the workers who do
succeed in this punishing environment feel fulfilled by the affirmation that their
commitment to the job is a personal expression of their inner desires. 32 Model
employees are in effect not just workers, but rather true believers, or “Amabots,”
as they are sardonically referred to by others in the tech world. 33
In this new scenario, Paolo Virno’s notion of worker-as-virtuoso takes a
new turn, exacerbated by the mundane perfection of data analytics. For Virno,
virtuosity is the paradigmatic labor form under postindustrial capital. Unlike

Ibid., 102
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-28/amazon-worker-jumps-off-company-building-aftere-mail-to-staff
32 One employee described her sense of achievement and personal fulfillment after developing a service
called Prime Now, in which goods ordered online could be delivered door-to-door in one hour or less. As she
passionately explained: “A customer was able to get an Elsa doll that they could not find in all of New York
City, and they had it delivered to their house in 23 minutes,” said Ms. Landry…still sounding exhilarated
months later about providing ‘Frozen’ dolls in record time” Kantor and Streitfield (2015), para. 11.
33 Such quasi-religious levels of commitment, one that tests who will find salvation in the luminous corridors
of Amazon’s office buildings is not limited to hi-skilled employees. Warehouse workers are likewise put into
competition with one another, but with the reduced reward of simply receiving long-term work. In this way,
much like the newly hired programmers, the first few months at Amazon functions like “an audition for a
permanent position” Jamieson (2015), para. 12. In an echo of the workplace culture promoted in its offices,
the warehouse worker does not just pursue performance goals as a dispassionate completion of algorithmic
targets, but internalizes them as a personal test to overcome.
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industrial production, today there is no longer an “end-product,” i.e. a durable
commodity for workers to complete. Rather, Virno argues, work has become an
end in and of itself. “In the organization of labor in the post-Fordist era, activity
without an end product, previously a special and problematic case…becomes the
prototype of all wage labor.” 34 As a result, much like the virtuoso musician whose
spectacular act of creation supersedes any physical end-product, workers are
likewise called upon to play along to the “score” of what is now an open-ended
and abstract mode of symbolic production. For Virno as with Berardi, this hypermediated, linguo-semiotic form of labor consequently subsumes not only one’s
motor functions, but the intellectuality and cognitive faculties of the formerly
autonomous world of everyday sociality.
But as the case of Amazon shows, the virtuosity of the worker is now even
further subsumed via the precise metrics of digital surveillance. It is as if
intellectuality itself can now be measured in real-time; no longer even needing to
be open-endedly performed, but merely “proven.” This technical regime of
psycho-computational control is vernacularized by Amazon’s management as
“Purposeful Darwinism.” 35 The appellation of “purposeful,” to what is an alreadydubious assertion of naturalistic rivalry, reveals how Amazon’s control
mechanisms go well beyond the normalization of workplace competition. Rather,
it is further exacerbated by the nonhuman precision of computational control.
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Thus, while unleashing interpersonal competition is honed exclusively towards
raising efficiency, survival becomes a matter of performance data and nothing
else. Whether you reach your targets is entirely up to you. Managers are not
there to dictate how to succeed, but rather, with the pinpoint accuracy of data
measurement, exist merely to remind you that you have to succeed.
Consequently, those who possess superior virtuosity automatically pass the test
of the Darwinian algorithm.
The evocation of Darwinism and the faithful zeal it engenders amongst
Amazon bosses elicits a disconcerting resonance with nineteenth century
eugenicist race science, i.e. engineering the composition of its workforce through
“natural” laws. But its application is less biological than it is protocological. As
media theorist Alexander Galloway argues, the technical regime of protocological
control differs from previous disciplinary interpretations of biological life. 36 The
sheer computational power of a networked, digital media environment has
transformed life itself into matter; or more specifically — a form of information
that is interoperable with any other entity capable of becoming informationalized.
This notion of life-as-information, as an entity of algorithmic optimization, is for
Galloway what constitutes the architecture of power under the regime of
protocological control. He argues that protocol works on the body in a way that
goes beyond even Foucault’s definition of life under biopolitics, which still retains
its status as an ultimately diffuse and ineffable object. For Galloway however,
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life-as-information means that it can now be modulated, manipulated and
affected like matter and media, as if it were these things. It is not simply that
computers dominate our lives, but rather, our lives are understood as
information. It is the unity of biology and computation; code itself.
This notion of the post-biological command of living labor by protocological
practices of algorithmic control is precisely what Amazon’s “Purposeful
Darwinism” has perfected. The “neutral” operation of its algorithm captures the
performance of workers as objectively as it would a machine’s performance. In
fact, algorithms become fetishized precisely for their supposed unbiased
assessment of workers, overcoming the deficiencies and feebleness of our alltoo-human prejudices. In this way, perhaps rather than Purposeful Darwinism, a
more accurate phrase to describe this scenario would be Automated Darwinism.
Competition is no longer facilitated by the unwieldly, circuitous route of “natural
selection,” but by the probabilistic outcomes of algorithmic administration. If this
faith in algorithmic neutrality appears to be purely fantasmatic, it undoubtedly is.
But my interest is less in verifying the validity of such claims, nor subjecting them
to ideology critique. Rather, it is more important to grasp how they are deployed
in practice, and thus, how these apparatuses of computational control actively
work to reconfigure living labor in situ.
This is specifically expressed in the case of Amazon and its promise of
endless, on-demand consumer fulfillment. Its practice of algorithmically
automating the logistical administration of its supply chain discloses a wider
symmetry between how work is organized and how commodities are organized in
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capital’s emerging system of profit-making and managerial control. In other
words, whether human or nonhuman, to be considered valuable to Amazon, one
must ultimately obey its prohibition against idleness. If you’re not moving, you’re
not only failing to deliver shipments on time; you’re more importantly not
producing data. It is this maxim that is paramount above all to Amazon and the
mechanics of logistical capitalism more broadly. No matter who or what you are,
keep moving. And keep producing information to optimize your future
movements.
This reconfiguration of labor, as a seamless integration with commodity
flows, redefines work not only as an instrument of productivity maximization, but
as a resource to be leveraged by logistical capital’s broader goal of endless
circulation. Thus, instead of simply cataloging the routines by which surplusvalue is extracted from its workers, it is crucial to observe the broader homology
that exists between Amazon’s method of profit accumulation and its management
techniques. Simply put, the precision of logistical management is no longer
exclusively directed at commodities, but at workers themselves. Consequently,
whether data is captured as information about commodities as they circle the
global supply chain or as information about workers that occupy its globally
distributed points of interchange, its employees and the products they oversee
are rendered as the same metadata from the point of view of technical objects
that compose Amazon’s data-driven regime. If living labor continues to be
different in kind from fixed capital is a moot point, not because such distinctions
have somehow been transcended or sublated by Amazon’s cunning. They are
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rather simply and mundanely rendered obsolete or irrelevant from its abstracted
perspective of information qua information.
Thus, much like the logic of logistics as such, the iron laws of ultraflexibility permeate the entirety of Amazon’s structure. As we have seen, it
coruscates through every tier, from the management of its supply chain, to the
management of its cognitive and warehouse workforce, and finally as an ideal to
be internalized by workers themselves. In this way, Amazon’s logistical factory
operates as a kind of synecdoche to the logistical space of global capital more
generally — where production and accumulation alike are maximally flexibilized,
logistically securitized, and protocologically controlled.
This scenario expresses the emergence of a new phase of capitalist
production, wherein the technical coordinates of the commodity are buttressed by
an ever-increasing technical coordination of the workforce. In other words, the
command of Amazon workers is driven in the last instance by the composition of
its accumulation strategy, one that similarly depends on data-intensive
monitoring and a maximization of logistical efficiency. Put differently, in order to
satisfy the vertiginous, on-demand consumption that drives Amazon’s business
model, warehouse workers and programmers become a malleable component of
the company’s accumulation scheme, one that is treated just as wantonly as the
fleeting demand for commodities themselves. In this way, the desire for
maximum flexibility between both commodities and labor-power places the
logistical mode of production into familiar territory of flexible accumulation, i.e. the
hallmark of post-Fordism’s restructuring of capital typified by the logistics
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revolution described in the introduction. Thus, it is arguable that the logistical
mode of production is ultimately more of a mutation to post-Fordism’s regime of
flexible accumulation than a radical break from it. This important distinction will
be elaborated in the next section of this chapter.
As I have explored with the case of Amazon, the most consequential
aspect of labor’s logistical reconfiguration by algorithmic control is the
fundamental transformation of work beyond its classically humanist frame. In this
new scenario, humans are no longer preyed upon à la Marx’s gothic imagery of
capital as dead labor vampirically sucking away the vitality of the living. Nor are
they even self-invested in the parlance of neoliberalism as human capital. In
other words, neither capitalized upon nor drained of life, workers become an
object of optimization, a node of information among others to be more perfectly
inter-operationalized by algorithmic capital. They are activated as an object of
protocological practice, rather than interpellated as a subject of ideological
domination. Thus, in a slight deviation from Berardi’s thesis discussed earlier, the
soul is put to work not so much by overidentifying oneself with the ideological
nostrums to “love one’s work.” Rather, the formerly ineffable savoir faire of one’s
personality becomes interchangeable with the most rudimentary forms of laborpower. In this scenario, one’s soul is indeed put to work, but in a reduced
capacity that disallows even the momentary jouissance of anomie and alienation.
The soul becomes mundanely “objectified” and routinized as one logistical
component of capital’s indefinite circulation among every other.
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But if my claim is that logistical capital requires a posthuman reading of its
labor processes, why have the predominant discourses on contemporary capital
emphasized precisely the opposite, i.e. that the digital turn in capital’s mode of
production puts the human more front and center in its valorization processes,
not less? Such claims are captured by Berardi’s thesis and likewise his
nomination of the supposedly linguistic phase of contemporary capital as
semiocapitalism.
It is my contention that post-Fordism did not ultimately signal a turn
towards capturing the more ineffable side of human activity, i.e. creativity,
intellectuality, affectivity, etc. Rather, what the logistical mode of production
theorizes is precisely the increasing equivocation between intellectuality and
computation taking place today. Such a proposal represents a subtle but
important difference to anthropocentric theories of post-Fordist labor. For
instance, while I do not deny that the turn to post-Fordism resulted in new forms
of immaterial labor this shift did not entail an across-the-board exaltation of
anthropogenic factors as the prime engine of capital accumulation. 37 Quite the
opposite, in fact. With the case of Amazon for instance, we notice not an everincreasing centralization of humanity, but rather an increasing parity between
worldly sensibility and nonhuman computation; or perhaps even more startlingly
as some have suggested, the very automation of human intellectuality itself. 38
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But to further reevaluate contemporary capital as not exclusively
expressed through the modern categories of the human, we must first provide a
careful overview of the political economic conditions that led to the shift away
from Fordist labor to begin with, i.e. the global restructuring of capital undertaken
in the1970s. Like the theorists that favor an anthropocentric reading of
contemporary capital, I similarly recognize this period as the singular point of
departure towards a new, postindustrial mode of production. It is my wager that
by resketching its emergence as an expression of algorithmic capital could lead
to a post-humanist account of labor’s recomposition, rather than its apogee.

2.3 From Flexible Accumulation to Posthuman Capital
As it moved further away from the boom years of the mid-twentieth
century, capital became plagued by chronic crises of profitability. As prominent
Marxist economists like Robert Brenner and Wolfgang Streeck have precisely
detailed, an overcapacity of fixed capital along with international political
instability brought the postwar settlement of the Keynesian “mixed economy” to
its knees. 39 By the 1970s, this “long downturn” increasingly threatened capital’s
global economic viability. Thus, to regain its foothold, an entire restructuring of
capital’s valorization processes began to be put in place. Such plans involved a
complex set of institutional, political and financial reforms executed on a global
scale. In keeping with the purposes of this chapter, the focus will remain
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exclusively on the dramatic global restructuring of capital’s supply chain that was
imposed. Such changes can be broadly understood as a shift from the rigidly
enforced production schedules of the immediate postwar years, to more efficient
allocations of inventory, along with a loosening of monetary controls and
currency restrictions.
Along with these political and institutional changes, modernizing capital’s
systems of distribution also required new infrastructural investments. Such
projects primarily involved upgrading global communication networks, whose
explosive potential following the major advances of WWII-era cybernetic
research started to materialize in civic domains. In addition, the advent of Space
Age satellite technologies in the 1960s produced further breakthroughs in the
integration of global communications systems. Moreover, important innovations
in supply chain management, such as containerization, and the ascent of new
managerial philosophies such as total systems theory ultimately equipped capital
with an entire suite of strategies to quickly and flexibly move resources around
the globe. As a result, by the 1990s, a whole new mode of commodity distribution
and coordination had been put in place, retrospectively coming to be known as
the logistics revolution. As mentioned in the introduction, this revolution proved
to be an immensely successful response to capital’s profitability crises of
the1970s.
Ultimately, the watchword for all of these changes to capital’s
accumulation processes was flexibility, a term that capital fundamentally lacked
in the highly planned and rigid construction which characterized its mid-century
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configuration. In his book Capital and Affects, economist Christian Marazzi
locates this rigidification as emerging from the failures of the postwar era of
European and American planned production, or Fordism. 40 While it encompasses
a broad and complex set of economic, political and cultural structures; as a form
of accumulation, Fordism was specifically organized around producing large
stocks of inventory intended to be completely consumed by the end of every
business cycle. Such complete realization of inventory was guaranteed by a
healthy supply of consumer demand, one that was concomitantly ensured by
rising wages and welfare provisions delivered by the state. However, by the
1970s, due to a complex number of global, political and economic factors,
consumer purchasing power in Europe and the U.S. began to wane substantially.
To alleviate this crisis, the tried and true strategies of fiscal stimulus, debt
financing and productivity increases were no longer sufficient. Since capital was
suffering from a lack of demand, higher productivity and state investment would
just result in more commodities laying idle, causing inflation to rise even further.
Thus, in order for profit accumulation to resume, global capitalism had to
dramatically restructure itself. As Marazzi explains:
“[D]ue to a limited buying power on the part of consumers and therefore of
the market’s ability to absorb excess production, the mode of production
had to adjust and restructure itself in order to increase productivity without
creating excess inventory…reducing to zero defective output and
immediately responding to the market’s oscillations.”41
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This post-Fordist mode of zero excess inventory, in stark contrast to Fordism,
created only enough goods necessary to satisfy the immediate demands of
consumers. And as demands were subject to change within ever-shrinking
intervals of time (which as we all know in the competitive world of conspicuous
consumption, what is desirable now can just as easily become obsolete
tomorrow), little to no excess stock of goods under this regime of what Marazzi
calls lean production was tolerated. In other words, rather than relying on a
Fordist model of maintaining a standing reserve of inventory in its warehouses,
which depreciated in value the longer it remained unsold (a problem that was
particularly acute in the low growth/high inflation era of the early 1970s), the
production of commodities under post-Fordism became tightly controlled and
constantly modified to respond to minute changes in the market, along with the
fleeting desires of consumer demand.
But in order for this new accumulation scheme to work, capital needed to
go beyond simply diminishing the quantity of inventory in its warehouses. It
needed new methods to determine how it could most efficiently maneuver
through the treacherous and mercurial terrains of its newly emerging global
distribution chains. In other words, capital needed to not only satisfy its historical
quest to conquer space through time, but also to optimize how it traveled through
this space. As I alluded to above, capital above all else urgently needed
flexibility.
This turn to flexible control over inventories and commodity circulation
encompassed a radically new profit-making strategy for capital - what David
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Harvey refers to as a comprehensive new regime of flexible accumulation. 42
The affordances of flexibility consisted in its ability to augment or sharpen the
blunt instruments of sheer velocity deployed by capital. It denoted not only
capital’s intrinsic necessity for speed, but also encompassed the attendant
exigencies of adaptability, suppleness and fluidity – factors that were desperately
needed to remedy the crises that engulfed the global economy after the 1960s.
It is for these reasons that Marazzi places communication at the center of
flexible accumulation’s success. To realize the great benefits that flexibility
offered, it required unprecedented levels of coordination on a global scale.
Communication for Marazzi subsequently became “the grease that insures the
smooth running of the entire production process, from the sale and distribution to
the production stage,” and in this way, allowed a “structuring of the productive
process in the most flexible way possible.”43 The capacities of digital
communication to traverse space and time at near instantaneous rates thus
introduced unprecedented abilities for capital to microscopically coordinate its
production and accumulation processes. Consequently, since flexible
accumulation elevated communicative technologies to a newly crucial role,
Marazzi contends it produced a wholly new “communicative mode of

What is crucial to glean from both Harvey’s notion of flexible accumulation and Marazzi’s theory of lean
production is that the seemingly benign changes to capital’s method for storing and distributing its
inventories in fact amounts to a dramatic restructuring of its entire accumulation scheme, and as a result,
poses major ramifications to culture and society (See Harvey’s discussion in the Condition of Postmodernity
on ‘space-time compression’ as caused by the rise of flexible accumulation. This radical spatio-temporal
reconfiguration is for Harvey the primary catalyst to the subsequent postmodernization of culture).
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production.”44 For Marazzi, the social ramifications of this new phase of capital
were such that, “the dichotomy between the instrumental and the communicative
sphere has been upended.”45 In other words, communication’s centrality to postFordist production sundered the divide between the Habermasian notion of
communicative and instrumental action; which had heretofore remained relatively
autonomous from each other. Production was generalized to the level of
language itself, encompassing our normal everyday conversations, our intimate
secrets, our modes of address and all other seemingly “non-productive” forms of
communication. Communication was now mobilized and instrumentalized, not
towards the nurturing of social relations, but the accumulation of profits.
But contra Marazzi, the consequences of flexible accumulation must be
considered more broadly than his limited discursive framing. It was not
interpersonal communication that became the crux of flexible accumulation, nor
communication between humans and machines, but communication between
commodities themselves. Particularly today, as technologies continue to advance
dramatically, the human is in fact increasingly peripheral to the “communicative
mode of production.” As we have seen in the case of Amazon, from the scanners
and sensors commanding workers in real-time, to the networked platforms that
transmit detailed tracking information, digital technologies are front and center in
the coordination of commodities and labor. In this situation, capital is not driven
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by interpersonal communication. In fact, there are large moments of the
circulation process where coordinating the movement of commodities doesn’t
require any conscious registration by human beings at all. Communication in
other words has become less a matter of interpersonal relationality, than a
science to be perfected by logistical means. In short, logistical coordination, not
interpersonal communication, became the dominant protocol for capital
accumulation as it moved away from the Fordist mode of production and towards
the increasingly elongated and complex global supply chain. 46 In this way, the
logistics revolution portended even more than theorists of the post-Fordist
economy expected. For instance, while Harvey and Marazzi correctly identify
containerization as introducing a paradigmatic shift in the circulation of capital,
and subsequently a cultural shift as well; in hindsight they did not extend these
ramifications far enough. What the logistical revolution set off, in other words,
was not the centralization of human faculties to the postindustrial phase of capital
accumulation; but rather, the eventual usurpation of human sensibility by
logistical computation.
This diminution of human communicability finds its expression, once
again, in another important facet of Amazon’s distribution strategy – chaotic
storage. Under this system of inventory management, commodities are not
organized by any classificatory designation whatsoever. Whether a toothbrush,

In this sense, the passage of communication to logistics is a kind of Hegelian movement, wherein the
centrality of language emphasized by post-operaismo theorists, deconstructionists, linguists etc. is in fact the
precise moment of its usurpation by post-lingual (or perhaps posthuman) media.
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DVD player or office furniture, they are strewn together in an undifferentiated
mass before they are excavated by the pickers at Amazon’s warehouse facilities.
In a perfectly concise and evocative summation of its benefits, an industry trade
website states, “you don’t need to know what the product is, just where it is.” 47
One would be hard-pressed to formulate a better phrase to capture the nature of
logistical capital’s promotion of cardinality and circulation over industrious
creation. It’s as if commodities are now existing on a different ontological level to
human intellectuality. 48 The commodity’s significatory content is flattened into a
meaningless horde of objects – to be picked out by workers according to their
tagged metadata (i.e. their unique barcode identification) rather than their
sensuous properties.
What is most ingenious about chaotic storage is Amazon’s fateful
recognition of the flattened ontology inaugurated by the shift to a higher level of
abstraction in the commodity form, i.e. information. Amazon understands that the
unordered assortment of commodities “appearing” to its workers as chaotic is
trivially meaningless. More important is its perfect legibility by the metacommodity of logistical information. In other words, while they are not ordered
and classified according to our cognitive schemas, from the vantage of

http://twistedsifter.com/2012/12/inside-amazons-chaotic-storage-warehouses/
Perhaps it is no surprise then that the “flat ontology” of object-oriented ontology and speculative realism
has become the vogue form of philosophy. Does its penchant for long poetic recitations of disparate objects
not resemble the chaotic bricolage of commodities listed above? Is object-oriented ontology ultimately an
expression of the cultural logic of logistical capitalism?
47
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information capital, the storage of commodities in random associations is not
“chaotic” – they’re associational meaning is simply irrelevant.
Chaotic storage usefully illustrates how theorists like Marazzi have
misplaced human communication’s role above logistical computation to realizing
capital’s postindustrial need for maximum flexibility and lean production. As I
have attempted to illustrate with the case of Amazon, it is my proposal that we reperiodize the logistics revolution as signaling the transition away from human
communication, rather than fulfilling its realization. Modern logistics, and the
logistical mode of production more broadly is thus defined by a move away from
communication between people (e.g. military strategies for coordinating soldier
regiments, business techniques to manage interpersonal relations) and towards
communication between things. 49
The reduction of communication to logistical operationalization
complicates not only semio-linguistic understandings of the post-Fordist
economy, but also any clearcut divide between “physical” and “mental” labor. As
the case of Amazon has shown, the elasticity of workers’ bodies, both on the
warehouse floor but also in the office, crucially complicates the narrative of
“cognitive” labor that often frames understandings of the division of labor within
post-Fordist capital. 50 At Amazon, its division of labor is less a matter of
qualitative difference in concrete labor, but more a matter of logistical

49 Importantly, as Benjamin Bratton (2015) notes, what is defined as a thing need not be a material object.
Rather, the “deep address” enabled by inter-object communication opens the plane of objects not only to
organic matter (i.e. pebbles of sand) but the very relations between matter itself.
50 Vercellone (2015)
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coordination among different points in its supply chain. Importantly, this logistics
space is apportioned along both material and virtual lines. Both the warehouse
workers and the office workers are put to work in a space that is not decidedly
immaterial or material, but rather, an abstracted conglomeration of hardware,
software, infrastructure, and the commodities and subjects that traverse its
domains.
Such a hybridity of material and immaterial space also explains the
curious homology between Amazon’s cognitive and physical workforce. Both the
warehouse workers and office workers are subjected to odious forms of datadriven performance-testing. Both are measured by their virtuosic (or “athletic”)
competence to absolutize their productive capacities. Both mentally and
physically suffer from the time-critical nature that their logistics-driven work
demands. These structural similarities illustrate precisely why dividing labor
between the physical and the immaterial must be loosened when considering the
complicated spatial dimensions of logistical capital. Its operation ultimately exists
in an abstract space of virtual and material hybridity; a place of “real
abstraction” 51 that nonetheless discloses real effects on living labor and its
capacities for social reproduction.
But even if the emphasis on linguistic communication and immaterial labor
is insufficient to capture the forces behind capital’s post-post-Fordist turn, it is
crucial to not misapprehend the turn to logistics as a realization of capital’s
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Marx (1990)
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dream to permanently fix its profitability crises. Thus, by challenging the import of
human communication to theorists like Marazzi and Berardi, I do not intend to
reify the logistics revolution as a perfection of technology that finally frees capital
from crisis. Technology is never a way out of crisis for capital, but rather a
symptom of the endless attempt to renegotiate, mitigate and suspend its
irresolvable contradictions. The messianic enthusiasm that characterizes the tech
industry attests to this very fact; wherein its evangelism betrays a deeper
repressed anxiety over capital’s inability to deliver them from its foundational
contradictions. In short, while not linguistic in nature, the logistical technologies
that operate underneath human perception does not finally liberate capital from
catastrophe, both inimical and extrinsic. While logistics dreams of turning human
labor into an “automatic subject” its desire to fully arbitrate labor can never be
fulfilled. 52 There’s always a hole, or aporia, or a fundamental flaw to its logic.
What is this specter that undercuts the fulfillment of logistical perfection if not the
very threat to capital that the logistics revolution attempted to mitigate in the first
place? In short, it is incumbent to conclude this chapter by posing the immanent
contradictions that logistical capital itself creates along the way to absolutizing
itself. Moreover, attention must also be given to emerging forms of resistance
that may further interrupt logistical capital’s ostensibly seamless interoperability.
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2.4 Conclusion: Resistance
With its mesh of informatic networks, geopolitical jurisdictions, special
economic zones, water and land-based infrastructure — all coordinated in
concert to govern a vast web of commodity flows — the supply chain under the
logistical mode of production is ultimately a configuration of institutions and
human/nonhuman agents working to command living labor and the contents of its
production on a global scale. In this chapter, I explored one of its more local
effects i.e. the composition of living labor at Amazon. From there, I hypothesized
how the condition of work at Amazon portends a broader change to the labor’s
composition under the logistical mode of production, i.e. how the subjectivity
formed in this reconfiguration of global capital comprises an automaticity and
algorithmic optimization that sets workers’ labor-power against the commodities
they ostensibly superintend.
With its emphasis on the endless and indefinite circulation of capital,
logistical capitalism has turned labor into a source of valuable data extraction.
Rather than solely expropriating the object or “end-product” of production (as was
common under the industrial mode of production), industries now capture the
concrete practices of labor as valuable data sets. This information is then
deployed to further optimize capital circulation, turnover time and labor
productivity. Consequently, the data produced in the process of production has
become as valuable as the object of production itself.
This recursive circuit between workers and the data they produce about
themselves makes the composition of labor today profoundly logistical in nature.
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Our labor is increasingly monitored and extracted as data sets to ensure that
capital continues to flow endlessly and unabated. In this way, logistical labor is
no longer solely located in the maritime zones and the shipyards that we have
long associated it with. As this chapter has argued, we must expand our
understanding of logistical labor as a logic that pervades the composition of work
in general. Put differently, what we are witnessing today is not simply the
expansion of logistical labor, but an increased logisticization of labor as a
strategy that extends to all sectors of the global economy.
Having described in detail the unprecedented degree to which Amazon
has attained granular control over its workers, what if any possibilities for
resistance exist under such a totalizing and comprehensive apparatus of
logistical domination? While I do not propose any original counterstrategies, it is
important to note more broadly that while the recomposition of labor and
commodities under the logistical mode of production has further entrenched the
hegemony of the global supply chain, we must not conclude the system itself is
perfectly smooth and effortlessly interoperable. First, there are many
vulnerabilities to its infrastructure and its growing dependence on virtual
connectivity that can be readily exploited whether by curious hackers or more
brazen saboteurs. 53 Moreover, beyond such geopolitical threats, there exists
more pervasive and possibly insurmountable challenges to the supposed
perfection of supply networks, i.e. their ultimate reliance on fossil fuels.
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Anthropologist Deborah Cowen elucidates such everyday challenges to logistics’
struggle for ubiquity in stark detail:
“To the everyday delays of bad weather, flat tires, failed engines, missed
connections, traffic jams, and road closures, we would also need to add
more deliberate interruptions. Just-in-time transport systems can be
disrupted by the labor actions of transport workers at any one of the
multiple links along the way. Workers, organized or not, may interfere with
the packing and repacking of cargo at any of the transshipment sites.
Ships are frequently hijacked by pirates in key zones on open waters, and
truck and rail routes are sometimes blockaded – in response to both long
histories of colonial occupation and current practices of imperial
expansion.”54
In this way, before any of its technical limitations even need to be considered, we
already see how logistics’ inescapable imbrication with social, political and
environmental factors undermines its self-conception as a perfectly
unencumbered flow of information and commodity distribution. It also allows us to
identify potential sites of resistance. 55 In fact, points of resistance have grown in
number the more capital has come to rely on its globally integrated logistics
system. This has led some thinkers to tentatively propose a theory of
counterlogistics whereby subjects leverage the very logistical technologies at
capital’s disposal against itself. 56 While an intriguing prospect, there remains little

Cowen (2014), 2
As Cowen goes on to demonstrate, with such ever-present risks to its global supply chains, capital has
increasingly relied on direct militarization to secure trade routes against political instability and resistance,
under the guise of resilience and fault tolerance. In this way, Cowen crucially augments the world of
logistical capitalism as not only a sphere of commercial enterprise, but a partnership between private
interests and old-fashioned state violence That said, to decipher the more lethal zone of conflict surrounding
global logistics, one does not have to focus on its explicit militarization alone. The workers that directly
inhabit logistics space struggle against bosses, oftentimes violently, without the obvious imprimatur of state
aggression.
56 See Toscano (2014) and Bernes (2013)
54
55
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specificity or strategy of what a politics of counterlogistics might look like. A
promising example may be the “Block the Boat” actions undertaken by activists in
Oakland’s East Bay, wherein boats carrying goods from Israel were barred from
entering shipping ports.
But even without any new tactics of counterlogistics, the more
longstanding forms of resistance to capital’s free movement — from labor strikes,
to sabotage to political insurrection — already shows us that the dream of
resistance-free operability has never (and will never) be realized by capital. This
historical conflict, as old as capitalism itself, takes on particularly new resonances
within the context of digitally mediated global capitalism, where workers’ fleshy
materiality collides with capital’s aspiration to the pure weightlessness and
immateriality of information. Whether these new digital contexts provide further
ammunition to capital, or its repurposing by workers remains an open question.
But regardless of outcome, it is clear that logistics’ longstanding fantasy of
unencumbered interoperability is ultimately obviated by the very maelstrom that a
globally integrated hyper-capitalism inevitably creates. In other words, its dream
of a fully formed system of hi-tech control and endless profitability is undermined
by its reciprocal need for cheap labor; not to mention more antiquarian forms of
primitive accumulation and worker suppression — operations that continue to be
anything but advanced. Thus, riven by the violence of supply chain security and
the harsh inequalities of workers situated on polar ends of the wage spectrum,
the investment in the algorithmic modulation of living labor paradoxically remains
dependent on the kind of labor it is ostensibly meant to overcome. As Nick Dyer68

Witheford explains, such a stark opposition between advanced systems of
control and the persistence of regressive methods of primitive accumulation,
“highlights the coexistence within contemporary capitalism of extraordinary
high-technologies and workers who live and die in brutal conditions often
imagined to belong in some antediluvian past. This coexistence is also a
connection. Mines and artificial intelligences seem to belong to different
worlds, but they are strongly linked.” 57
Here Witheford importantly notes that while a massive chasm characterizes the
supply chain (of which I have focused on its more advanced forms), it is
nonetheless dually dependent on primitive extraction methods and hi-tech
communicative networks. Hence, the brutal and archaic world of coltan mining in
Africa is deeply implicated in the glistening world of advanced gadgetry, which
relies heavily on the rare-earth minerals extracted from Congolese mines.
Capital’s investment in logistical perfection attempts to push these realities
further to the margins. But the bodies of the exploited always leave an excess
capacity that evades perfect logistical inter-operationalization. It is this rift that
remains open to contestation and struggle.
To sum up, I have attempted to show in this chapter the underlying
tendency of algorithmic administration that increasingly makes up the
composition of living labor under the logistical mode of production. But a question
remains: by focusing on such futuristic methods like chaotic storage, soft control
and dataveillance, are we unwittingly mystifying what is inevitably the hard truth
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of brute exploitation and immiseration that unites all periods of capitalist
production? Perhaps rather than undermining a theory of the logistical mode of
production, the persistence of primitive accumulation and direct suppression
expresses the continued necessity of non-technological forms of exploitation to
the reproduction of global capital as a whole. Moreover, perhaps it is precisely
this (dis)connection that produces the residues of resistance and excess which
the logistical mode of production can never overcome.
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3. The Social Supply Chain
The following chapter looks at how logistical science’s reach has
expanded beyond the world of supply chain capitalism and is now directly
affecting everyday life. While most of the globe’s population has traditionally
existed outside the influence of direct logistical control, the routines of daily life
have increasingly come to rely on the instruments of logistical science more than
ever before. Such a move has been principally facilitated I argue by the maturity
of digital networks and the arrival of mobile platforms. 1
Just as the first logistics revolution standardized the flow of resources into
a totalizing system of distributional efficiency, the move towards comprehensive
integration also undergirds platforms’ drive to capture the diversity of service
labor into a singular form of distribution. In other words, while the traditional
logistics industry governs physical commodities, mobile platforms like Uber,
Airbnb, and Postmates use logistics to economize and rationally distribute
everyday service labor such as personal transport, food delivery, janitorial work,
home maintenance, and more. As a result, the distribution of labor now follows
the same logistical rationality of physical commodity distribution.
Such a convergence culminates in what I call the social supply chain. As
its name suggests, the social supply chain inherits the techniques and philosophy

In his book Platform Capitalism, Nick Srnicek usefully defines platforms as, “digital infrastructures that
enable two or more groups to interact. They therefore position themselves as intermediaries that bring
together different users: customers, advertisers, service providers, producers, suppliers, and even physical
objects” (2017), 43
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of the first logistics revolution, but now applies its lessons to global populations
rather than global commodity circulation. In both the global and social supply
chain, ensuring its objects circulate with minimal interruption is paramount. Thus,
both fulfill their mandates by employing logistical principles of maximally
optimizing the flow of its resources by closely monitoring every node of its
transportation networks. In other words, as the global supply chain relies on
intermodal translatability between the many scalar dimensions of its distribution
systems (i.e. the juridical, technical, political, managerial, infrastructural, and
economic zones which all must seamlessly interoperate with one another), so too
does the social supply chain require logistical science to economize and
rationally distribute its nonstop supply of service labor.
But the connection between the social supply chain and the global supply
chain is not just a homologous relation of shared mutual interest in maximizing
efficiency. Platforms and the broader logistical systems of global capital are
directly connected on an infrastructural level. The social supply chain’s
dependence on global network architectures (i.e. the standardized Internet
protocols, fiber optic infrastructures and international regulatory regimes that
drive the supply chain and much of the world’s economy as such) means it is
physically imbricated with the technical systems and value chains that make up
global logistics systems. In this way, the migration of logistics outside of the
supply chain is perfectly congruent with its historical mandate of expanding
connectivity and interoperability between as many actors and jurisdictions as
possible. The more it knows about every aspect of the commodities and locations
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that flow through its systems, the less risk there is of breakdown, disconnection
or sabotage. Its latest expansion into urban-based service platforms thus follows
its general historical tendency. In short, the underlying principle of the social
supply chain is to remake the flows and routines of everyday life to more
perfectly fit the spatio-temporal coordinates of global capitalism’s logistical
rationality.
Just as the global supply chain relies on just-in-time production, so too
does the social supply chain rely on what observers of the on-demand service
economy have called “the just-in-time workforce.” 2 Thus, for it to achieve
maximum elasticity requires a population that is maximally flexibilized. By
analyzing one of its most prominent arbiters, the rideshare app Uber, I will show
how the social supply chain breaks down labor protections to ensure its
precarious pool of laborers keep flowing unabated. It does so not only by
despotically controlling the labor time of its workers, but also by undermining
state regulations and city ordinances. Thus, Uber both intensively manages its
workforce and simultaneously lobbies local governments and international bodies
all with the aim to fundamentally dismantle any guarantee of security and stability
for its workers. But its tight control of the labor market is not only meant to
maximize profits. As I will argue, Uber’s policies are also meant to ensure
maximal flexibility for its logistical operations.
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Along with transforming legal and institutional domains, the social supply
chain must optimize the physical dimensions that its objects move through. Much
like the commodity supply chain, the social supply chain reorganizes the very
concrete infrastructure which its populations circulate between. To demonstrate
its effect on physical space, I will analyze the restaurant-to-table platform
Deliveroo and its staging of temporary “dark kitchens” throughout the city of
London. These mobile kitchens are meant to minimize Deliveroo’s ownership of
fixed assets and allow its operations the ability to always quickly relocate to the
next-cheapest site of rentable space. I argue that as platforms like Deliveroo
reformat the architecture of the city, the fabric of urban space becomes subject to
the same dictates of maximal flexibility as the social supply chain’s workers.
The final and most drastic consequence of the social supply chain is its
subsumption of social reproduction into a contractible set of micro-tasks. 3 By
closely analyzing the gig platform TaskRabbit, I will show how the social supply
chain not only affects how work is performed or how space is organized, but how
the reproduction of life itself is carried out. As its algorithmic logic can potentially
convert any social relation into a contractual service, TaskRabbit suggests a
near-future scenario where all forms of reproductive labor (i.e. housework,

As a concept, social reproduction has a long intellectual history that stretches back from Marx and
proceeds well into the 21st century, particularly as a key idea in socialist feminist theory. For the purposes of
this chapter, I consider social reproduction to be what Cindi Katz calls “the fleshy, messy, and indeterminate
stuff of everyday life…secured through a shifting constellation of sources encompassed within the broad
categories of the state, the household, capital, and civil society” (2001), 33. In other words, social
reproduction suggests that the capitalist mode of production must not only create commodities, but also
reproduce the core conditions of its own existence, i.e. the very corporeality and social existence of workers
who make the commodities in the first place.
3
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emotional labor, education) can be incorporated by the social supply chain as ondemand service work.

3.1 Uber and the Gigification of the Working Class
In Non-Stop Inertia, Ivor Southwood captures the particular immiseration
of short-term contract labor under Britain’s austerity-driven welfare-to-work
system. Recounting his own experience of unemployment after receiving his
master’s degree, Southwood describes waiting patiently at home one afternoon
for the job center to call with news of upcoming temp work. Feeling hungry,
Southwood decides to step outside for a minute, only to find that the center had
rung 10 minutes earlier for a possible gig. Upon calling back, the job is already
gone. As an agent on the other end of the line tells him:
“people have to be very much ‘on the ball’ about accepting this sort
of work. In a glossed-over sort of way she was almost telling me off
for not being there ready to answer the phone…If I hadn’t been
playing truant in Tesco I could have been on my way to a remote
industrial estate by now.” 4
Southwood wonders why the annoyed agent didn’t simply call his cell phone
while he was out. In a kind of bathetic poignance he realizes: “I am ashamed to
admit – I didn’t even take my mobile with me to the supermarket. I was
uncontactable for half an hour. I had abandoned my post. How could I have been
so irresponsible? I am a failure as a jobseeker and a citizen.” 5

4
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Southwood (2011), 72
Ibid., 72-3
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Much like the dystopic reality of job centers and temp agencies evoked by
Southwood, today’s online job platforms require a highly adaptable population of
workers that can efficiently switch tasks, locations and responsibilities at a
moment’s notice. But unlike Southwood’s book, written in 2011, the distribution of
job opportunities is now arbitrated at even faster speeds, refined by the precision
of algorithmic calculation rather than the slacker pace of a state-administered
system and its sardonic bureaucrats. In today’s work environment, jobseekers no
longer wait for a phone call with news of possible work. Rather, they are
permanently plugged into the endless digital stream of possible jobs that
constantly pop up on whatever platform caters to their specific skill set. Thus,
unlike Southwood, jobseekers are compelled not to be immediately accessible
for solicitation, but permanently accessible. Workers must be online at all times if
they want to avoid being instantly passed over for another more available
candidate. Consequently, maximal elasticity and 24/7 availability are paramount
qualifications for “success” in the on-demand labor market.
Along with maximal elasticity, time criticality is what also distinguishes
platform-driven labor from the world of temp work evoked by Southwood. While
time management has always been critical to any service industry, the axis by
which it is measured by online platforms is qualitatively different than previous
labor markets. Unlike brick-and-mortar service businesses, platforms contract
their services from customers’ mobile devices. For this reason, productivity is not
only a question of ensuring a steady stream of labor but supplying it at a precise
moment and place. Labor, in other words, is punctuated by a series of moments.
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The horizon of labor-time stretches only as far as the immediate demand
required within a specific geo-spatial location. Much like the first logistics
revolution turned to just-in-time production to minimize excess capacity, so too
do service platforms employ what social scientist Valerio De Stefano calls the
“just-in-time workforce.” As De Stefano explains:
“technologies provide access to an extremely scalable workforce. This, in
turn grants a level of flexibility unheard in the past for the businesses
involved. Workers are provided “just-in-time” and compensated on a “payas-you-go” basis; in practice they are only paid during the moments the
actually work for a client.” 6
Like the just-in-time production of commodity chains, the social supply chain
requires the logistical precision of “just-in-time labor” to ensure that services get
to where they need to be exactly when they need to be there. This is what
ultimately connects the logistical rationality of both platform labor and the global
supply chain. In both cases, demand is satisfied by a never-ending circulation of
capital that is distributed across a vast network of discrete locations. 7

De Stefano, Valerio (2015), 4
The social supply chain’s working classes thus comprise a sort of ill-fated vanguard of the insomniac
society that Jonathan Crary grimly details in 24/7 (2014). In particular, with the now-hegemonic prohibition
against ever switching off our mobile devices, Crary argues that even sleep itself has become colonized by
capital accumulation and commodification. The result is “a contemporary imaginary in which a state of
permanent illumination is inseparable from the non-stop operation of global exchange and circulation” (5).
Platform workers are particularly susceptible to the insomniac tendency of late capitalist society, from the
incessant whirring of their work computer, to the ping of the iPhone notification that may come at any hour of
the day or night.On a less portentous level, the legal, economic, and social conditions of online work have
coalesced into what has come to be called the “gig economy.” Like the social supply chain, the gig economy
can be understood as a vast network of short-term labor contracts that are facilitated by digital platforms and
fulfilled by a flexible population of readily available workers. For the purposes of this chapter, the
vocabularies of “gig economy” and similar terms like “platform economy” are superseded by the concept of
the social supply chain, whose explanatory power derives from its expression of labor along more explicit
geographical and political economic registers.
For a thorough summary of the historical, social and economic pretexts that ushered in today’s gig economy
see Kenney, Martin, and John Zysman. (2016)
6
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In this newly emerging labor market, digital platforms are the social supply
chain’s material architects. They set the ground rules for how it works by
designing the interfaces and code which determine the processes by which labor
is distributed and carried out. But beyond designing the social supply chain’s
digital framework, they also intervene in labor markets themselves by lobbying
governments and municipalities for labor conditions that are more amenable to
their design protocols and business models. For instance, according to
OpenSecrets.org, Lyft spent approximately $600,000 total in lobbying efforts in
2017 - a dramatic increase from its total in 2016 of $250,000. 8 Such figures
suggest that the leading platform companies are drastically scaling up the
intensity and investment of their effort to clear any legal hurdles that may
threaten their underlying business model.
Although such tendencies are common to all platforms, no other company
epitomizes them more than the ride hailing app Uber. Founded in 2009 by
Garrett Camp and Travis Kalanick (the latter having recently departed from the
company due to allegations of abusive behavior), Uber has quickly grown to
become the most dominant rideshare app in its industry. 9 By the end of 2017,
Uber controlled 77% of the United States’ ride hailing market. 10 While its
dominance has declined in tandem with its many public controversies, Uber

https://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/clientsum.php?id=D000067782&year=2017
Newcomer and Stone (2018)
10 Peterson (2017)
8
9
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nonetheless remains the paradigmatic platform of today’s on-demand service
economy. 11
Due to its early and widespread adoption by most of the worlds rideshare
users, Uber is a leading author of the technical and design protocols taken up by
its competitors such as Lyft, Juno and Curb. Moreover, the logic of its design now
serves as a template for companies whose services veer far from personal
transportation. For instance, consider the many startups marketed as the “Uber
of grocery delivery” the “Uber of lawn care” or the “Uber of laundry” (Instacart,
Greenpal, and Dryv, respectively). As a technical design model and a cultural
trope, the rise of so-called “Uberization” suggests that its impact extends far
beyond its challenge to the traditional taxi industry. Rather, Uber has imprinted
itself on the cultural imagination of the app-driven economy writ large. As both an
avatar of aspiration for up-and-coming platforms as well as a principal author of
how such platforms are to functionally operate, Uber fulfills a dual role of
expressing a vision of the social supply chain and ensuring its continued
authority to craft that vision by building power and political influence. Its power in
other words emanates from a virtuous circle of popularity and prestige that helps
to build yet further power and influence. This phenomenon is known as network
effects and is required by all platforms if they want to succeed. As economist
Nick Srnicek explains:

Thus, for the purposes of this chapter, its actual business success is less critical to my claims than the
sheer fact of its cultural impact and “pioneer status” within the global economy. In other words, Uber’s
influence will long outlast its actuarial viability.
11
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“digital platforms produce and are reliant on ‘network effects’: the more
numerous the users who use a platform, the more valuable that platform
becomes for everyone else. Facebook, for example, has become the
default social networking platform simply by virtue of the sheer number of
people on it. If you want to join a platform for socialising, you join the
platform where most of your friends and family already are.”12
But before its network effects can get off the ground, platforms require low fixed
costs and high initial investment to allow them to grow and spread quickly. In the
case of Uber, it was able to attract both due to its pioneering role as architect of a
new mode of managing both labor and fixed capital. Called “lean platforms” by
Srnicek, he explains how they save on costs by foregoing the purchasing and
ownership of any fixed assets. Instead, lean platforms hire private asset-owning
“contractors” that are then given access to their network of users. Uber solidified
this mode of operation as a standard financing strategy for most of the world’s
startups and tech companies. As the most paradigmatic of all lean platforms,
Uber owns precisely none of the vehicles operated by its workers. Instead, it
hires “driver-partners” who utilize their own vehicles to pick up customers. This
has the benefit of low startup capital. Rather than having to acquire and maintain
a fleet of cabs, Uber can disregard these high costs and instead focus on
developing its software, configuring its logistics systems and courting additional
venture capital.
Thus, as opposed to holding large and pricey investments in fixed capital,
Uber is able to devote its efforts to continue generating network effects that
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increase its popularity and usage worldwide. It does so in very aggressive and
oftentimes legally questionable ways. 13 The rapidity and rapaciousness of Uber’s
growth strategy is all intended to solidify its role as sole gatekeeper to the entire
rideshare economy. The more of the rideshare market it controls, the more it
profits through the extraction of fees in exchange for access to its interface and
its massive network of millions of customers.
To produce the critical moment where network effects begin to take hold
and more users beget more users ultimately leads to what Srnicek calls “a
natural tendency towards monopolization.”14 For Uber, it monopolizes the
rideshare market by charging fees to customers and drivers for short-term and
provisional access to its network. In other words, it concentrates its power
through the imposition of monopoly rents.
As David Harvey puts it, “[m]onopoly rent arises because social actors can
realize an enhanced income stream over an extended time by virtue of their
exclusive control over some directly or indirectly tradable item which is in some
crucial respects unique and non-replicable.” 15 The goal of a rentier is not
necessarily to create higher productivity and lower costs than his competitors – a
mandate that is traditionally associated with commodity producers and other

Perhaps most infamously was the development of its in-house “Greyball” software, which was designed to
deceive and sidestep state investigations into its business practices. One such use of Greyball included,
“drawing a digital perimeter, or “geofence,” around the government offices on a digital map of a city that
Uber was monitoring. The company watched which people were frequently opening and closing the app — a
process known internally as eyeballing — near such locations as evidence that the users might be
associated with city agencies.” Isaac (2017), para. 13.
14 Srnicek (2017), 45
15 Harvey (2012), 90
13
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industrial capitalists. Rather, the rentier aspires simply to dominate all access to
what Harvey calls a tradable item, i.e. landed property, a copyright claim, creative
licenses, etc. From the point of view of traditional political economic science, this
mandate can create perverse economic incentives. Because whether such
control produces economic inefficiencies or overall depreciation in the economy
is of no consequence to the rentier. The rentier doesn’t make money from
innovating capitalist production, but rather, by despotically controlling a highly
desirable piece of physical or immaterial property.
Likewise, in the case of Uber, it enriches itself by ensuring its intellectual
property becomes the exclusive gateway to the rideshare economy. 16 Uber’s
monopoly power means it faces little to no competition from other rideshare
apps. As one of the only games in town, drivers are given no choice but to assent
to Uber’s suboptimal contractual terms.

17

Overall, the vast majority of Uber’s

regular drivers face meager pay and highly precarious working conditions. 18
Uber’s technical, legal and political operations ultimately suggest that at its core,
it is primarily a labor arbitrage platform. As media theorist Trebor Scholz makes
plain, “Uber is a labor company, not simply a tech startup, which means that it is

16 Is this not the same as feudal lords profiting from the peasantry by extracting rents in exchange for access
to the land? Here we see how Uber and the lean platform model more generally regresses into the classic
doctrines of rentier capitalism – a decidedly un-innovative form of profit extraction that undermines the social
supply chain’s ostensibly progressive values.
17 For instance, Uber’s driver-partners must agree to a highly punitive contractual arrangement that exacts a
hefty percentage from their ride fares. Moreover, drivers must possess their own four-door vehicle which
they are solely responsible for upkeeping and maintaining. They must also pay for their own gas and have
their own iPhone or pay Uber $10 a week to rent one. Furthermore, as self-employed contractors, drivers
should expect no benefits such as health insurance, paid sick leave or vacation. Weiner (2015)
18 Recent investigations have shown that its U.S. workers can expect to earn an average of $13.25 in hourly
wages after the expenses outlined above. Such projections wildly contradict Uber’s questionable claim that
its drivers enjoyed $100,000 in annual gross fares in 2016. O’donovan and Singer-Vine (2016)
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reliant on the availability of an abundance of cheap labor and a permissive
regulatory environment.” 19 In other words, contrary to its desired self-conception,
Uber’s primary mandate is to drive down labor costs to their bare minimum, along
with creating conditions that make such cheap labor widely available to its
customers. For this reason, its success ultimately depends on the maximum
flexibilization of its contractors. This is directly affirmed by the diversity of Uber’s
efforts to remake the labor market in both the legal and cultural domains to
provide cover for its patented brand of gig work.
Uber’s operations demonstrate how, unlike the first logistics revolution, the
social supply chain requires more than transforming the jurisdictional, economic
and technical composition of commodity circulation, but the composition of social
circulation. Unlike the global supply chain, these requirements cannot be fulfilled
by international bodies like the IMF and World Bank or imposed by powerful
trading powers like the United States. The development of the social supply
chain requires more diffuse forms of hegemonic power such as social legitimacy,
local authority and cultural influence.
For Uber, these mandates are fulfilled through a variety of means,
including subtle adjustments to standard legal and cultural conventions. In the
legal realm, Uber has lobbied municipalities and local governments all over the
world to maintain the status of its drivers as independent contractors. Such
moves are designed to preempt enforcement of any contractual obligations to its
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Scholz (2017), 44
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driver-partners which would undoubtedly expand if they were reclassified as
regular taxi drivers. 20 Beyond the immediate fiscal costs such a reclassification
would instigate, it would also fatally undermine Uber’s self-styled status as a
trailblazing tech company. Thus, perhaps beyond the monetary costs associated
with expanding the legal rights of its drivers, the more toxic effect for Uber would
be being mundanely rendered by the state as simply another taxi service. Such a
move would not only tarnish Uber’s image, but conceivably endanger the periodic
injections of venture capital it depends on to grow in the first place.

21

But Uber’s aggressive lobbying efforts and the legally questionable means
by which it has expanded its market have subsequently posed a danger to its
public image. Facing growing scrutiny and public backlash, the company has
recognized that power must be secured not only by suppressing worker power in
the courts. It has attempted to assuage growing skepticism by subtly rebranding
itself as a part-time platform, where driving is just one way among many others to
earn extra cash. Figure 3 is a still from an Uber commercial that profiles a
supposedly typical driver who zips from her Uber shift to her stint as a personal
trainer, to finally relaxing in a tub after a satisfying day of gig work. Here, the
cultural expectation engendered by Uber is one where gigging is fun, attractive

In 2017, it was reported that Uber spent nearly $2 million lobbying New York State in the first half of the
year. Blain (2017)
21 Lilly Irani captures this dynamic in the tech world more broadly. Describing an exchange between
investors at an industry panel, Irani notes that a software developer asked a venture capitalist: “Am I a labor
business or a SaaS [software-as-a-service] business?” In response, a venture capital (VC) investor
responded, “…I was hoping it was a technology company and not a labor company when I invested!” Irani
(2015), 720
20
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and profitable all at the same time. Uber thus deploys an ideological strategy to
convert the vagaries of precarity and short-term work into positive and rewarding
qualities, all to ultimately buttress its economic interests.
The commercial’s verbal and visual language shows how Uber rather
awkwardly attempts to adopt the vernacular of black urban cool (i.e. labeling
Uber driving as a “side hustle”) to rebrand itself as a casual and fun form of parttime work. Its dubiously racialized discourse expresses to potential drivers that
Uber is a hip way to earn extra money. Blackness and hipness are synonymized
with one another, creating both a commodified and essentialized depiction of
black American culture, which Uber subsequently leverages to keep building its
brand.
Furthermore, the foregrounding of domestic femininity in Figure 4 is
deployed to “soften” the company’s macho image, whose many public
controversies surrounding the treatment of its female employees has led many to
condemn its corporate culture as hostile to its women employees. 22 The
feminized form of address in the commercial is therefore meant as a subtle
overture to both its critics and to prospective drivers, that Uber is a progressive
company that values not only gender equality, but the qualities of femininity in

22 At the beginning of 2017, a letter by Susan Fowler, a former female engineer at Uber, went viral. In it, she
reported repeated instances of sexual harassment and the failure of its human resources department to
intervene. Fowler (2017)
The rideshare economy more generally has been criticized for its sexist and unequal treatment of women
employees, both as drivers and as corporate employees. In both its division of labor and symbolic coding of
jobs as either male or female In addition, the rideshare economy replicates many of the same forms of sex
inequality in the traditional labor force. Most women for instance report less pay than their male
counterparts. For more information see: Barzilay and Ben-David (2016).
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general. Ironically, the ad demonstrates how Uber contradictorily reaffirms
essentialized forms of raced and gendered representations to bolster its claims to
social progressivism. Moreover, it demonstrates that Uber’s growth strategies are
not only executed litigiously through backchannel deals and aggressive lobbying
campaigns. It also brandishes cultural tropes – many of which employ racist and
sexist stereotypes –to market itself to the public as an attractive way to earn
money in between doing what you’re passionate about or aspiring to become.

Figure 3: Uber Inc., Screenshot from Uber commercial, 2006
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Figure 4: Uber Inc., Screenshot #2 from Uber commercial, 2006

3.2 The Spirit of the Social Supply Chain
What Uber’s flimsy attempt to gain greater public legitimacy shows is the
limits to which it and other platform companies can simply operate as an
economic extension of the global supply chain. As its name suggests, the social
supply chain’s impact on social existence is more closely felt than the first
logistics revolution. Its immediate effects occur at the level of the everyday. In
this way, unlike the global supply chain’s formation in the twentieth century, the
social supply chain requires more than just brute political and economic force.
Rather, there is a much more urgent need for social legitimacy and cultural
normalization if its logistical program is to be successful. In other words, to
become an economic dominant, it must also solidify itself as a cultural dominant
– a move that necessitates more than just technical and legal changes to the
labor market. As with Uber, it must intervene at the level of language to affix a
long-term cultural expectation of precarious and flexible work as the new social
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norm. It necessitates a whole new social understanding of what to expect from
work. Uber must remake both the technical composition of labor and its cultural
value if it wants compliance from its workers, legitimacy from state institutions
and continued investment from venture capital.
But to reclass gig work as both cool and low-paying requires the gig
economy to strike a delicate balance. While it must ensure above all else that its
contract workers remain low-paid and disposable, it must simultaneously burnish
its reputation as revolutionary and forward-thinking. The necessity to appear both
cool and cost-effective is not simply some abstract neoliberal dictum dutifully
followed by the gig economy and its principal stakeholders. Rather, the long-term
fiscal viability of companies like Uber, Lyft and TaskRabbit hinges most crucially
on projecting an image of profitability and entrepreneurial vision to its investors.
So far, however, nearly all gig companies continue to be either revenue neutral
or massively in debt. Thus, to keep attracting luxurious amounts of venture
capital for what remains a profitless industry, the gig economy must continually
convey the image of its revolutionary potential, all the while economizing on its
actual operating costs. In other words, it must keep its labor cheap and its image
expensive.
This dual mandate is precisely why labor is reimagined by the gig
economy as a bohemian and cool lifestyle, liberated from the humdrum existence
of the 9-5 world, and full of creative self-starters who march to the beat of their
own drummer. An ad campaign by the labor platform Fiverr perfectly sums up the
gig economy’s ethos, proclaiming: “Nothing like a safe reliable paycheck. To
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crush your soul.” 23 Of course, the very real precarity and insecurity implied by
Fiverr’s statement is completely elided. The reality of low pay, dangerous work
conditions and social alienation is nowhere to be found in the bright and
optimistic ad campaigns that now pepper much of the urban landscape. Far from
the freewheeling existence celebrated by its marketing material, gig workers are
more likely to feel overburdened and exhausted from the cycle of short-term
contracts, unpredictable schedules and unsteady paychecks that dominate their
lives.
The gig economy’s efforts to cement itself as a world of hip and urbane
young people, disrupting the humdrum existence of working a full-time job, has
spilled out beyond the controlled environment of its own marketing campaigns.
Its logic is now reproduced in popular culture. The HBO comedy series High
Maintenance (2016) exemplifies how the gig economy recodes precarious
service labor as a cool bohemian lifestyle, but one expunges its roots as an
oppositional culture comprised of people on the margins of society. High
Maintenance is thus more broadly indicative of the gig economy’s ongoing
attempt to recode the tedium of precarious labor through the vernacular of the
urban underground, particularly that of black communities.
On its surface, the series charmingly chronicles the various pleasures,
absurdities, and tragedies of modern everyday life in New York City. Each
episode consists of two to three different vignettes that follow a revolving set of
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Demaus (2018)
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characters, usually a young cosmopolitan couple or a single middle-class
professional. What unites them all is their mutual reliance on the same pot
dealer, who the show only ever refers as “the guy.” As the show’s protagonist, we
follow the guy around New York as he makes his deliveries and unwittingly gets
entangled in his client’s interpersonal dramas.
From the perspective of his clients, the guy is a trusted confidant, an
outsider who can offer an objective perspective and a level of candor that’s
sorely lacking with their significant others. Dispensing his priestly wisdom through
a cloud of cannabis, the guy is the thread which knits together the loose
community of pot smokers that make up the show’s narrative world. As the
show’s title alludes to, the guy’s job is not only to deal pot, but to maintain his
community with the kind of care work and emotional labor that extends far
beyond a dispassionate, transactional exchange of cash for illicit substances.
Redefined as a form of reproductive labor, High Maintenance replaces drug
dealing’s former place in pop culture’s criminal underworld with a cosmopolitan
network of mostly white couples contending with the pressures of bourgeois
society.
While not necessarily a legally sanctioned arm of the gig economy, the
guy on High Maintenance is in many ways its most ideal-typical worker. First, he
satisfies many of the gig economy’s technical protocols. We watch in each
episode how he relies on his cell phone to navigate the demands of his clients
who are spread across the city. Like other gig workers, his phone puts him on
call nearly 24 hours a day. From responding to his clients’ emergency weed
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shortages, along with scheduling regular deliveries, the guy is a gig worker par
excellence.
But his archetypal role in the gig economy is expressed not only by the
formal composition of his labor. The guy also represents the gig economy’s
desire to deracinate its growing pool of contract workers. Thus, High
Maintenance reclasses drug dealing as a quirky, fun and engaging service for
urban gentrifiers in exactly the same way that Uber imagines its workers as a hip
and cool subset of resourceful, self-starting, and upwardly mobile youngsters.
Such recategorization leverages the language of hip-hop culture in order to make
gig work look desirable, while simultaneously suppressing the social and
economic realities of the cultures it exploits. Ultimately, Uber’s ideal-typical image
of a freewheeling urban gig worker is perfectly embodied by the character of “the
guy” in High Maintenance. Combining emotional sensitivity, hipness, and
improvisational resourcefulness, the guy embodies the gig economy’s project to
remake work into a precarious and deracinated form of urban social
reproduction.
By incorporating the symbolic economy of black urban culture into the
world of platform-driven service labor, the gig economy constructs an image of a
hip and young workforce, but one that does away with the attendant social
realities of black urban experience, and for that matter, the black working class
altogether. The only reality purposely left in place by the gig economy is the
expectation of low pay, irregular hours and lax regulation. Unsurprisingly, the
precarious nature of gig labor is deliberately underemphasized by its main
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arbiters, and as I have shown, even recoded as both a virtue and profitable form
of self-branding.

3.3 Same Day City
So far, I have explored how the social supply chain directly affects the
technical composition of wage labor, its relations of production, and cultural
expectations of work’s social function. As these dynamics suggest, its imposition
of labor arbitrage platforms into the service sector poses ramifications that go far
beyond simply how such labor is done. As the following section argues, the
social supply chain’s project to make short-term precarity a permanent condition
also extends to destabilizing the material composition of urban space.
Why would the social supply chain need to remake how city spaces are
organized? Because along with its gig workers, it must also account for the very
spaces its workers move through. For this reason, the social supply chain must
not only remake people into gig workers in order fit them into their schema of ondemand services. They must also recompose the space that such gig labor
moves through in ways that are more conducive and amenable to logistical
rationality. Thus, much like how the first logistics revolution remade
transportation infrastructure to satisfy its needs, so too does the social supply
chain create new forms of urbanity to reflect its design protocols. In short, to
realize the social supply chain’s vision of people available on-demand, its area of
circulation must become logistically optimized as well. Just-in-time labor begets a
form of on-demand urbanity.
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The most concrete evidence of urban reorganization comes from the
recent onslaught of same-day delivery platforms. Apps such as PostMates and
InstaCart have become indispensable for many consumers. As the final
guarantors of purchase orders reaching their ultimate destination, the world of
home delivery startups is perhaps most sensitive to logistical innovation than any
other apps in the social supply chain. 24
Moreover, with the exigence of time as its most paramount concern,
delivery platforms collide most directly with the material reality of city life, whose
infrastructures and technical systems long precede the formation of the social
supply chain. Restaurant-to-table apps — platforms that deliver meal orders from
local restaurants directly to people’s homes — provide the starkest example of
the dilemma between home delivery platforms and the “legacy hardware” they
encounter in metropolitan cities throughout the world. As perhaps the most
perishable of all commodities, the time-critical nature of food delivery has pushed
its startups to the fore of providing solutions to the chronic stoppages,
congestions and breakdowns that inevitably occur in densely packed areas. A
leader in the drive to logistically re-optimize the layout of urban space is the UKbased food delivery platform Deliveroo. In particular, its “Editions” program in
London promises its growing pool of customers an on-demand, high-quality meal
from reputable restaurants around the city. 25 To fulfill this guarantee, Deliveroo

This stage in the delivery process is referred to by industry experts as “the last mile.” For more, refer to:
Song, Liying (2009)
25 https://foodscene.deliveroo.co.uk/promotions/deliveroo-editions.html
24
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has set up a network of so-called “dark kitchens” throughout London. Essentially,
they are a collection of mobile kitchens quickly erected on a disused site, such as
an old parking lot. Once installed, the kitchens are rented out to brick-and-mortar
restaurants who prepare their distinct dishes and directly hand them off to
Deliveroo’s standby fleet of drivers. A Guardian profile describes a newly opened
site in East London:
“Ten metal boxes of a similar size to a shipping container are on this site
in Blackwall. They are fitted with industrial kitchen equipment, and two or
three chefs and kitchen porters are at work in each, preparing food for
restaurants… The boxes have no windows and many of the chefs work
with the doors open, through which they can be seen stirring huge pans or
flipping burgers. Outside there are piles of spare equipment, mops in
buckets, gas cylinders for the stoves and large cans of cooking oil.” 26
While the idea of restaurant takeaway is hardly new, what distinguishes
Deliveroo’s project is that the brick-and-mortar restaurant is bypassed by both its
producers and consumers. For its restaurant partners, any investment in fixed
capital is instead taken care of by Deliveroo itself. The dark kitchen, in other
words, is a way for the upmarket food service industry to economize on its
production costs by pooling resources together between different vendors all
sharing the same space. 27 Consequently, their proximity to one another also cuts

Butler (2017), para. 10
Here we witness the close cousin of the gig economy, the more affably titled “sharing economy.” Much like
the gig economy, it has both detractors and adherents who respectively argue it is either a cover for
capitalist exploitation, or an ingenious and revolutionary form of economic exchange that promises greater
equality and community between participants. In a more technical sense, the sharing economy can be
understood as basically synonymous with Nick Srnicek’s concept of lean platforms outlined earlier, i.e. a
business model that economizes on costs by outsourcing the acquisition of fixed capital to independent
stakeholders.
26
27
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down on turnover time for Deliveroo’s drivers. No longer do drivers have to
weave their way between individual restaurants around town to pick up orders.
They merely wait in a convenient, road-accessible production site where cooks
hand off every order to them directly. This model provides obvious benefits for
reducing Deliveroo’s considerable transportation costs. But it also has its
advantages for restaurants as well.
Its Editions program is described as a “a platform to support the restaurant
industry, helping hot new chefs launch for the first time, or well-loved restaurants
reach fans in new places.” 28 It promises restaurants they no longer need a
consumer-facing storefront and can expand their market share in ways that
require little to no startup costs. Since the dark kitchen site is owned and
operated by Deliveroo, no fixed capital investment by restaurants is necessary.
Instead, they simply rent Deliveroo’s equipment, and are charged a nominal fee
for every delivery to Deliveroo’s users.
Deliveroo’s Editions program exemplifies how platforms are reformatting
the infrastructural and social fabric of urban space as their network of users
expand. As demand grows, Deliveroo converts what were once public spaces
into temporary staging grounds for on-demand products and services. As their
partners flock to the new production site, the figure of the restaurant — a staple
of the modern city’s symbolic economy — is shorn of its customer-facing design
logics (i.e. storefronts, lighting, place settings, etc.) and instead turned into offsite
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https://foodscene.deliveroo.co.uk/promotions/deliveroo-editions.html
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or “dark” zones of mass production. In the case of Deliveroo’s dark kitchens,
labor is moved from the back kitchens of the brick-and-mortar restaurant to the
even further “hidden abode” of an abandoned parking lot. 29
For Deliveroo’s users, no longer eating inside a restaurant or even picking
a meal up for takeaway, the experience of public space is replaced by the
mundanity of online consumption and its innocuous, naively affected interfaces.
Meanwhile, the code that runs the platform is black-boxed and the cooks are
moved offsite to private, protected zones unseen by the public.

Figure 5: Deliveroo dark kitchen in East London, The Guardian, 2017

29

Marx (1990)
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Figure 6: Publicity photo for Deliveroo’s Editions program, Venturebeat, 2017

By adjusting the material substrates of the city to more seamlessly
interconnect its services to its users, Deliveroo logistically operationalizes the
city. It turns the city into a staging ground to optimize the delivery of its goods
and services. As a primarily logistical construct, the dark kitchen serves as a
principal node within Deliveroo’s sprawling delivery network. The kitchens’
logistical rationality is evidenced by their formal arrangement. Consider, for
instance, Figure 5 above. As one of Deliveroo’s many sites now peppering the
London landscape, its nondescript, unadorned, and skeletal arrangement of
container-like boxes makes it look like the landlocked cousin of a classic
maritime shipping port.
Like all logistical infrastructures, its architecture is designed to blend into
the background. Hiding in plain sight, its form is to be as unobtrusive and
unremarkable as possible, therefore avoiding public scrutiny, political sabotage
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or other inconvenient disruptions. It does so by mirroring the compositional and
design principles of the structures that face it. Located under a railway line, the
dark kitchen avoids standing out from its surroundings. It is an impersonal space
whose functionality must come before any aesthetic intention. 30 This is not to say
that its dark kitchens necessarily lack artistry or even aesthetic beauty. But such
expressions are ultimately more incidental than they are purposeful. For a dark
kitchen, its formal composition exclusively serves the goals of clandestineness,
efficiency maximization, and interoperability with Deliveroo’s broader logistical
operations.
With its lattice of steel, concrete, and metal boxes bunched together
among randomly scattered debris, the dark kitchen hardly satisfies late
capitalism’s carefully crafted self-image of an upbeat, glistening and
cosmopolitan world of hi-tech consumerism — dutifully evinced by Deliveroo
itself in its publicity photo for its Editions program as shown in Figure 6. Instead,
we are given an image of a squalid postindustrial zone crammed into the heart of
East London. But this messy, heavy and complicated world of materiality, rigidity
and decay is suppressed by the social supply chain’s colorful canvas of happy
urbanites found in its upbeat advertising campaigns and amiable user interfaces.

Even on a textual level, the option to use the word “dark” is instructive. One thinks of infrastructure as
dark, or rather, invisible. These kitchens, much like the power grid or the sewage system, do not need to
face the public, but merely guarantee that its systems work smoothly.
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Uncovering its stain on the city is left to investigative journalists and the
neglected inhabitants of close-by council estates. 31
Deliveroo adopts many of the tenets of lean platforms outlined earlier. But
unlike Uber, Deliveroo more concretely expresses how the lean platform model
not only economizes service labor by unburdening itself from ownership over
fixed assets. 32 Thus, urban-based platforms like Deliveroo express a more
concrete and physical extension of lean platforms; what I nominate as “lean
urbanism.” 33 Following the logic of all platforms, lean urbanism saves on costs by
pooling resources together in the most efficient way possible. 34 In particular, it
does so by temporarily renting space rather than owning it outright. Deliveroo’s
dark kitchens operate on land that they rent rather than own. This allows them
the flexibility to move their kitchens when demand peaks in an area of London
that is outside of their current reach, or when rents go up around their current
base of operation. They can thus push into ever cheaper areas to stage their

A recent protest by a local council estate in London objected to how the sound of Deliveroo’s delivery
vehicles zooming in and out of the dark kitchens disturbed its residents. Rigg (2017)
32 It also economizes itself by receiving tax breaks from cities in exchange for providing formerly public
services like public transit and free public Wi-Fi. For instance, Google has begun building free WiFi hotspots
across South Asia in exchange for gathering valuable data from an expanding pool of the world’s
populations. Russell (2017)
33 Adjacent nomenclatures to the one nominated above include “the smart city” or the “creative city” or the
“platform city” (Cocchia, 2014; Florida, 2004; Kitchin 2014). I stress the importance of leanness however in
order to underline the particular economic logic of platform urbanism, i.e. its focus on renting rather than
owning fixed capital.
34 While unlike Uber, Deliveroo actually does have ownership and operational control over its own assets, its
dark kitchens are ultimately more of a means to expand its network of upmarket restaurants and build its
user base of affluent gastronomes. By bringing in new businesses via the attractive prospect of no
necessary startup costs, the end-goal of Deliveroo’s Editions program is ultimately not to own the raw
materials of the restaurant industry. Deliveroo does not want to produce the entire city of London’s food. It
would rather outsource that job to preexisting restaurants who already have brand name recognition. What
Deliveroo and other platforms aspire to do instead is monopolize access to an industry’s potential
customers. Like Uber, Deliveroo likewise aspires to become the primary broker of its respective industry.
31
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kitchens, meanwhile remaining close to the perimeter of the recently gentrified
area they just moved out of.
In all of these ways, lean urbanism institutes the core rationality of the
social supply chain’s organization of service labor by transposing it onto the level
of urban form. Like lean platforms, lean urbanism pursues a rentier rather than
ownership model of land and fixed assets. It desires maximum flexibility and
ease of movement to follow the ever-shifting terrains of consumer demand.
Furthermore, just as platforms like Uber make workers more precarious, so too
does urban platforms like Deliveroo make urban space more precarious. With its
constantly roving dark kitchens, the status and stability of urban space is thrown
into question, becoming modular components of a platform’s mandate to keep
economizing space and resources. Thus, just like labor contracts, urban space
becomes permanently unsettled and subject to constant renegotiations. 35
But lean urbanism not only redesigns the exterior landscape of the city. It
redesigns its interiors as well. Much like how Deliveroo introduces a
temporariness to the urban landscape via its roving dark kitchens, lean urbanism
extends its need for flexible and transitory accommodations to the office spaces
where the platform economy’s digital labor is performed. Unlike the platform
economy’s Uber drivers and Deliveroo couriers, its office workers perform shortterm digital work (i.e. using platforms like Fiverr and Mechanical Turk to program

35 While this has always been the case for urban modernity, it reaches a new level in the lean urbanism of
the gig economy. Much like uber advances the new spirit of capitalism into smaller fragments of micro-time,
Deliveroo advances the new spirit of urbanism into smaller shards of public space. For more on this
phenomenon see: Graham, Stephen, and Simon Marvin (2001).
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lines of code for a software company) often in temporarily leased office spaces
called “co-working spaces.” Installation artist Yuri Pattison offers a stark example
of the platform economy’s wholesale reformatting of urban interiors. By doing so,
Pattison draws our attention to how the design principles and economic logic of
gig work, as well as the infrastructures that keep its platforms running, is
increasingly reflected in the aesthetic composition of the spaces that its freelance
digital laborers inhabit. In his 2016 installation “user, space,” Pattison creates a
series of austere, metal-clad rooms that showcase the environments within which
digital platform labor is increasingly performed.

Figure 7: Yuri Pattison, user,space, 2016

Festooned with power cords, electrical outlets, and cable wires snaking their way
through minimalist office furniture, Pattison’s workspace plays with the material
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infrastructures that keep platforms running. He inserts them directly into the
workplace, adorning its sleek desk spaces with the metal, rubber, and silicon that
scaffolds the global tech industry as a whole. Pattison’s critical design also draws
its viewer’s attention to the workplace’s broader embeddedness within global
logistics systems. Through his use of industrial warehouse racking, which lines
the perimeter of user, space, Pattison illustrates how the design logic of
contemporary workplaces are not only a reflection of Silicon Valley’s technoutopic aesthetic, but an expression of high-skilled digital labor’s increasing
entanglement with global logistics infrastructures.
Stripped of the ping pong tables, beanbag chairs, and arcade games
Silicon Valley companies like Google and Facebook incorporate into their floor
plans, Pattison’s installations ultimately look less like spaces designed for young
upstart tech workers, and more like terminals or life-size ports to be plugged into
logistics systems that connect across the globe. Rather than incubators of
creativity and imagination, Pattison’s offices are generic, replicable hubs of data
extraction to be finessed and operationalized by the planetary logistics matrix. In
this way, he gives us a sobering assessment of even the most skilled hi-tech
labor increasingly competing for space and priority in an ever-growing thicket of
machines, networks, and algorithmic operations.
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Figure 8: Yuri Pattison, user,space, 2016

Pattison’s installation also foregrounds the underlying realities of precarity
and insecurity which are otherwise obscured by the tech industry’s cheerful
enthusiasm for innovation and disruption. As I have shown, precarity is a general
condition under the logistical mode of production. Its logic extends not only to
human beings but, as Deliveroo’s dark kitchens illustrate, to the very composition
of urban space. User,space expands such totalizing precarity from the city’s
outdoors to its indoors. As Pattison astutely notes, the construction of temporary
office space is not only a matter of expediency for the platform economy, it has
blossomed into a full-on design principle. Reflecting on the ideas behind his
installation, Pattison notes:
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“I noticed a lot of temporary materials or industrial materials being utilised
in new co-working spaces and also references to strategies that were
pioneered for disaster relief. Freight containers were originally used or
adapted to house people. This strategy has now been co-opted and
become a model of ‘pop-up culture’ – often involving luxury brands.
People fit out freight containers to live in all over London now, it’s a way to
quickly make wasteland profitable.”36
Here, Pattison cannily observes the connection that global logistical infrastructure
has to the design of both residential and co-working spaces. It is as if urban
architects and designers directly fetishize the precarity and instability produced
by logistics’ economic logic of maximal flexibility and adaptability. Reproducing
the volatility of the global economic system but transposing its turbulences onto
the level of interpersonal space; Pattison’s installations envelope its inhabitants
in a totalizing atmosphere of fleeting, transitory impermanence. Ultimately, the
unsettling and eerie blankness of Pattison’s installations render the affective
dimensions of lean urbanism’s interiors in a disconcertingly effective way.

3.4 Software Engineer as Urban Architect
Amazon is, unsurprisingly, another prominent figure in the transition to
lean urbanism. While it is likewise investing heavily in the increasingly
competitive world of on-demand food delivery, Amazon’s much vaster inventory
of products and the incomparable size of its user base (who are likewise now
being offered guaranteed same-day delivery) makes the hyper-efficient
navigation of urban space a crucial concern. 37 Examples abound in Amazon’s

Moore (2016), 6
For instance, it has been convincingly argued that its recent acquisition of Whole Foods was less an
attempt to enter the grocery store market, than to establish a network of pickup points that can leverage
36

37
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relentless desire to tame the uncertainties and inefficiencies of “the last mile.” For
instance, its recent experiments testing drone delivery, or its pilot program to
allow delivery drivers access to consumers’ Amazon-branded “smart locks” when
they are not home are just some of the ways Amazon has attempted to
overcome the limits of door-to-door delivery services. 38
As architect and design theorist Clare Lyster acutely observes, “Jeff Bezos
and his friends who, despite architecture’s expertise, are becoming the real
designers of the city and urban culture.”

39

In other words, when it comes to

imagining and executing the vision of the current cityscape, the landscape
designer and architect have been unceremoniously replaced by the software
engineer, the supply chain manager, and the automated calculus of enterprise
resource planning software. This is convincingly evidenced both by Amazon’s
growing presence in the scenery of city life, and the increasing ubiquity of food
delivery platforms like Deliveroo. In both cases, their operations do not simply
stay contained within a self-enclosed ecosystem of proprietary software and
closed-door shareholder meetings. As major economic forces in and of
themselves, how Amazon and others decide to optimize their delivery services
have ramifications well beyond their official mandate of increased efficiency.

Whole Foods’ high brand name recognition. By optimizing its delivery systems through shrewdly leveraging
well-known cultural signifiers, Amazon exemplifies how logistics’ transformation of urban space extends well
beyond the level of material infrastructure. Gross (2017)
38 Popper (2017)
39 Lyster (2016), 144
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Nor do its ramifications to urban life remain limited to the privatization of
public space. Recent revelations from various cities’ lobbying efforts to win
Amazon’s search for a new headquarters shows how the very sovereignty of the
city itself is being submitted to Amazon and other platforms’ increasing economic
and political power. One merely needs to look at the recent feeding frenzy that
overtook America’s cities upon the news of Amazon scouting locations for its
next corporate headquarters. 40 Some cities have even promised Amazon full
control of the money raised by taxation of its corporate operations. Here, the civic
engine of the city and its seizure by logistical capital finds its most vivid and
disturbing emanation. 41 As these platforms become ubiquitous in every city, their
critical importance to a city’s profitability and viability grow exponentially. Civic
bodies have no choice but to conform their structures to the central powerbrokers
of “consumer access” that urban-based platforms are quickly becoming.
Consequently, the former ideals of urban citizenship (i.e. livability, accessibility,
sustainability) are supplanted by the edicts of turnover time maximization and
flexible accumulation.
In short, as the social supply chain remakes the technical composition of
labor, it also necessarily recomposes the layout of the city. As a result, platforms
and their software engineers have become the principal authors of today’s urban
landscape. They have replaced the protagonists of the modern city, i.e. the

40

Lao (2017)
(2017)
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poets, filmmakers, critics, architects and designers that formed modernist-era
visions of cities like Paris and New York. In the process, the owners and
architects of today’s platforms are creating entirely new urban forms altogether.
As Uber, Deliveroo, and Pattison’s user,space demonstrate, platforms are
the new front by which logistics has entered our everyday lives. With the benefits
of platforms’ advanced coordinating capabilities, logistical science can arbitrate
far more than the circulation of commodities. As I have demonstrated, it allows
logistics to directly intervene into the distribution of service labor and the
composition of urban space. In this way, the breadth of the social supply chain
spans a wide range — one that is perhaps vaster than what even its most ardent
critics have given it credit for.
Moreover, as it continues to grow, so too does its needs to capture more
information about its populations. If the social supply chain keeps expanding, its
techno-social complexity will undoubtedly increase as well. Thus, capturing the
movements and flows of not only its workers, but the population as a whole will
ultimately become necessary to optimize its expanding logistics operations. For
instance, as Deliveroo’s popularity has exploded, it has not only repurposed
peripheral parts of London to streamline its delivery services. It is now developing
its own algorithm “Frank,” which uses machine learning to,
“evaluate the most efficient way of distributing orders based on the
location of restaurants, riders, and customers. The algorithm can also tell
Deliveroo's 10,000 UK restaurants how long it will take them to prepare a
meal based on the time of the day and the type of order…Deliveroo claims
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that its 15,000 UK riders are benefiting from Frank because it allows them
to complete more deliveries per hour and earn more money.” 42
Not only does control of public space and labor become necessary for its
logistics operations, but the movement of its users as well. As a result of its
growing need to know everything about the places and people it affects,
Deliveroo has reached a point where it no longer simply accounts for potential
inefficiencies of its delivery system. Rather, it now uses algorithms to convert all
of its factors of production, circulation and consumption into measurable units of
predictable activity.
In sum, while all of this cutting edge artificial intelligence is ultimately used
to slash turnover time down to its absolute bare minimum — and thus follows the
same mandate that logistics companies have pursued for decades — when
applied to population-dense locations like London, Paris or Hong Kong, the
human effect of this relentless pursuit for efficiency goes beyond optimizing
workers’ navigation through urban space. Rather, programs like Frank convert all
inhabitants of urban space into profitable vehicles of value extraction and
logistical optimization. As a result, Deliveroo and other urban-based platforms not
only reshape the city’s spatial form through dark kitchens and other innovations
in urban infrastructure. The Frank program foretells how the social supply chain
aims to directly monitor and optimize how public and private space is negotiated,
visualized and corporeally experienced by its inhabitants.

42

Shead (2017), para. 8
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In short, the social supply chain’s pragmatic considerations begin to
blossom into a full-on need for social and cultural control. Uber’s extensive public
relations campaigns described earlier and Deliveroo’s highly complex Frank
algorithm exemplify the technical and social axes of its project. For Uber, its initial
strategy of rapacious growth produced a subsequent need to rebuild social
legitimacy. For Deliveroo, what began as a program to optimize delivery routes
became a project to intensively monitor, condition and influence the transit of
London’s citizens. Putting both together, the latter redirects flows of everyday life
to follow the space-time coordinates of logistical rationality; and the former
ideologically reprograms social conventions to make such logistical control an
acceptable condition. In short, what was initially a formal appropriation of
preexisting labor forms and physical infrastructures expands into the necessity
for wholesale reorganization of social life itself.
This mandate finds its ultimate expression in the wide-ranging gig platform
TaskRabbit. Unlike Uber and Deliveroo, TaskRabbit not only submits workers
and social space to its operational logic, it directly transforms the most miniature
routines of everyday life into a set of algorithmically administered service tasks.
This very prospect is celebrated by TaskRabbit itself. The company boasts of
cases that, until recently, would be unimaginable as forms of service work, such
as holding someone’s place in line, or apologizing to one’s significant other on
their behalf. Under TaskRabbit’s system, any form of human activity can
theoretically be sold as labor to anyone that demands it.
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While on the surface, TaskRabbit innocuously places itself between
Uber’s more traditional shakeup of the taxi industry and Mechanical Turk’s
hyperreal arbitration of cognitive labor, its underlying logic poses far more radical
consequences than any other mobile app. While not achieving the same air of
indispensability as apps like Uber and Airbnb, the kernel of its technical, legal
and social imaginary expands what the definition of contractual labor may be
defined by — ultimately extending itself to encompass the totality of social
relations as such. As I contend, TaskRabbit repurposes social life itself into a
commodified and contractual form of service labor. In other words, its logic goes
far beyond any other platform, veering towards the very subsumption of social
reproduction by logistics tout court.
TaskRabbit is thus the ne plus ultra of the social supply chain. It imagines
a society wherein anything and everything can be contracted out to others as a
form of paid work. TaskRabbit points towards a future of the social supply chain
where it no longer just monopolizes access to service labor, but also affective
labor, cognitive labor and ultimately, any form of social relations that can be
commissioned for a nominal fee. Thus, at its limit point, the possibility for
reproductive labor to be commodified via a labor arbitrage platform like
TaskRabbit is virtually limitless. The social supply chain’s imagination becomes
only as limited as the constraints of commodification itself — a capacity that as
its history has shown, would be fatal for anyone to underestimate.
TaskRabbit exemplifies how the social supply chain’s route to power not
only builds a concrete spatial formation and a workforce created in its own
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image. It also makes a specific form of social reproduction created in its own
image. It desires to capture sociality as such for the purposes of reproducing
itself. As a result, its conditions of existence touch upon the everyday operations
of social reproduction in ways that go far deeper than any epoch of capitalist
production that preceded it. Its final endgame becomes nothing less than the
commodification and colonization over the reproduction of life itself.

3.5 Conclusion: Resisting the Social Supply Chain
Ultimately, whether the social supply chain can claim victory as the new
cultural and economic dominant of late capitalism remains to be seen. Along
these lines, the final pages of this chapter question its hegemony by analyzing
current challenges being waged against platform companies’ labor policies.
Simply put, if platforms have indeed won, their success should be fully verifiable
by the active lack of resistance to them. 43 For now, this is far from the case.
Waves of strikes and direct actions by gig workers in the last few years indicates
potential cracks in the ideological edifice of the social supply chain. Consider for
instance the wave of work stoppages enacted by Deliveroo’s drivers in early
2018. Not only were drivers able to halt deliveries, they did so on a global level
— coordinating their actions all the way from Hong Kong to the EU. 44

43 Consider Fordism for instance. At its height, Fordism’s compact between capital and labor was
extraordinarily successful. There was “buy-in” from every sector of society, from the owners to the trade
unions.
44 Fraioli (2018)
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But despite recent successes, the prospects of protests’ longevity against
the social supply chain’s control remains a complex proposition. For instance,
due to the highly complex algorithmic architecture of leading platforms, the ability
to revolt against them is exceedingly difficult. 45 The social supply chain’s
technical complexity harbors a certain inscrutability and covertness that the ruling
class of previous eras would envy enormously. Under a cloud of algorithmic
opacity, platforms deploy their profit schemes and development strategies in
ways that place undue burdens on public scrutiny. How then can critical research
into the social supply chain, let alone rebellion against it, be able to function if the
necessary access to its program architecture is ruthlessly protected?
Ultimately what must be reckoned with is not only how the social supply
chain reorganizes working lives, but how it also captures the most incidental
bodily movements, the most fleeting interpersonal interactions, the tiniest
overtures of social life are turned into objects of logistical perfection. As
populations navigate the densifying meshwork of concrete and silicon that
surrounds them, an expanding repertoire of daily routines are further refined as
data points to be collected and processed by an ever-expanding system of
logistical control. On-demand consumption and on-demand labor become
nothing less than an eternal condition. In short, the denizens of the social supply

Along with these constraints, there is also the matter of platform companies tightly guarded and
proprietarily controlled code. See for instance see the discussion of ERP software’s prohibitively expensive
licensing fees in Rossiter (2016).
45
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chain ultimately produce a space which inaugurates the becoming-logistical of
life itself.
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4: The Logistical Subject: From Subjectification to
Machinic Enslavement
The fundamental concern of this dissertation has centered on the following
question: how and why has logistical science expanded from its previous place in
military strategy and supply chain management to become a primary arbiter of
not only how commodities circulate across the globe, but how people negotiate
their everyday lives as well? In other words, why is logistics so essential to the
totality of social reproduction today, from the realization of profits to the
maintenance of life and labor? Thus far, my project has explored these concerns
through logistical science’s effect on the global supply chain and its workers in
Chapter One and the composition of urban form and everyday life in Chapter
Two. This chapter deepens my analysis of the logistical mode of production by
examining how logistics is used to govern and control individual subjects. How
does logistics determine the everyday movement of populations and moreover,
how does its governing philosophy determine the production of subjectivity as
such?
When considering who the subjects of logistical capitalism are and how
they are produced, the majority of existing scholarship has limited this question to
populations directly impacted by the logistics industry. For instance, those
working and inhabiting nearby maritime ports, shipping canals and other
locations traditionally associated with capitalism’s logistical operations. 1 While

1

See Bonacich and Wilson (2008), Cowen (2014)
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certainly an essential component of any understanding of logistical capitalism,
my aim throughout this dissertation has been to resituate logistics on a much
more expansive and abstract register. A central argument of my project has been
that logistics no longer just governs or controls populations confined to the
logistics industry proper (if it ever even did).
In the following pages, I forward this point a crucial step further. As a
mode of production, the logistical mode of production is not only concerned with
the production of commodities or even the production of workers, but the
production of subjectivity itself. 2 Thus, the logistical mode of production is not
simply the product of the logistics industry taking command of global capital.
Along with its rise, it has become a fundamental form of control that governs how
individuals conduct themselves. Understanding the mode of production in this
expanded sense, the logistical mode of production is a mode of production
precisely due to its ability to seamlessly integrate the ongoing accumulation of
capital with a form of social control that is unique to the reproduction of its
regime. 3

This is common to all modes of production. As Marx describes in The Grundrisse, every mode of
production concomitantly produces what he calls “a certain social body, a social subject” (1971). In other
words, we cannot strictly define a mode of production simply by what kind of commodities are produced, but
how they are produced. While this shift of emphasis may appear modest, its theoretical consequences are
enormous. As Marx explains, to turn away from bourgeois economics’ naïve realism and towards the
“organic totality” of capital’s production process requires a complete reconsideration of the social relations
that underlie it. For this reason, a properly materialist account of production understands that the economy
does not just innocently produce commodities for their social utility. It also creates the legal, political, social,
ideological and cultural conditions necessary to both legitimate and perpetuate its ongoing expansion (what
Marx referred to as its relations of production). In short, we must consider what a mode of production is on a
much more expansive register than simply the reproduction of capital, but the reproduction of the social as
such.
3 Foucault provides crucial insights into how a mode of production (or governmentality in his terms) subtly
imposes its power on target populations. These inflections are key to understanding the stranglehold it is
2
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But if we accept the premise that logistics is now central to subjectivity,
what defines the logistical subject? What does it feel like to be a logistical
subject? Humans would hardly define themselves as logistical. Moreover, capital
and state institutions continue to utilize conventions of subjectivity, i.e. the raced,
classed, and gendered identification of individuals, nations, and populations. In
what possible way could the technocratic science of logistics be brought to bear
on subject formations that are still ongoing? How does the logistical subject
relate to the rich set of discourses historically surrounding modern subjectivity —
its attendant dilemmas, crises, agonies, triumphs, and defeats? Paradoxically,
what ultimately defines subjectivity under the logistical mode of production is the
waning of subjectification itself.
Subjectification — the processes and procedures by which people are
identified, individuated, and produced as subjects — has precipitously lost its
value to capitalist reproduction. The logistical mode of production moves the
classical humanist figure to the margins of capitalist production while machines,
computation, and logistical science moves closer to the center. As I will show,
capital now has the power to command the movement of human beings in ways
that do not require comprehensive techniques of subjectification. As we have

able to achieve over its subjects, to a far greater extent than previous modes of production. Unlike raw
coercion of an absolute ruler, the subtleties of modern state governance may appear at first glance to be
benign, i.e. the promotion of health and well-being of citizens. In reality, it is a highly effective and diffusive
form of power, and thus much harder to resist. In its offer of relative freedom to its target population, it
teaches people to govern themselves, but in such a way that still accords with the vicissitudes of the state.
Thus, what at first appears as an expansion of freedom, is in fact a deeper form of control by governments
over the more “capillary” avenues of everyday life. For further reading on Foucault’s theories of
governmentality and biopower see Foucault (1979; 2007; 2008).
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already seen, platform workers, Amazon employees, and other figures of
logistical labor are no longer defined by classical conceits of worker identity. In
fact, with the arrival of new algorithmic protocols like forward dispatch and the
ludic loop — two techniques of computational control which I will discuss in the
proceeding pages — labor-power is now capable of being extracted by capital in
ways that bypass human consciousness altogether. 4 What ultimately defines
these shifts is a gradual displacement of subjectification by what Deleuze and
Guattari call “machinic enslavement.”

5

Under machinic enslavement, humans

have moved from being users of machines to being used by machines. They
have become a constituent part of what Deleuze and Guattari call a
“megamachine;” a vast network of forces whose power overrides the human
subject’s formerly robust agential capacities. 6
What catalyzed the transition? Will subjectification’s growing irrelevance
lead to the human subject’s final dissolution? Will the crown jewel of liberal
humanism (free and autonomous individuals endowed with legal rights) simply
disappear? Whether the subject can ever be fully and finally liquidated by
machinic enslavement remains an open question. But what is undeniable is that
under the logistical mode of production, subjectivity is unraveling. Consequently,

Nor is it just worker subjectivity that is being redefined by logistical capital. As I will also explore: the
spectator, the consumer, and the citizen have likewise been transformed in ways that similarly reflect the
bypassing of consciousness by digital media.
5 Deleuze and Guattari (1987)
6 Ibid.
4
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the logistical subject can generally be defined to be undergoing a continuous
state of de-subjectivation.

4.1 Resilience
How did the logistical mode of production initiate the waning of
subjectivity? This chapter argues that the manifold concept of resilience is central
to the story of systematic de-subjectivation begun by the logistical mode of
production. As I lay out in the following pages, resilience’s conceptual versatility
has enabled the logistical mode of production to unite its control of infrastructures
with its control of populations into a new logistical megamachine. Generally
understood, resilience refers to the ability to bounce back from stress or trauma.
As the capacity to return to equilibrium after shock or perturbation, resilience can
equally apply to discrete objects, abstract processes, or the human psyche. As
evidenced by its application to fields as diverse as clinical psychology, systems
theory, supply chain management, and its increasing prominence in popular
culture, resilience is a discourse that is dually applied to the impersonal science
of logistically managing complex systems and psychologically managing or
nurturing individual progress. It is precisely resilience’s versatility that is seized
by the logistical mode of production to create its new logistical megamachine,
one that seamlessly interoperates between large-scale systems and individual
psyches.
As I will demonstrate, the modern application of resilience unfolds along
three primary axes:
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a) beginning as a theory of complex systems in the early 1970s
b) resilience became a strategy to manage and mitigate risk to critical
infrastructure in the wake of 9/11 and the rise of international terrorism
c) and finally became a form of neoliberal responsibilization foisted upon
victims of infrastructural disaster and survivors of personal trauma.
Under the logistical mode of production, resilience’s primary function is to
articulate these ostensibly disparate arenas into a new control apparatus that can
unite the social, administrative, and economic modalities which are required for
any hegemonic regime to reproduce itself. In other words, resilience allows the
logistical mode of production its own proper form of governmental rationality.
Resilience’s flexibility creates an economic, political and social order that
operates between infrastructural and social form in a completely fluid and flexible
way. Since the measurement of resilience’s efficacy refers equally to logistical
systems like supply chains as it does to the interior psychological states of
human beings, the synthesis of these two scales into a coordinated system of
control is precisely what defines the logistical mode of production’s means of
governance.
Resilience is the fulcrum by which the logistical mode of production can
properly be understood to be a mode of production. 7 It is what brings humans,

Like all other modes of production, the logistical mode of production must integrate the production,
circulation and realization of capital in a fully continuous and coherent way. Such integration, as I will argue,
is uniquely suited to the nature of logistical science itself, since finding ways to interoperate two or more
disparate systems with one another is its very mandate. But to become a mode of production is not merely a
technical or scientific exercise. Rather, it requires a wide-ranging project that can seamlessly blend
economic and social rationality into what Marx called an “organic totality” (1990). To take the example of the

7
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institutions, machines, cities, and any other entity that can be defined as resilient
into the fold. Supply chains and humans are tested for their resilience by the
logistical mode of production in equal measure. Subsequently, whatever
meaningful distinction formerly separated the two collapses. Whatever hierarchy
of importance may have existed between humans, machines, and supply chains
becomes moot. All of them become an expression of the logistical mode of
production’s new megamachine.
Before analyzing precisely how resilience operates under the logistical
mode of production, we must first lay out a genealogy of resilience and its
imbrication with capitalism’s historical development. The modern conception of
resilience did not enter the popular lexicon until relatively recently. Originally a
technical term in the field of civil engineering, resilience was a method to test the
ability of materials like steel and concrete to bounce back from physical stress.
Its meaning began to shift in the wake of WWII-era advancements in cybernetics
and organization theory which rearticulated resilience’s principles of strength and
persistence towards systems rather than engineering materials. This newer form
of resilience language fully came into its own in 1973 via the publication of
ecologist C.S. Holling’s landmark paper on the resilience of ecological systems.

industrial capitalism, i.e. Fordism, its ascendance was not solely due to its revolutionization of the production
process (i.e. through the development of locomotion, steam engines, telegraphy, etc.) or its reorganization of
labor and capital (i.e. the hourly wage, Taylorism, the joint-stock corporation), but its massification of
consumerism and its elevation of the nuclear family as the primary unit of social life. In other words,
industrial capitalism would not have been able to hegemonize itself by brute economic or coercive means. It
instilled a new set of values in its populations as well, an entire way of living that became synonymous with
everyday common sense. Likewise, the logistical mode of production establishes itself by integrating
humans, machines, bureaucracies, laws, and cultures within its own proprietary logic of reproduction.
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Holling repurposed the idea of resilience to analyze the robustness of natural
environments like fish estuaries and forests. Holling found their ecological health
relied less on stability, i.e. the ability of a system to quickly return to equilibrium
following a disturbance. Against this established view of ecosystems as naturally
tending towards balance and equilibrium, Holling alternatively proposed
resilience as, “a measure of the persistence of systems and of their ability to
absorb change and disturbance and still maintain the same relationships
between populations.” 8 In other words, rather than understanding ecosystems as
unitary structures that quickly regained their integrity after a disturbance, Holling
argued it was precisely their dynamism and everchanging complexity that defined
them. Holling’s reconceptualization advanced resilience from simply being the
ability of an object to bounce back from stress or damage. Rather, it was now
understood as the ability of a system to persist as a direct result of its capacity for
adaptation. With Holling’s conceptual breakthrough, disturbances were no longer
considered momentary events that preceded a return to homeostasis. Rather
than being antithetical to natural environments, disturbance and imbalance were
now definitional to their existence.
Today, Holling’s findings are not exclusively tied to the management of
natural environments but have expanded to other systems — most notably
critical infrastructures such as supply chains, water treatment plants, electrical
substations, dams and other essential services. Resilience is a crucial concept

8

Gunderson, Allen, and Holling (2009), 38
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for those tasked with managing and mitigating the myriad of risks posed to these
systems and their most critical functions. Like Holling’s description of
ecosystems, managers of infrastructure view their given system as prone to
instability by definition, a fact that only grows more exigent by the day due to the
ongoing catastrophes of climate change, international terrorism, and global
political unrest. Infrastructures are increasingly immersed in environments where
crisis is not periodic but ever-present. Adaptation to complexity and uncertainty
itself becomes a permanent condition. Here we see the critical purchase Holling’s
concept of resilience has for those tasked with mitigating threats to critical
infrastructure. Resilience provides a much-needed language to deal with a world
where systemic threats are integral to systems themselves. Resilience’s embrace
of instability provides the conceptual apparatus necessary for navigating an
insecure world of unfathomable complexity and increasingly hostile environments
(both ecological, economic, and political). As Holling explains, resilience theory
begins not from, “the presumption of sufficient knowledge, but the recognition of
our ignorance: not the assumption that future events are expected, but that they
will be unexpected.”9
Resilience’s conceptual elasticity provides many benefits for the discipline
of logistics. Its terminology abounds within the technical literature and overall
discourse of logistical science. But of all the subdisciplines of logistical science, it
is the domain of supply chain management (SCM) where resilience truly finds its

9

Ibid., 21
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critical purchase. One of the central dilemmas concerning SCM is how
commodity chains’ ever-growing expansion simultaneously introduces everescalating threats that can suddenly derail commodities’ ability to flow and
expand. As Chapter One illustrated, the vertiginously complex routes that
commodities flow through rely on very tight timetables that must be managed
with precision if capitalism’s regime of flexible accumulation is to be executed
successfully. But the combination of geo-spatial complexity and time-criticality
means that supply chains also face virtually astronomical security risks. Just one
hiccup in the chain can send the entire system reeling. Extreme weather events
like hurricanes and tsunamis, which can hit suddenly and without warning, are
obvious examples. Beyond immediate physical risks, political and juridical issues
enter into the calculus of risk management as well. For instance, sudden regime
change in a country located along a strategic shipping corridor may result in new
tariffs and other trade barriers which the supply chain must quickly find a way to
overcome or circumvent. More recent dangers like terrorist attacks, cyber
warfare, and decaying maritime infrastructure have likewise upped the need for
capital to rethink how to protect its logistical operations. For these reasons,
logistical science has adopted resilience theory as a critical strategy to redefine
the relationship of risk and security to supply chain infrastructure. Dispensing
with the futile attempt to prevent crises altogether, supply chain management has
shifted its mission to minimize damage and reroute disruptions in real time, as
opposed to preempting their onset altogether.
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In other words, resilience redefines the role of security by altering the
temporal relationship that systems have to disasters. Rather than looming threats
that must be absolutely prevented, resilience redefines threats away from the
logic of preemption and towards overcoming them as they happen. The time of
resilience in this scenario is simultaneously anticipatory and compensatory. It
switches between these temporal registers in real time, by simultaneously
preventing potential threats and by attenuating their effects as they occur. In both
cases, the maintenance and optimization of systems like global supply chains is
designed, above all else, to ensure that flows never cease their circulation. Even
when stoppages do occur, resilience does not classify it a catastrophic event, but
an inevitable part of commodities circulating through the supply chain. Thus,
even if one supply line seizes up, resilience theory finds redundancies in the
system to pick up the slack. Whatever specific protocol it deploys, the objective
remains the same — keep moving.
Before the language of resilience, assessing the risks to critical
infrastructures operated under the assumption that catastrophic events were a
non-recoupable outside or absolute exteriority. However, the truly ingenuous
move of resilience is to subsume these supposedly exogenous events back into
the fold of risk assessment itself. Similar to how Holling reframed dangers and
crises as integral to the natural order of ecological environments, extrinsic risks
to critical infrastructure are reframed as endogenous forces. In other words,
resilience language allows catastrophes to be conceptually and actuarially
redefined as interior to the system. From its former location as an absolute
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outside, resilience moves risk to an integrative element of the system itself.
Resilience does not predict what kind of disasters will take place, but simply
acknowledges their inevitability, and in conclusion factors them into any calculus
of a system’s operability.
As its conceptual approach suggests, resilience is more of an evolution in
abstract thinking than a strictly scientific breakthrough. 10 As Holling himself
remarked with regards to the natural sciences, “our traditional view of natural
systems…might well be less a meaningful reality than a perceptual
convenience.” 11 In other words, understanding a system’s dynamic has as much
to do with the observer as it does with the observed. Resilience represents a
Copernican revolution in the management of large systems like ecosystems,
urban infrastructures and global supply chains; an overall shift in the gestalt that
collapses former distinctions between crisis and stability, chaos and
equilibrium. 12 It discards the formerly accepted view of systems as naturally
stable entities and replaces it with an everchanging and dynamic set of

That said, the introduction of resilience to logistical operations is not solely a conceptual innovation. It
does indeed produce material changes to a system’s infrastructure. For instance, resilience protocols
include adding concrete redundancies to a given system. Thus, when a critical infrastructure is threatened or
goes offline, its function can be temporarily taken over by another node in the network. While certainly
important, what’s most remarkable about resilience remains its conceptual efficacy. In other words, when
such infrastructural changes are considered from a more all-encompassing philosophy of resilience, the
ramifications of resilience’s conceptual innovations in managing systemic risk become crucial.
11 Gunderson, Allen, and Holling (2009), 20
12 One can in fact interpret the first logistics revolution itself as overcoming a conceptual barrier as opposed
to a strictly “physical” or infrastructural barrier. After all, its major breakthrough — containerization — did not
require a technological leap, as steel containers were already an essential component of break-bulk
shipping. Containerization was a revolution in standardization and inter-operability between the variegated
routes along the global supply chain. In other words, it was a conceptual revolution. Similarly, I argue, the
turn to resilience is likewise a conceptual shift that defines the second logistics revolution and the logistical
mode of production.
10
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relationships. But rather than disqualifying any attempt to control or administer
systems, it is precisely the acceptance of contingency and unknowability which
defines the management of risk under resilience theory. Risk is no longer
something to be categorically avoided but actively embraced. Resilience insists
that only once we recognize systems are beyond our control will we be able to
harness their dynamism to our benefit. Rather than trying to fruitlessly limit their
natural complexity, we should learn to adopt and adapt to the irrepressible
resilience that drives systems as such.

4.2 Resilience, Disaster Capitalism, and Neoliberal
Responsibilization
Resilience language’s embrace of instability, flexibility, and spontaneous
emergence presents several affinities with neoliberal rationality. As Melinda
Cooper and Jeremy Walker argue, “the success of this ecological concept in
colonizing multiple arenas of governance is due to its intuitive ideological fit with
a neoliberal philosophy of complex adaptive systems.”13 As they explain,
resilience discourse and neoliberal discourse both consider systems to be
nonlinear and stochastic. As a result, both theories resist the logic of top-down
organizations, critiquing them as incapable of properly administering the dynamic
and unpredictable nature of systems, whether they are natural ecosystems,
critical infrastructure or the market. Rather than centralized control, resilience
theory and neoliberalism insist that systems should be free to actualize

13

Cooper and Walker (2011), 144
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themselves in all of their dynamism and spontaneity — a process that any
centralized institution is categorically incapable of understanding, let alone
facilitating. 14 In this context, both neoliberalism and resilience theory approach
the management of insecurity and crisis as not only unpredictable and inevitable,
but desirable. As such, they both enforce an attitudinal change to traditional
issues of security, contingency, and adaptation wherein vulnerabilities to a
system’s functioning are not simply mitigated but become the very means by
which new opportunities can be exploited. Despite their mutual enthusiasm for
resilience, the scientists and the neoliberals nonetheless diverge in their
estimation of resilience’s applicability.
Whereas the systems theorists, ecologists and infrastructure managers
silo resilience into a technocratic niche; neoliberalism instrumentalizes resilience
theory to subordinate all of reality to the legislation of market forces. Science’s
use of resilience is modest when compared to neoliberalism, whose political
rationality compels it to not only administer the market but to redefine everything
it touches on its terms. 15 Neoliberalism’s will-to-power demands nothing less than

14 In actuality, the maintenance of critical infrastructure is in fact highly dependent on administrative control.
For instance, to allow water filtration systems to “self-organize” would be an ill-conceived managerial
strategy at best. While testing resilience is perhaps more of an aspiration or a theoretical exercise than an
existent reality for infrastructural managers, it is most definitely actualized at the level neoliberalism’s
economic policies and their imposition of reforms on vulnerable regions.
15 As political theorist Wendy Brown explains, neoliberalism is a project that radically reformats not only the
economic policies that constitute the global market, but the moral values and everyday conduct of the
world’s populations. Drawing on Foucault’s theory of governmentality, Brown contends that neoliberalism is
not simply a program or set of policies that promotes free market approaches to solving social issues. Brown
demonstrates it is a much more all-encompassing form of reason that tells its subjects how to properly live
their lives. It promotes a way of living that installs the logic of the market as the foundation by which all
activity should be judged, even those that aren’t normally considered economic activity. Thus, the market’s
calculations of risk and efficiency become the reasoning by which all decisions are made in life. Alternative
forms of reason, ones which consider the collective well-being of a community or the public good, are not
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total capitulation. Extra-market systems must become nothing but a minor
expression of the market as the ultimate master system, the system of systems,
the prime mover of nonlinear complexity and spontaneous emergence. Even
natural ecosystems like coral reefs and rainforests must become mere subsets of
the market’s superior capacity to self-organize and infinitely adapt. Given its
ideological stranglehold, neoliberalism overrules or expunges whatever extraeconomic logic resilience theory may have formerly possessed. Neoliberalism
colonizes resilience theory and redirects its logic to exclusively fulfill
neoliberalism’s mandate of subsuming all of existence under a singular market
ontology. In other words, resilience’s conceptual design is radically reconfigured
by neoliberal orthodoxy — which brutally suppresses whatever non-economic
outcomes its constituent parts may have formerly possessed.
One important way neoliberalism overrides any non-economic meaning of
resilience is by seizing moments of chaos and instability. Catastrophic events like
hurricanes and terrorist attacks become opportunities to restructure affected
populations’ means of recovery along exclusively neoliberal lines. Naomi Klein’s
theory of “disaster capitalism” is exemplary of neoliberalism’s resilience
strategy. 16 As she argues, while natural and social disasters are catastrophic for

only stricken from the discourse. As a political rationality, neoliberalism deems any alternative forms of
social existence as running counter to common sense. In other words, neoliberalism does not simply
suppress challenges to its form of rule. It actively turns them into irrationalities that run counter to the wellbeing of individuals. This is why Wendy Brown is at pains to emphasize neoliberalism is a political rationality.
If it were simply a set of policies or a distorted ideology, those who oppose its regime would be in a better
position to challenge its dominance. But as an ethos which individuals enthusiastically adopt to conduct their
lives, neoliberal rationality becomes much harder to dislodge. For more on Brown’s theory of neoliberalism
see Undoing the Demos (2015).
16 Klein (2007)
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populations and infrastructure, from the market’s point of view, they provide
profitable avenues for redevelopment and the swift execution of economic
reforms. 17 Cities hit by devastating hurricanes are presented as investment
opportunities for developers and real estate speculators to begin rebuilding the
city in ways most favorable to capital. For instance, following the devastation of
Hurricane Katrina, the mayor of New Orleans Ray Nagin enthusiastically
embraced redevelopment from private investors, all the while praising citizens for
their supposed resilience in the disaster’s aftermath. He was eventually indicted
and sentenced for accepting bribes from those same investors. 18
In this scenario, resilience becomes both the reason and the solution for
exposing at-risk populations to the dangers of the free market. As Cooper
explains,
“the catastrophic event (natural, social or economic) here becomes a sign
not of the occasional failure to predict, prevent and manage crisis but of
the systemic limits to public management and state planning. What is
called for instead is a ‘culture’ of resilience that turns crisis response into a
strategy of permanent, open-ended responsiveness, integrating
emergency preparedness into the infrastructures of everyday life and the
psychology of citizens.” 19

For countries with crumbling infrastructures and dwindling economic resources, the shock doctrine
decrees that confronting the vicissitudes of the world market are their responsibility, with minimal
intervention to be expected by the international community. If intervention is called for by institutions like the
IMF or the World Bank, it is simply to promote the continuation of capital accumulation, no matter the strain it
puts on the country’s social conditions. When a state’s critical systems can no longer operate on the world
market, they are either held for ransom in the form of unfavorable lending policies or are simply abandoned
by capital outright. Such an economic shock doctrine enforced by advanced capitalist countries on the
periphery is exemplary of infrastructure’s collision with neoliberal resilience.
18 Allen and Campbell (2014)
19 Cooper and Walker (2011), 154
17
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In other words, neoliberalism both creates the conditions of global
insecurity wrought by its glorification of free trade, and subsequently imposes its
worldview as the only solution to the catastrophes it created. Neoliberal resilience
praises a population’s ability to tolerate conditions of permanent crisis in order to
put the onus of responsibility on individuals for their own safety and survival. But
by doing so, neoliberalism is absolved of any culpability for creating insecurity
and crisis in the first place. As its economic agenda exacerbates climate change,
financial catastrophe, and reactionary extremism, it is simultaneously let off the
hook for protecting those affected, or even ensuring their basic survival. The true
cause of catastrophe — unbridled market forces — is perversely displaced onto
its victims. Weakness and fragility (very un-resilient attributes) become the culprit
of a population’s misfortune. The original perpetrator is then called back to clean
up the mess — while in actuality exacerbating its effects all the more.
Neoliberalism perversely promotes its culture of resilience by insisting that
only through encountering unrestricted competition, brought on by the
abandonment of paternalistic protections, will populations be forced to develop
their resilient faculties — and only with resilience will they be able to persist and
endure the tumult of the same market forces foisted upon them. Neoliberal
resilience tests the entirety of existence against the exigencies of market
competition. The objective is not to prevent disaster but endure its effects. With
no other choice, neoliberalism’s ideal-typical resilient subject must embrace risk
instead of shying away from it. If a setback occurs, resilient subjects must dust
themselves off and get right back to exploiting their own inner resources in order
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to “survive and thrive.” Echoing the original understanding of resilience as the
integrity of building materials like steel or concrete, neoliberal resilience demands
individuals to bend, but not break, i.e. to retain their integrity regardless of the
strain the free market imposes on them. Those who endure are promised to be
rewarded, while those who still need help are simply deemed expendable. The
social consequences of neoliberalism’s culture of responsibilization are profound.
Under its logic, the principles of competition and entrepreneurialism become the
arbiter of which populations succeed over others. The welfare safeguards
originally meant to limit the worst excesses of laissez faire capitalism are stripped
away. In its place comes a war of total competition, where only the most resilient
subjects succeed.

4.3 From Mass Catastrophe to Personal Trauma
As Cooper illustrates, neoliberalism’s espousal of resilience in the wake of
mass catastrophes has become a fruitful avenue for it to strengthen its political,
economic and ideological dominance. But while disasters may present the most
immediate opportunity for neoliberalism to implement its resilience program, it is
not only through disaster that neoliberal responsibilization spreads through the
socius. The damage done to individual psyches by the vagaries of neoliberalism
are of course not limited to periodic shocks wrought by calamities, but by the lowlevel shocks that constitute the impoverished mundanity of everyday existence
under its regime.
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In Resilience and Melancholy, Robin James illustrates precisely how
resilience discourse has become standardized by neoliberalism — not only by
catastrophic events but at the level of everyday life. 20 In doing so, James
importantly highlights how it is not only irrevocable devastation that opens the
doorway to neoliberal resilience, but the cumulative psychic trauma produced by
neoliberalism itself. In other words, if Cooper’s theory of neoliberal resilience is
produced through a culture of responsibility imposed upon us by its own
disasters, then Robin James’ theory of neoliberal resilience is imposed upon us
through a more intimate discourse of personal trauma. Instead of Cooper’s social
science lexicon of “populations,” “citizens,” “state planning,” “public policy,”
James analyzes resilience’s prominence in self-help, career development, and
pop psychological discourse. The plethora of books, magazines, podcasts, and
YouTube videos devoted to cultivating one’s inner resilience attests to its
increasing cultural currency. However, for James resilience discourse’s most
valuable interlocutors are not therapists and life coaches, but international pop
stars — whose narratives of overcoming personal trauma garner the broadest
publicity and greatest cultural cache. Whether it be abuse by an ex-lover in the
case of pop singer Rihanna, or a troubled childhood in the case of blue-eyed soul
singer Adele, James analyzes how pop stars convert their traumas into
spectacularized stories of survival. 21 In doing so, they also create the

James (2015)
As the examples indicate, such narratives are highly gendered. Resilience discourse in James’ analysis is
a largely feminized discourse. For James, women are its target audience, simply because they are most
likely to suffer the personal traumas of a highly patriarchal neoliberal society.
20
21
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paradigmatic template for how to construct one’s own resilience narrative.
Elaborately performing their overcoming of personal crisis— whether through a
hit song, an Instagram post, or a bestselling memoir — pop stars not only sell
their music, but an entire way of life for their fans to emulate. 22
The avowal of trauma is the primary means by which resilient subjects are
produced in neoliberal society. As James states, “resilience discourse habituates
us to affirm and avow our damage…Damage isn’t something subjects avoid, or
which subjects do to objects… damage is the means and medium of
subjectification.”23 Rather than suppress traumatic events, resilience discourse
demands that we embrace our damage, and moreover, to celebrate it as the
foundation of our identity. Damage becomes the grounds by which we forge new
paths in life. In this way, James transposes Holling’s original understanding of
resilience onto the level of the individual. Like Holling’s description of resilient
ecosystems, James’ resilient subject relocates damage from being a threat that
confronts us from the outside. Instead, it becomes a valuable resource of selfmaking and reinvention, the engine by which we become dynamic and adaptable
neoliberal subjects. Echoing Holling’s praise of ecological dynamism and its
virtuous volatility, James states that “If resilience is the new means of production,

22 Which James brilliantly redoubles in her analysis of their music’s formal structure, i.e. the soaring peaks
and plunging bass drops that sonically reproduce the themes that resilience otherwise expresses
discursively.
23 James (2015), 101-103
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this means that crisis and trauma are actually necessary, desirable phenomena –
you can’t bounce back without first failing.”24
In the process of resilience’s relocation from managing systems to
managing the personal lives of individuals, its discourse switches to the language
of mental health, inner strength, and success. But any genuine interest
neoliberalism professes for its subjects’ personal well-being is ultimately a ruse
designed to inculcate them in its anti-social culture of total competition.
Resilience’s psychological discourse is merely a means to an end, i.e. producing
a compliant neoliberal subject. Even its language of overcoming is ultimately
deceptive. Under the terms of neoliberal resilience, trauma is not something to be
traversed or forgotten. The goal is not to surpass its harmful effects, but to
harness it as a valuable resource in perpetuity.
While James largely focuses on pop stars as the locus with which we
learn to become resilient subjects, narratives of overcoming need not be
transmitted exclusively by celebrities. Consider the situation for gig workers in the
platform economy discussed in the previous chapter. How do they adopt a
resilience narrative? First, the kind of resilience expected of gig workers is one of
physical and emotional endurance; to continually overcome the demands placed
upon them by the exigencies of the on-demand service economy. 25 Resilience
measures the worker’s ability to endure the contingencies of just-in-time service

Ibid., 4
In this way, their situation mirrors typical post-Fordist labor, i.e. the integration of emotional with physical
labor, informal working hours, etc.

24
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labor. But resilience must be internalized by gig workers beyond simply being
necessary to overcome the grim reality of precarious work. In order to boost
morale and create a sense of self-ownership, resilience must become a positive
part of their own personal narrative of overcoming. Such narratives are not only
received by the pop stars James analyzes, but through official narratives
provided by the gig economy itself. As the Uber ads from the previous chapter
demonstrate, the worker is never represented simply as an Uber driver, but as an
aspiring actor, writer, designer, etc. Uber drivers are always “hustling” to fulfill
their dream or career goal; one that is always other than the work they are
performing for the platform. This carefully curated image of the platform
economy’s workers has clear material benefits for platform owners, who can
legitimate paying their workers low wages by falsely representing them as
supplemental income earners. 26 But beyond its brute exploitative logic, the image
of the hustling gig worker also creates a resilience narrative for workers
themselves to enthusiastically adopt. The resilience they show on the job not
only demonstrates their value to their bosses but produces an internalized
identity as a tough, flexible, and enduring subject. Just like Adele and Rihanna,
becoming a resilient gig worker is produced by one’s personal narrative of
overcoming, i.e. hustling to make ends meet on the way to landing a dream job
and fulfilling one’s purpose in life.

In a sense, resilience narratives become a way for the platform economy to extend absolute surplusvalue, to wring out a few extra hours of labor time from its workers that may have otherwise been used by
them elsewhere.
26
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To reiterate James’ central claim, trauma takes on a distinct value in
neoliberal society. Via its resilience discourse, neoliberalism converts trauma
from a painful memory into the “means and medium of subjectification.” Trauma
is the crucible by which neoliberal subjects are transformed from weak and
ineffectual human beings into strong, rugged, and enterprising individuals. The
pathologies produced by psychic trauma — obsession, panic, depression — are
no longer diagnosed as disorders to be treated clinically. Resilience discourse
redefines the mental strain produced by personal suffering as an opportunity to
invest in oneself. In neoliberal parlance, the act of overcoming trauma becomes
the means by which we develop our “human capital.”27
James stresses that the “self-investment” she identifies as fundamental to
neoliberalism’s resilience discourse is not merely symbolic, but an actual means
of economic valorization. Consider the resilience narratives created by pop stars
like the aforementioned Rihanna and Adele. Not only are their hardships the
means by which they produce their identity, i.e. a tough, fierce, courageous
woman fighting the indignities of patriarchal society. Their narrative becomes the
means by which they market themselves to their fans and sell records. In other
words, it is not only the music which their fans consume, but the pop star’s
persona. The pop star’s damage becomes a consumable object in and of itself.
Her redemption becomes an object of investment as much as her music, both of
which are consumed by fans as a commodity.

27
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Thus, James insists that to invest in one’s damage is not only a practice of
personal edification, it becomes the means by which surplus-value is produced
and reproduced. Like Klein’s shock doctrine, personal damage creates the
conditions for future accumulation. But instead of infrastructures and mass
populations, the target of investment becomes the damaged individual whose
vulnerable psyche is recruited in the service of valorizing their human capital. In
this way, James expands resilience’s economic value far beyond the technocratic
domains of infrastructural development and disaster management espoused by
critics like Cooper. James shows how popular culture’s resilience discourse is
itself a potent source of profit for neoliberal capitalism. Thus, resilience discourse
is not only a means of ideological control. It ensnares individuals in a highly
competitive system of capital accumulation whose winners and losers are
determined by those with superior talents and entrepreneurial capacities.
The resilience discourse theorized by James is an important rejoinder to
Klein and Cooper’s overt focus on catastrophe. James deepens the production of
resilient subjectivity under neoliberalism to include not only those moments
punctuated by catastrophic damage, but by the psychic damage produced by
neoliberalism’s intensification of gender, race, and class oppression. In doing so,
James advances Cooper’s theory of resilience by grasping the profundity of its
ideological, economic, cultural, and political efficacy. James demonstrates how
neoliberal resilience seeps into the capillaries of daily existence, absorbed into
the deepest sense one has of the world and themselves. In this way, her analysis
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exceeds Cooper’s reduction of resilience to the disciplinary framework of the
social sciences.
However, while James is most successful at transposing resilience from
its origins as an infrastructural protocol to a neoliberal discourse of selfvalorization, her work overlooks the connections which persist between
resilience’s past and present vocations. She presents resilience as a thoroughly
cultural construct, ignoring its roots in ecology and engineering. She likewise
omits any mention of resilience’s centrality to contemporary security studies,
systems theory, and supply chain management. 28 Consequently, instead of
expanding our understanding of resilience, James ultimately replaces one
disciplinary domain for another, cutting off fruitful avenues of thought that directly
connect personal resilience to resiliencies described by Cooper and others. Any
potential link James’ analysis may suggest is cut short by her exclusive focus on
resilience as a discursive apparatus.

28 Even a cursory analysis reveals latent connections between the two. One simple example: the “damage”
Robin James identifies as the means by which subjects valorize their human capital is often intertwined with
the damage afflicting critical infrastructures. This is clearly evident when one watches any news footage of
destruction of cities brought on by natural disasters. On-the-ground interviews often capture the emotional
devastation felt by affected residents, which are then converted into stories of collective and personal
resilience. Such captivating stories of survival from record-setting hurricanes, terrorist attacks and other
catastrophes are routinely shared online between millions of people, sometimes catapulting individuals into
public notoriety and ongoing media attention. But such a profitable relationship is tenuous at best, since the
viral spread of survival stories is itself dependent on the ability of critical infrastructure to maintain its
functionality. Ironically, the catastrophes that subjects hope to convert into human capital are liable to
corrupt the communicative infrastructure necessary to spread their stories in the first place. In other words,
the resilience narratives that subjects are intent on monetizing are themselves dependent on the resilience
of infrastructure. Without its ability to endure disaster, the opportunity to cash in on narratives of overcoming
the very same disaster would be lost. As a result, both infrastructures and subjects enter a dangerous game
where risk and resilience are precariously balanced against one another. Survival and visibility become
inextricably linked. The mediasphere and the ecosphere vie for equal attention with the loss of either
becoming equally catastrophic.
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Thus, we have encountered a lacuna within contemporary theories of
resilience wherein each perspective yields valuable insights, yet none are able to
synthesize their analyses with the other to form a comprehensive new
understanding. Such failures underscore the necessity of conceiving new
methods, new lines of inquiry, and modes of thought into the function of
resilience today. As I argue in the following section — to overcome the limitations
which have heretofore stymied a robust understanding of resilience requires us
to go beyond the analytical framework of subjectification, and perhaps, even
neoliberalism itself. As I will explain, the logistical mode of production’s
deployment of resilience no longer centers subjectification as its primary means
of controlling and disciplining its populations. As the following section will lay out,
humans are now being inscribed by machines in ways that bypass our personal
identities and consciousness altogether.
But if the subject is losing its value to the logistical mode of production,
what value does resilience retain for the disciplining of populations? What are its
uses if not ideological? Does resilience simply reunite with its technocratic origins
and sweep subjectivity into the dustbin of history? Or do there continue to be
libidinal energies within human resilience that have yet to be exploited? As I will
argue, resilience does indeed remain a core value within the logistical mode of
production. But its value has broadened beyond the boundaries of human capital
(James) and neoliberal responsibilization (Cooper). Rather, as the conclusion to
this chapter will demonstrate, the logistical mode of production has acquired the
ability to exploit the most resilient part of the human species — the death drive.
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4.4 Entering the Machine Zone: The Ludic Loop
Earlier we looked at how Uber participates in neoliberalism’s resilience
discourse, targeting drivers to adopt a personal narrative of overcoming which
they integrate into their work routine. But this tactic is far from the only strategy
deployed by the rideshare company to target their drivers and keep them
productive. Many of Uber’s techniques to elicit compliance and boost
performance require minimal signification. As the previous chapter showed,
Uber’s highest priority is to keep their drivers on the road for as long as possible.
Since their employees are technically freelance contractors, Uber does not have
the regular coercive techniques of a traditional employer at their disposal, i.e. a
set number of working hours per day written into the labor contract. This creates
a problem of attrition where drivers begin logging off after a certain number of
rides. According to Uber’s data scientists, the average threshold for one shift
from an Uber driver is 25 rides, after which the number of drivers staying online
begins to plummet. 29 How to keep a driver going past the 25-ride limit? Despite
Uber’s inability to enforce a minimum number of working hours, Uber has at their
disposal a powerful tool that traditional employers lack — a captive workforce
who rely on Uber’s proprietary software to earn their wages. All drivers are
required to log onto the Uber app via their smartphone when they start a shift.
Uber continually reconfigures its app portal to find creative ways to incentivize
their drivers into working longer hours. They do so specifically by presenting the
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driving experience as a sort of game whose forms are frequently calibrated by
the company’s software engineers. A New York times exposé describes some of
the gamic features of Uber’s employee app portal:
“Like players on video game platforms such as Xbox, PlayStation and
Pogo, Uber drivers can earn badges for achievements like Above and
Beyond (denoted on the app by a cartoon of a rocket blasting off),
Excellent Service (marked by a picture of a sparkling diamond) and
Entertaining Drive (a pair of Groucho Marx glasses with nose and
eyebrows).” 30
The effectiveness of such gamification gimmicks is constantly tested and
measured on drivers, and subsequently optimized or discarded for new designs.
The testing heavily relies on closely monitoring drivers’ productivity. Thus, Uber
continually gathers data on their drivers’ performance. Beyond regular indicators
of productivity, the company collects even the most minor patterns of behavior
from their drivers, including how many times they hit the brake pedal versus the
accelerator. Data surveillance is thus integral to the ongoing optimization and
design of Uber’s mobile app interface:
“Because it mediates its drivers’ entire work experience through an app,
there are few limits to the elements it can gamify. Uber collects staggering
amounts of data that allow it to discard game features that do not work
and refine those that do. And because its workers are contractors, the
gamification strategies are not hemmed in by employment law.” 31
In other words, Uber’s monopolization of their application’s infrastructure as well
as their freedom from traditional employment law gives the company almost
unlimited freedom to track and control their drivers. Its massive data monitoring
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operation creates a quasi-laboratory environment where experiments to increase
productivity can be performed on drivers in ways that are often unbeknownst to
them. This has the effect of producing dramatic “information asymmetries”
between the company and its drivers. 32
In addition to incorporating tropes from video games (i.e. merit badges,
animated trophies, etc.), Uber delves deeper into theories of game design such
as in its implementation of “forward dispatch” which automatically queues a new
ride on the driver’s mobile interface before the current one ends. The idea behind
forward dispatch derives from a technique that video game designers deploy to
keep their users addicted. Game makers have found that it is more difficult for
users to deliberately stop playing a game than it is to involuntarily continue. Thus,
if a new level of a game is instantly queued up immediately after the current one
ends, the player is more likely to keep playing. Forward dispatch applies the
same principle to Uber drivers. If the driver’s next fare is automatically queued up
by the interface, the driver is far less likely to log off. “Forward dispatch causes
drivers to stay on the road substantially longer during busy periods…It overrides
self-control.”33 When first introduced the feature increased its drivers’ productivity
to such an extent that many became physically unable to stop driving, even when
they needed a bathroom break. Subsequently Uber introduced a pause button to
stem its drivers’ growing outrage.
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The power of a simple feature like forward dispatch is indicative of
gamification’s increased centrality to capital’s intensification of the labor process.
But how can such a deceptively simple mechanism be so effective as to disrupt a
human being’s satisfaction of even their most basic bodily needs? The technique
of automatic queuing ensnares users in what is known as “the ludic loop.”
Originally coined by anthropologist Natasha Dow Schüll in her study of casino
gambling addicts, the ludic loop exploits the human being’s tendency for
compulsive behavior by offering small incentives to play again and again. 34 It is
at the center of what makes video games so uncontrollably addictive.
A classic example of the ludic loop can be found in the iconic video game
Tetris. Its simple objective is to connect irregularly shaped blocks to one another
as new blocks continue dropping down from the top of the screen. When a row of
blocks is connected, the row disappears, and the player acquires more vertical
space to continue playing. The genius of Tetris’s design is to make the amount of
gameplay virtually infinite. By definition, the game has no ending since the very
objective of the game is to keep playing. The sensation of playing Tetris is a
“feeling of progress toward a goal that is always just beyond the player’s
grasp.” 35 By deliberately withholding any final conclusion to the game, Tetris
incentivizes players to compulsively repeat the game until they become addicted.
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Following Tetris’s pioneering innovations in addictive gameplay, its
principles have been drastically intensified by mobile games like Candy Crush.
Its design introduces a whole new set of carefully calibrated manipulation
techniques to keep its players addicted. Like Tetris, the basic objective of Candy
Crush is to line up as many of the same candy icons in a row to clear them and
continue playing. Unlike Tetris, the makers of Candy Crush incentivize its players
to keep going by offering them “rewards” such as merit badges, customization
options, and new levels. Schüll describes Candy Crush’s engineering of
addiction:
"It's you and the machine… There's no real character development or
narrative arc. Kill the monster; kill the monster again; kill the monster
again. You never know when you're going to get the reward [or] how much
the reward will be. It's these little ludic loops." 36
As Schüll’s description makes clear, the ludic loop discards narrative and
replaces it with compulsory repetition that is encouraged by a rudimentary reward
system. The goal of this type of game is not to offer players a compelling story
that immerses them in a rich narrative world. Rather the goal is to lock players
into the game’s addictive architecture by stripping away any extraneous features
that would otherwise tie them to a world outside of the game itself. All that
remains is the player and the game. It is as if the player’s very subjectivity is
replaced by a new mechanism, a cybernetic relay that consists of nothing but the
uninterrupted connection between player and game. The gambling addicts that
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comprise the basis of Schüll’s research name this experience “the machine
zone.”37 One of Schüll’s research subjects, Mollie, vividly describes the machine
zone in the following way:
“It’s like being in the eye of a storm, is how I’d describe it. Your vision is
clear on the machine in front of you but the whole world is spinning around
you, and you can’t really hear anything. You aren’t really there— you’re
with the machine and that’s all you’re with.”38
The ludic loop beckons subjects into this zone. It hacks its players’ nervous
system, overriding any trappings of personal identity in order to reduce them to
an appendage of the game’s repetitive program.
Uber drivers likewise describe the agony and ecstasy of languishing within
the ludic loop’s machine zone. A forum on Reddit for Uber drivers entitled
“r/UberDrivers” includes many conversations on the subject. “Is anyone else
addicted to driving?” asks one thread. Replies to the question are unanimous: “I
feel like I’m in the late stages of a heroin addiction,” one user proclaims. 39 “I keep
comparing it to scoring points in a video game,” says user notreallylucky. 40
Responding to another thread entitled “I’m finding uber kind of addicting,” user
HowDamnOriginal notes how, “For me the addiction comes into being able to see
my money go up. Im constantly like.. ok 60.. just 20 more... ok 80.. just 20
more..m ok 100.. just 20 more and so on and so on...” 41

Schüll (2012), 2
Ibid.
39 https://www.reddit.com/r/uberdrivers/comments/9wl0y9/is_anyone_else_addicted_to_driving/e9li99q/
40 Ibid.
41 https://www.reddit.com/r/uberdrivers/comments/cc43sq/im_finding_uber_kind_of_addicting/etmfnzv/
37
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The jouissance suggested by these posts is not directly synonymous with
the pleasures of gambling addiction detailed in Schüll’s research. 42 Uber’s
machine zone is more obscured than the video poker screen. Uber drivers’
confessions of addiction are framed as a boon to their productivity and future
earnings potential rather than a self-destructive impulse they have no control
over. The difference between Uber drivers and gamblers is largely one of design.
Uber deliberately obscures the boundaries between a driver’s individual agency
and their absorption by the company’s algorithmic infrastructure. Their intent is to
present a driver’s increased productivity as entirely voluntary and selfdetermining, thus disavowing the manipulative role the company’s carefully
orchestrated games and psychological tricks actually play. Uber thus configures
their interface to deliberately blur distinctions between the machine zone and a
driver’s sense of personal autonomy. The app interface continuously reminds
drivers of their personal achievements, i.e. how much money they’ve earned in a
week, praising them for their performance, etc. Conversely, a slot machine takes
the power out of its players’ hands without handing them back any semblance of
agency at all. This distinction is confirmed when analyzing other threads on the
Reddit forum. Drivers constantly praise themselves for the careful balance they
have attained between earning money and keeping themselves physically and

42 Jouissance’s literal English translation is “enjoyment” but such a translation is misleading. While
enjoyment signifies personal pleasure (a nice meal, an entertaining film), jouissance is not necessarily
consciously satisfied by an individual subject. As Schüll’s gambling addicts make clear, jouissance’s
enjoyment often comes at the expense of personal well-being, satisfying something within the subject that
operates beyond their conscious recognition.
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psychologically tough. In this way, their self-image largely comports with the
aforementioned resilient identity that Uber’s marketing materials explicitly
encourage their drivers to adopt. It also follows neoliberalism’s resilience
discourse outlined by James.
Despite both its drivers and Uber management’s celebration of their
ruggedly resilient and autonomous identity, the distance which Uber drivers
believe they maintain between themselves and the machine is ultimately a ploy
deliberately staged by Uber’s interface. Uber drivers continue to labor under the
delusion that the self is at least minimally protected from Uber’s invasive
maneuvers; while in reality, the capacity to retain possession of oneself is
relentlessly overridden by Uber’s design protocols. Ultimately, it is the interplay
between Uber’s algorithmic control and its ideological encoding of its drivers as
resilient entrepreneurs that allows Uber to so thoroughly dominate and command
its workforce. Uber’s strategy is to keep each pole constantly balanced against
the other — to encourage the illusion of self-control only to constantly override it
by algorithmic manipulation. In this way, Uber’s ludic loop is more powerful and
effective than the slot machine or the video game. How better to capture users in
a ludic loop than by simultaneously encouraging them to identify as autonomous
resilient subjects?
Uber typifies the unravelling of subjectivity I alluded to at the beginning of
this chapter. It leverages modes of subjectification like personal resilience but
does so ultimately in the service of keeping its drivers ensnared in its ludic loop.
Uber exemplifies how the logistical mode of production does not necessarily
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throw out subjectivity all at once. Rather, it keeps the parts of subjectification that
are useful to its reproduction and discards the rest. In Uber’s case, narratives of
resilience remain important to securing consent from their drivers, but it no longer
produces value to the same extent asserted by James in Resilience and
Melancholy. Unlike neoliberal capitalism, the practices of subjectification are not
the primary motor that keeps the logistical mode of production humming. As the
next section explores, a new motor has been built, with subjectification having
been demoted to a constituent part of an emerging megamachine.

4.5 From Subjectification to Machinic Enslavement
If Uber and other platforms are displacing subjecthood via the ludic loop,
what if anything comes next? What are human beings if not subjects? Under the
logistical mode of production, humans are no longer conscripted into compliance
via subjectification, but sorted into a system that Deleuze and Guattari call
“machinic enslavement.” 43 Echoing the slot machine addicts and their captivity
within the machine zone, machinic enslavement marks the moment when
humans switch from being individuals — special entities endowed with rights,
liberties, personhood — to abstract objects like data points and statistical figures,
or as Deleuze and Guattri say, mere “inputs and outputs.” 44 However, such
depictions should not lead one to conclude that machinic enslavement simply
signals a vulgar de-humanization of the subject. Despite its otherwise loaded
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terminology, machinic enslavement borrows its language from cybernetics to
describe the relationship humans have to machines. Deleuze and Guattari clarify
the technical distinction between subjection and machinic enslavement in the
following way:
“There is enslavement when human beings themselves are constituent
pieces of a machine that they compose among themselves and with other
things (animals, tools), under the control and direction of a higher unity.
But there is subjection when the higher unity constitutes the human being
as a subject linked to a now exterior object, which can be an animal, a
tool, or even a machine. The human being is no longer a component of
the machine but a worker, a user. He or she is subjected to the machine
and no longer enslaved by the machine.” 45
This passage introduces a crucial point: it is the nature of the human relationship
to machines which determines the difference between subjection and
enslavement. If an individual is exterior to the machine, the human becomes a
subject. An operator on an assembly line is a factory worker. Audiences
subjected to advertisements are consumers. Users of Medicaid are welfare
recipients. Conversely, if the machine can no longer be exteriorized or separated
from workers, consumers, and citizens; if the categorical distinction between
individual and machine no longer conveys a meaningful difference it is because
the human is now inside the machine. Once inside, subjectivation is no longer
possible because its principles of autonomy and self-determination are no longer
viable. Human individuality is transformed from being a separate entity to
becoming a “constituent part” of a higher unity. 46 The machine zone described by
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This process of de-individuation produces what philosopher Gilbert Simondon calls a ‘dividual (1992).
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Mollie is indicative of this switch from the exterior to the interior. In her account,
Mollie is not subjected to the video poker game, she is enslaved by it. The loss of
subjectivity is explicitly acknowledged by Mollie. Her enslavement, the
obliteration of her autonomy and selfhood, is precisely where the pleasures of
her addiction are produced. Deleuze and Guattari themselves provide a telling
example of the subtle distinction between subjection and enslavement:
“For example, one is subjected to TV insofar as one uses and consumes
it, in the very particular situation of a subject of the statement that more or
less mistakes itself for a subject of enunciation ("you, dear television
viewers, who make TV what it is . . ." ); the technical machine is the
medium between two subjects. But one is enslaved by TV as a human
machine insofar as the television viewers are no longer consumers or
users, nor even subjects who supposedly "make" it, but intrinsic
component pieces, "input" and "output," feedback or recurrences that are
no longer connected to the machine in such a way as to produce or use
it.” 47
Does this passage not perfectly resemble today’s figure of the “binge-watcher?”
Watching hours upon hours of television on Netflix with seemingly no capacity to
stop hardly qualifies as subjectivation, especially when binge-watching so often
overrides basic necessities of human individuation like going to work, going to
sleep, or even going to the bathroom! A skit from the comedic sketch show
Portlandia entitled “One More Episode” (2012) cleverly captures the desubjectification brought on by binge-watching. In it, a couple decides to sit down
and watch an episode of the science fiction show Battlestar Galactica (2004)
before leaving for their friend’s birthday party. As the first episode finishes, they
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agree to watch another one, sensibly concluding they’ll at least be able to catch
the dessert portion of their friend’s party. At the end of the next episode, they
agree to text their friend happy birthday instead of attending the party. As each
successive episode ends, the couple’s abandonment of their social obligations
becomes more extreme. By the time they finish watching the series a week later,
they have both lost their jobs, their electricity has been shut off, their house has
been foreclosed, and their muscles have atrophied from sitting on the couch so
long. Despite or perhaps because they have ruined their lives, the couple
desperately plan a way to continue the show. The sketch concludes with them
painfully peeling themselves from their couch to go find the director of the show
and demand he produce more episodes. Despite its extreme exaggeration, the
sketch cannily identifies the feeling of complete surrender and self-repudiation
one feels when binge-watching. Not unlike Schüll’s gambling addicts, the bingewatcher’s jouissance is produced by the annihilation of selfhood initiated by the
platform’s ludic loop. 48 The enjoyment is not produced by the show’s captivating
narrative, but by entering the platform’s machine zone — by being deposited into
the compulsory cycle of repetition that slowly erodes one’s feeling of living in a
world beyond the cycle itself. In many ways, the content of any given show is
irrelevant. A show’s narrative merely becomes a vessel for carrying the viewer
into the ludic loop’s obliterative ecstasy. As Deleuze and Guattari already

48 But setting aside the jouissance of machinic enslavement, is the ecstasy of self-annihilation reported by
gambling addicts and satirized in Portlandia still too reliant on the language of subjectivity? Can the
experience of machinic enslavement be adequately described without it? How to explain the systematic
breakdown of our “selves” without positing a self to begin with?
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anticipated decades earlier, the binge-watcher is not a “consumer or user…but
intrinsic component pieces” of the platform architecture. 49 The viewer is
absorbed by the ludic loop, becoming a data point that flows between the ludic
machine’s inputs and outputs.
In Signs and Machines, Lazzarato defines the process of de-individuation
initiated by machinic enslavement in the following way: “machinic enslavement
dismantles the individuated subject, consciousness and representations, acting
on both the pre-individual and supraindividual levels.” He continues: “Machinic
enslavement activates pre-personal, pre-cognitive and preverbal forces
(perception, sense, affects, desire) as well as suprapersonal forces (machinic,
linguistic, social, media, economic systems, etc.” 50 In other words, machinic
enslavement intervenes and disrupts the phase of individuation which would
otherwise lead to the production of subjectivity. It catches humans in its clutches
before any moment of self-recognition or self-consciousness precipitates subject
formation. 51 As Deleuze and Guattari argue, machinic enslavement
“presupposes itself… it appears as preaccomplished.”
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Lazzarato (2017), 12.
Deleuze and Guattari (1987), 460
51 While Deleuze and Guattari resist a teleological understanding of machinic enslavement, i.e. as the full
and final culmination of de-subjectivation, they nonetheless maintain a resolutely historical perspective
wherein machinic enslavement marks a historical reconfiguration between the human and the state, and
between variable capital (labor) and constant capital (machines). In other words, while subjectification may
have become subordinate to a higher unity, it does not obviate a potential return of the subject. Elsewhere,
Deleuze and Guattari maintain there is always a ratio between subjectification and machinic enslavement
within any historical epoch, a dialectic of sorts between two poles of power. Such an outlook is useful
against critics of machinic enslavement who would undoubtedly refer to the very real and ongoing processes
of subjectification that still exist today. Rather than dispute their claim, one could merely point to a diminution
rather than an outright elimination of subjectivity.
52 Deleuze and Guattari (1987), 458
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preaccomplished precisely because we can only recognize machinic
enslavement’s effects after we have been individuated as subjects endowed with
the faculties of cognition, judgment, intuition. Its operations are never given to us,
because we are not subjects to which something has been given. At the moment
of subjectivation, the machine has already fled the scene. 53 It has already
satisfied its needs before individuated subjects know what hit them. 54

4.6 Resilience and the Death Drive
Returning to the question of resilience, what role can it possibly play if the
control and subjugation of human beings no longer relies on individuation? If
interpellation falls by the wayside, if narrativity, signification, discursivity, and all
the other trappings of subjectification are less central to the control of human
beings, why would human resilience continue to be valuable for a system that
has moved from subjectification to machinic enslavement? The simple answer is
that if resilience continues to encourage human movement, it remains an
invaluable source of labor-power for economic production. As this dissertation
has maintained, ceaseless circulation is the logistical mode of production’s

Deleuze and Guattari further endeavor to evacuate the language of subjectivity from our understanding of
machinic enslavement by claiming our subordination to it is neither “voluntary” or “forced.” If machinic
enslavement were to be directly coercive, either ideologically or physically, it would immediately lose its
efficacy because coercion would reenter it into the realm of subjectification. Machinic enslavement avoids
humans’ explicit consent or even their unconditional surrender simply because it does not need them to do
its work. While individuals may still regard themselves as subjects even as they are being machinically
enslaved, the machine simply does not care what humans think about themselves.
54 Thus, perhaps the moment of annihilation enjoyed by gamblers, binge-watchers, Uber drivers, and other
subjects of machinic enslavement does not replace subjectification but simply comes before or alongside it.
Perhaps machinic enslavement does not destroy subjectivity or even replace it altogether, but rather
appears and then immediately disappears as soon as subjects try to describe its contours, its affects, its
reptilian powers.
53
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paramount concern. Whereas theories of neoliberal resilience would identify
human movement in subjective terms — perseverance, tenacity, persistence —
the ludic loop demonstrates human resilience is not only produced through
narrative.
The ludic loop’s design has mobilized a system of human resilience that is
far more powerful than any narrative construct could ever possibly be — the
death drive. Originally theorized by Freud, he identified the “death instinct“ as a
primordial need for all organisms to return to an inorganic state. 55 For human
subjects, the death drive satisfied its need through unconscious activity which
was symptomatically manifested through neurotic acts of repetition. 56
Controversial throughout Freud’s career, it was largely abandoned by the
psychoanalytic community following his death. Jacques Lacan later resurrected
the death drive but rejected Freud‘s biologism as well his coupling of the death
drive with a simultaneous drive to preserve life, i.e. the “life instinct.” Discarding
Freud’s so-called ”dual drives theory,“ Lacan claimed all human drives were in
fact death drives since they all involved an auto-destructive compulsion
emanating from the human unconscious. 57 Far from a desire for stasis or
tranquility, Lacan argued the death drive irrepressibly moved against equilibrium

55 Perhaps Freud’s most infamous theory of the human unconscious, the death drive exceeds the pleasure
principle’s straightforward desire for gratification and avoidances of pain. Freud located the death drive’s
origins in a primordial need for biological beings to return to the state which preceded life, a return to the
inorganic. While a simple organism’s desire for self-neutralization (i.e. death) is straightforward, for complex
organisms like human beings, the path is more circuitous. The death drive therefore finds circuitous ways to
satisfy its irrepressible needs in lieu of death itself. This is symptomatically registered by irrational behavior
that does not present a self-evident need or desire, i.e. compulsive repetition, nervous tics, etc.
56 Freud (1922)
57 Lacan (1966)
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to satisfy its needs, often at the expense of subjects‘ physical and mental wellbeing. Political theorist Jodi Dean explains Lacan’s theory of the death drive:
“Rather than involving some kind of primary homeostasis or equilibrium,
drives are a destabilizing force, a force that persists, that exerts a
pressure, without regard for the pleasure and well-being of the subject. As
a persistence that is not for the sake of the subject, drive, then, has almost
an undead quality. It is excessive, persisting beyond the ostensibly natural
contours of life and death.” 58
In other words, the death drive is not a wish to return to the inorganic, but rather,
a demand placed on its human subject to exceed its own needs and wishes. The
death drive overwhelms its subject’s own desires. This is why Jodi Dean
describes the death drive as “the inhuman at the heart of the human.” 59 It is as if
in every human exists an alien Other so powerful its liberation can override one’s
entire identity, even one’s physical integrity.
The inhuman power of the death drive is at the heart of the ludic loop’s
power. The ludic loop is nothing less than the technologically mediated
acceleration of the death drive’s compulsion to repeat. It is the death drive which
enables Uber drivers to stay logged onto the network for self-destructive lengths
of time, what keeps Netflix users in a perpetual cycle of binge-watching, what
keeps Candy Crush players compulsively glued to their smartphones. The ludic
loop exemplifies how humans seized by the death drive continue moving even
when they come up against the limits of their own bodily integrity.
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As a compulsion which exceeds and undermines its host’s needs and
desires, the death drive is exceedingly resilient. As a system that thrives on
disequilibrium and militates against homeostasis, it also eerily replicates Holling’s
original theory of ecological resilience. The death drive is perhaps the most
perfect distillation of resilience theory, overpowering all of its previous definitions
by arriving at the essence of what makes it so irrepressible. The death drive is
resilience defined at an ontological level, as the will-to-power which drives all
systems (both human and nonhuman) towards volatility and constant change.
The ludic loop’s proximity to the death drive subsequently touches the
ontological origins of resilience in a way James and Cooper’s theories of
neoliberalism do not. Despite neoliberalism’s power to discipline its subjects, it is
limited by its reliance on narrative and signification. No matter how strong,
neoliberal resilience’s narratives of personal overcoming only provide so much
libidinal energy to be expropriated by capital. While neoliberalism demands its
subjects to bend and not break, there is nonetheless an inevitable breaking point
that exceeds neoliberalism’s capability for discipline and control. Neoliberalism
requires the power of meaning for its resilience protocols to be successful. But
the power of meaning is limited by its eventual confrontation with
meaninglessness, asignification, irrationality. The destructive power of the death
drive has no limit, because it operates with complete disregard for meaning, or
for that matter, the well-being of its subjects. It is more resilient than the
narratives of overcoming described by James, because it has the power to
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overcome its own host. The power of meaning and narrative pales in comparison
to the overwhelmingly destructive forces it unleashes.
With methods like the ludic loop at its disposal, capital now has a direct
line to accessing the death drive’s forces. No longer requiring the elaborate and
circuitous routes of symbolic mediation, the logistical mode of production’s
technological protocols seamlessly flow into the human’s unconscious protocols.
A new channel of communication has opened between the logistical mode
production’s algorithmic architecture and the human’s unconscious architecture.
Uncorrupted by the noise otherwise introduced by culture, language, and
representation, it directly broadcasts its signal to the death drive, calling up its
virtually limitless capacities.
In the film The Matrix (1999), the direct connection between humans and
machines is made visually explicit. In the film’s narrative world, human civilization
has been destroyed by an advanced race of artificially intelligent machines. The
machines power themselves by draining valuable energy from humans
permanently encased in amniotic fluid-filled pods that number in the millions. But
despite its exquisitely graphic detail, The Matrix does not ultimately represent the
unmediated form of exploitation suggested by the ludic loop and its hacking of
the death drive. Rather, the docility of the captive humans in The Matrix is
secured by an elaborate simulation of human society that is directly inserted into
their cerebral cortex by a computer program designed by the machines
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themselves. 60 No matter how macabre the apparent enslavement of humans in
The Matrix is, they are nonetheless still subjects — they are subjects of a
simulation program designed to deceive them. The logistical mode of production
does not represent a false reality to its subjects, because it does not represent
anything at all. Humans are not subjected to representations, they are
machinically enslaved by computer programs, i.e. ludic loops like Tetris, Candy
Crush, and Uber’s forward dispatch. Any representational content they may
possess is ultimately deployed in the service of the ludic loop’s asignifying and
non-representable protocols. The ludic loop’s objective is not to enthrall their
users with theatrical spectacles, but to hack directly into their users’ central
nervous systems. Even the television shows produced by Netflix are only
tangentially related to the medium of television. In practice, both mobile games
and streaming platforms are programs designed and executed to seize and
redirect the human death drive towards the logistical mode of production’s
demand for ceaseless circulation. In short, the logistical mode of production
harnesses the energies of human resilience by directly hacking into the death
drive, i.e. the most resilient system of all. It circumvents the avenues of
subjectification which were formerly necessary to do so. 61

Despite its theatrics, the film is thus a simple allegory of ideological suppression. It allegorizes the
classical split between infrastructure and superstructure by creating a narrative world where the truth of
exploitation exists in the subterranean depths of human pod farms, while humans themselves are obliviously
distracted by a spectacle of simulation that conceals the reality of their subjugation.
61 The trauma identified by James as the “means and medium” of subjectification is in actuality the means
and medium of machinic enslavement. Trauma thus persists in the logistical mode of production, but it is
now de-subjectivized, i.e. no longer expressed in the psychological discourse used by James. Rather,
trauma’s function is relocated from the discursive superstructure to the human’s unconscious infrastructure.
60
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The synthesis between infrastructural and human resilience which eluded
the critics of neoliberalism now becomes clear. Contra Cooper’s tortuous
attempts to relate human resilience to infrastructural resilience; under the
logistical mode of production no such transposition is necessary. It has made
human resilience completely immanent with infrastructural resilience. A seamless
fluidity has been created between what were formerly disparate resilience
protocols. Uber’s drivers are tested and measured for their resilience by the
same programs that ensure Uber’s network infrastructure operates with optimal
speed, efficiency, and flexibility. Human infrastructure — the unconscious — is
directly inserted into the logistical mode of production’s digital infrastructure. The
human nervous system is exquisitely calibrated by the logistical mode of
production to guarantee its global flows continue to circulate unabated.

4.7 Coda: Whither Subjectivity?
As I stated in the introduction, logistical subjectivity is defined by
subjectivity’s very unraveling and its displacement by machinic enslavement. But
despite the raw reality of subjectivity’s destitution, the classic subject of liberal
humanism persists. A quick survey of the social landscape confirms the ongoing
production of human identity and its demands for recognition, rights, and liberty.
If anything, such demands continue to grow. How can my theory of systematic
de-subjectivation possibly rectify this disconnect? Is the stubborn continuance of

In this transition, trauma is no longer narrated by human subjects, but compulsively reproduced by the death
drive.
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liberal humanism a testament to its own resilience? The logistical of production
does indeed preserve the subject, but it does so for exactly one purpose — to
take responsibility when its megamachine fails. Lazzarato captures this dynamic:
“...when a breakdown, an accident, or a malfunction occurs, the
subjectfunction, consciousness, and representations must be mobilized in
order to "recover" from the incident, explain it, and mitigate its effects with
a view to returning the automatic functions and enslavement procedures
to their normal state.”62
Subjectivity becomes a border concept, an emergency lever that intervenes
when the logistical mode of production’s infrastructural protocols causes the
human nervous system to overextend its biological limits. Narratives of resilience
are quickly summoned to place the onus of responsibility on a subject’s
weakness and fragility. Pushed to the margins of the logistical mode of
production, the subject exists to exonerate the megamachine of all responsibility
when breakdowns occur. Responsibilization is thus the primary legacy of
neoliberal subjectification under the logistical mode of production. Homo
oeconomicus, human capital, the entrepreneurial subject — all the former
avatars of neoliberalism are unceremoniously demoted to simply being the
logistical mode of production’s alibi when things go haywire.
Invariably, the effects of machine failure are explained and mitigated by
blaming the most oppressed and vulnerable members of society. Under the
logistical mode of production, to be a subject is to be a potential target. Consider
the racist and xenophobic discourses which always follow periods of acute and
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prolonged crisis. “Who’s responsible!?” is the accusation that emanates from the
logistical mode of production when its megamachine fails. The answer will
always be the global poor, the outsider, the Other. They will bear the brunt not
only of disasters and catastrophes themselves, but the suspicious glare of the
community — a community which is itself summoned by the logistical mode of
production to cover its tracks. In this scenario, the demand for recognition, to be
recognized as full subjects endowed with rights and personhood can no longer
serve as the ground for human liberation. Perversely, it has become the very
means by which populations are targeted and identified as culprits of the
megamachine’s systemic failure. But is total de-subjectivation, i.e. machinic
enslavement, any better? How can we overcome this dilemma? My dissertation’s
conclusion offers some tentative thoughts on how to resist the logistical mode of
production’s program of machinic enslavement.
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5. Conclusion: Cognitively Mapping Logistics
Over the last three chapters, I have sketched what I believe is ultimately a
modest and preliminary outline of the massive multi-scalar entity known as the
logistical mode of production. Having traversed three of its dimensions — the
supply chain, the city, and the subject — there are still many spaces and places
to be addressed. For instance, the point of production — the manufacturing
zones where commodity chains originate — has yet to be tackled. 1 Setting aside
my appeal in the introduction to resituate production under what is now the more
dominant arena of capital circulation, capitalism’s points of production
nonetheless remain essential to the global economy, and therefore essential to
the logistical mode of production’s theoretical and practical viability.
Other spaces of the logistical mode of production which received short
shrift from my dissertation include its vast oceanic geography. Undeniably the
largest zone of the global supply chain, the centrality of oceanic space to global
logistics systems certainly demands a closer reading. Coined the “Forgotten
Space” in Allan Sekula and Noell Burch’s impressionistic 2010 documentary of
container ships and their crewmembers traversing the oceans, my dissertation’s
elision of oceanic space conspicuously reflects Sekula and Burch’s titular thesis.
Future consideration of the ocean and its global mediation of commodity

What an odd choice for a dissertation with “mode of production” in its title to disregard the actual
commodity production process!
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circulation will therefore be essential to expanding our understanding of the
logistical mode of production. 2
But setting aside these and other oversights, the wager of my dissertation
was never to provide a comprehensive survey of every nook and cranny of the
logistical mode of production’s vast geographic reach. My objective was never to
construct a map of the logistical mode of production’s physical territory. Borges’
classic fable, On Exactitude in Science, long ago illustrated the dilemma of
attempting to map reality through representation. 3 The logistical mode of
production ultimately defies total representation, cartographic or otherwise,
because its multiplicity of scales exists both within and apart from conventional
geographic landscapes. Its dimensions are as equally post-territorial and nonrepresentational as they are physically or visually identifiable.
Even if we analyze its more explicitly territorial dimensions, like its
circulation of physical commodities, we will soon find that formerly reliable
methods of tracking objects in time and space are already woefully insufficient.
For instance, if we return to my introduction’s it-narrative: my laptop’s worldwide
journey to my front door would have involved a brief stint in a shipping container
on a cargo ship, likely headed towards a port on the California coast. But the

New work on oceanic media, such as Melody Jue’s Wild Blue Media (2020), will be a critical resource for
the logistical mode of production’s ongoing project to fill in the missing spots of its multi-scalar operations.
3 Decades later, in Simulacra and Simulation (1994), Baudrillard would “solve” Borges’ dilemma by simply
collapsing any lingering gap between reality and representation altogether.
2
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information about its location may have been stored in a server farm, perhaps in
a facility located east of Helsinki. If the manager of the shipping company in
charge of Acer’s cargo of laptops were to verify its location, would they have
gone down to the port in California to crack open the container to take a look?
Highly doubtful. Rather, they would have looked up its current location through
an enterprise resource planning platform connected to a network of containers,
all geo-tagged and monitored by the server farm in Finland. To the manager in
charge of making sure my laptop reached its next destination, it may as well have
been in California, or Helsinki, or nowhere at all. In this scenario, my laptop was
nothing but a simple bit of information, a single data point that in and of itself was
irrelevant. Only its existence within a larger set of data granted my laptop any
meaningful significance. In this scenario, was the information about my laptop
more “real” than the laptop itself? Put another way, if the server farm went offline,
would that not have been just as disruptive to Acer’s supply chain management
operations as a longshoremen strike, or a pirate ship seizing the container before
it reached the coast of California?
In other words, the logistical mode of production cannot simply be
understood as a total sum of commodities or trade routes, buttressed by the
added convenience of computers that can query the location of goods at a
moment’s notice. Nor can its limits lie in a broader ensemble of technical
infrastructures that are simply hidden from view (i.e. underground fiber optic
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cables). Ultimately, the logistical mode of production’s existence transcends the
sum output of every supply chain, every infrastructural system, every Amazon
fulfillment center, or GPS satellite that encompass its physical territories. But if
the logistical mode of production ultimately defies empirical analysis; what are
our chances of resisting its growing incursion into everyday life? How do we fight
something we cannot perceive with our bodies or representationally render with
our minds? In his paper on cognitive mapping, delivered in the midst of the left’s
Reagan-era disarray, Fredric Jameson addresses a skeptical audience of
conference attendees with this precise dilemma. Regarding the ongoing
globalization of capital, Jameson observes how its rapid development is
disorienting our collective ability to navigate the escalating series of spatial
abstractions we are being subjected to, which as Jameson notes,
“involves our insertion as individual subjects into a multidimensional set of
radically discontinuous realities, whose frames range from the still
surviving spaces of bourgeois private life all the way to the unimaginable
decentering of global capital itself.” 4
Like crossing through a formerly familiar city, now shorn of whatever landmarks
that once guided us on our way, we blindly traverse the corridors of global
capitalism with few clues as to how to successfully navigate its increasingly
inscrutable territories. Ultimately any temporal, spatial or historical continuity one
may have enjoyed in prior phases of capital (from its mercantile to imperialist
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period) is sundered by a fundamentally fragmentary and aporetic confusion
which increasingly defines everyday life. In its social and political consequences,
Jameson notes,
“the incapacity to map socially is as crippling to political experience as the
analogous incapacity to map spatially is for urban experience. It follows
that an aesthetic of cognitive mapping in this sense is an integral part of
any socialist political project” 5
In other words, just as maps equip us with necessary representations of the cities
we inhabit and move through daily, we are in dire need of some kind of
perceptual equipment that will enable us to picture our embeddedness within the
vast network of social relations that now define our era of globalization — or as
Jameson’s more Althusserian vernacular puts it — the totality of class relations
on a global scale. Cognitive mapping is thus an attempt, one that Jameson
repeatedly emphasizes may be ultimately impossible yet absolutely necessary, to
produce new ways of imagining a world system that has overwhelmed and
subverted whatever symbolic totality may have existed in earlier eras.
The difficulty of doing so, which Jameson already recognized, has only
intensified in the intervening years, perhaps to such an extent that capitalism’s
means and relations of production are giving way to an even more inscrutably
opaque global economic system. This emergent system, what I have called the
logistical mode of production, urgently beckons new social and political

5
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imaginaries if we are to challenge its impending takeover. We must collectively
endeavor to map the logistical mode of production’s movements, identify where it
is going, and how to stop it from getting there. But the difficulty of such an
undertaking is daunting to say the least, especially when considering the rather
grim conclusions of my dissertation’s previous chapter. If the logistical mode of
production’s spatial geometry is reaching territories beyond the physical
landscape and infiltrating our unconscious, how do we map let alone resist its
infiltrations?
As a theory of representation, Jameson’s aspirations for cognitive
mapping are largely presented as an appeal for formal and aesthetic innovation.
Cognitive mapping is framed by Jameson to be more of an invitation to artists
than academics, a challenge to create new aesthetic forms that are adequate to
the task of representing capitalism itself. Needless to say, that is no small task!
In Cartographies of the Absolute, Alberto Toscano and Jeff Kinkle reflect on
Jameson’s call for a collective project of cognitive mapping, testing its efficacy
against the reality of an even further entrenched global capitalist system that
exists today. The authors survey the aesthetic landscape and provide novel
observations of potential new forms that can meet Jameson’s ambitious demand.
They even ruminate on the formal and aesthetic properties of global logistics
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systems. 6 Perhaps more importantly, Toscano and Kinkle connect the aesthetics
of cognitive mapping to a politics of collective struggle and resistance. Jameson’s
search for new forms, in other words, must also include what Toscano and Kinkle
characterize as “the political search after modes of organization, communication
and solidarity, political forms adequate to our moment.” 7
I tentatively propose we begin building precisely such a new form — an
architectonic of planetary resistance that mirrors the multi-scalar dimensions of
the logistical mode of production itself. In other words, for every scale of the
logistical mode of production, there is to be a corresponding scale of resistance
whose tactics and operations address its respective domain, i.e. a strategy of
resistance against the logistical mode of production’s global supply chain, its
social supply chain, and its seizure of subjectivity. Some of these resistances are
already happening. For instance, as my first chapter’s conclusion indicated, at
the level of the global supply chain, there exist numerous militant struggles. Most
recently, the movement of Wet’suwet’en activists in Canada have successfully
blockaded and shut down the country’s entire national railway infrastructure,
causing massive disruptions and creating huge pressure on the Trudeau
government to cease its oil pipeline project in British Columbia. 8 Similar

A project which will also be crucial to any subsequent analysis of the logistical mode of production.
Toscano and Kinkle (2015), 242.
8 Cecco (2020)
6
7
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indigenous protests in the United States, such as the blockade of the Dakota
Access Pipeline, have pushed the tactics of sabotaging and disrupting key points
in capital’s global supply chain to the center of many social movements’
strategies of resistance. At the level of the social supply chain, resistance has
largely involved waves of international strikes by gig workers such as Uber
drivers and Deliveroo couriers. The surprising success of many of the efforts to
organize gig workers, often conducted across national boundaries, is an
encouraging sign for the efficacy of resistance at this scale of the logistical mode
of production. As I’ve already alluded to, the final scale of resistance is perhaps
the most difficult to achieve. How do we mobilize subjects to resist a logistical
technology as advanced as the ludic loop — especially when it is systematically
absorbing all subjectivities into its system of machinic enslavement? In Signs and
Machines, Lazzarato suggests that to resist the growing power of machinic
enslavement, to create new subjectivations which defy its logic of systematic
desubjectivation, requires new ways of being together, new struggles and
resistances that collectively create new subjectivities in the process. As he says,
“In order for political subjectivation to occur, it must necessarily traverse
moments in which dominant significations are suspended and the hold of
machinic enslavements is thrown off. Strikes, struggles, revolts, and riots
constitute moments of rupture with and suspension of chronological time,
of the neutralization of subjections and dominant significations.
Immaculate, virginal subjectivities do not then appear but rather focal
points, emergences, the beginnings of subjectivation whose actualization
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and proliferation depend on a constructive process that must articulate the
relation between "production" and "subjectivation" in a new way.” 9
If we transpose Lazzarato’s suggestion onto the multi-scalar map of
resistance I have tentatively begun to propose, then the scales of the logistical
mode of production that precede its machinic enslavement of subjectivity are in
fact precisely the forms of resistance which will potentially lead to new
subjectivations, new ways of being together. The wager I am proposing,
therefore, is that only by mutually reinforcing one another at each scale of
struggle against the logistical mode of production can new subjectivities be
forged to counter its molecular scale of machinic enslavement. In a certain
sense, what I am proposing is for the struggles against the logistical mode of
production to produce a proprietary form of logistical interoperation, what Jasper
Bernes calls a “counterlogistics.” As he suggests, counterlogistics “employs the
conceptual and technical equipment of the industry in order to identify and exploit
bottlenecks, to give our blockaders a sense of where they stand within the flows
of capital.” 10 Beyond its practical uses, Bernes goes further to comment on the
existential value of working together in such a way, “ in which being able to see
one’s own actions alongside the actions of others, and being able to see as well
the effects of such concerted action, imbues those actions with a meaning they
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might have otherwise lacked... the ability to place struggles side by side, to
render struggles visible to each other and to themselves.”11
Along those lines, I likewise advocate to establish a shared language
rooted in practices of counterlogistics; a global platform that is rooted not in the
coordination of global commodity circulation, but in the global coordination of
struggle, one that collectively agitates for a new and better world.

11
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